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Chapter 1: Questions 1-20 

1. “Married/Committed People of Reddit, What Made 
You Realize Your Partner was the One You Wanted to 
Spend Your Life With?” 

1) ConstantlySlippery wrote this: 

“She used to get on her bike at college and pedal a few 
miles across town, say at 6am, to leave cookies (that she 
baked in her dorm) and a little note in my car to have a 
great day at work. When it was f[**]king freezing out. 

“At first it was a little creepy, but I eventually realized that 
was who she was, and that is the kind of person we need 
more of in this world. 

“That was about 30 years ago.” 

PresidentTheRock commented: 

“My girlfriend in high school (no longer together because 
of the distance of college) absolutely decked out my locker 
in notes and gifts on Valentines Day. The thing was full, 
with little post-it notes with messages covering all the 
walling of it, and a ton of little gifts. We had only been 
dating less than a month so it kinda freaked me out. I had 
only gotten her chocolates and a stuffed bear. I realized as 
we continued dating that her love language was gifts, it 
filled her with so much excitement to make gifts for people 
and see their reactions, and my birthdays or Christmases 
were always a lot of fun with her. I tried to match her gifts, 
but she’d always find some way to make her gifts to me 
even more creative and sweet. Some people are just like 
that and more power to them, it’s a good trait to have. 

“I am pretty proud of one Christmas gift I gave her, though. 
I got her into The Office and one year I got her a teapot 



with gifts and memories inside, like Jim gave Pam. She 
loved it.” 

2) HiHoKermit wrote this: 

“I met my wife at work, and we became best friends from 
the get-go. We were finishing each other’s sentences within 
a week. We were both in our late twenties and both in long-
term relationships with people who were pleasant but 
unaffectionate and disinterested. The kind you stay in 
because you’ve come this far so you might as well just 
stick it out, even if you have nothing in common any more. 

“Before long whenever something happened to me, good or 
bad, it was this woman that I wanted to tell, not my 
girlfriend. She made me laugh like no one I’d ever met, she 
asked about my feelings and opinions on things (which she 
ALWAYS agreed with) and paid real attention to my well-
being in a way that no one ever had. We never once 
discussed having feelings for each other but both absolutely 
knew that we were supposed to be together. 

“I finally knew what love was, and ‘I should be grateful for 
this relationship because I’m lucky someone just tolerates 
me’ was not it. So I ended things and moved in with my 
sister. 

“When I told my (now) wife that I’d moved out, she told 
me that she had also left the week before and was staying 
with a friend. She’d known I wasn’t happy but wanted me 
to feel like leaving was my choice and not something that I 
was doing for her. 

“I realized how incredibly lucky I was to have even met 
her, let alone for us to jump into the abyss for each other at 
the same time and decided that I would never ever take it 
for granted. So I waited a socially acceptable length of time 
(about 18 months) and then proposed, at home, after 
making her a martini.” 



3) WrestlingWoman wrote, “When I told him about my 
childhood favorite wrestler that I couldn’t remember the 
name of. I told him what little details I remembered of the 
wrestler. Next week when he visited me, he handed me a 
printed-out photo of the wrestler and told me his name and 
that he had died. He had googled his [*]ss off just to figure 
out who the wrestler was for me. It was in that moment I 
realized he really loved me and that he was the one.” 

Note: Later, she identified the wrestler as Hercules 
Hernandez. 

4) wafflesveryhappy wrote, “When I realized that he 
annoys the crap out of me yes, but I surely don’t wish to be 
annoyed by anyone else. He’s my annoying person, and 
I’m his. In fairness to him, I wouldn’t put up with me.”1 

2. “A Common Stereotype is Men ‘Protecting’ Women 
— But have You [a Woman] Ever been in a Situation 
Where You ‘Protected’ a Male from 
Something/Someone? What’s Your Story?” 

1) crzukenosama wrote, “For as long as I can remember, I 
considered it my job to do this for my younger brother as 
we grew up in a troubled household. I apparently did such a 
good job that he didn’t know how bad things were until he 
was in his late teens.” 

rahws commented: 

“I was going to say I’ve done it for my younger brother, 
too. 

                                                
1 Source: scramalamajama, “Married/committed people of Reddit, what 
made you realize your partner was the one you wanted to spend your 
life with?” Reddit. AskReddit. 25 May 2019 
<https://tinyurl.com/y2qsrr2p>. 



“The craziest time I had to help him out was a few years 
ago. One of my friends was going through a real tough time 
in his life, and he got hooked like crazy on drugs. He came 
to my house really high and drunk one day. After a while, 
he started joking around and telling my brother he should 
try drugs, too; he was really persistent about it. He even 
shows the drugs at one point and urges him to take it. My 
brother was 12 at this point in time. I was obviously 
furious. An argument ensued. It escalated very quickly. 
Hands started being thrown, but luckily other people were 
there to break it up fast. That’s the only time I’ve ever 
gotten physical to protect a male.” 

2) HappyGiraffe wrote, “I am white; my partner is dark 
skinned. I am extremely tired of ‘stepping in’ when he is 
being held by security/questioned/etc. and literally all I 
have to do is stand beside him and say, ‘Is everyone okay?’ 
And ‘Yeah, we are together’ and then SUDDENLY: 
miracle, no issues, we can move on with our lives.” 

Mufacita commented, “I’m Canadian with a Mexican 
mother. I used to get searched multiple times in every 
American airport. As soon as I started traveling with my 
white husband, that stopped altogether.” 

3) FranSly wrote this: 

“Haha, yes, my husband is a big guy, with a long beard and 
wild look, but he’s cotton candy on the inside. 

“Once, in a family party we found a not-so-close cousin 
who has always been a drug-taking, alcoholic douche who 
is always looking for conflict. We always try to just ignore 
him and stay as far as possible from him, but this time he 
approached my hubby while he was going out from the 
bathroom and tried to start a fight. I was watching from our 
table like if I knew something was threatening My husband, 
because he doesn’t even speak our language so he was very 



confused at this ugly, violent, drunk guy trying to fight 
him, so there I was running towards him, with my super 
short body, and I don’t know where I got my strength from, 
but I pushed him so hard he fell and I stepped in front of 
my husband and started yelling at the bad guy to go away. 
This guy is known for even hitting women, he doesn’t 
cares, but people who saw it says that even he looked 
surprised and kind of scared. 

“I’ve always been a calm, kind and even an childish person, 
but this guy had awakened my inner monster, hahaha, I 
pushed him off the party and was barking like a demon 
Chihuahua. 

“We still see him from time to time — unfortunately, he 
always gets in family reunions — but now he openly avoids 
us, specially me. That’s great for all, cause God knows I 
would kill whoever tries to harm my puffy puff.”2 

3. “What was a Really Kind Gesture Someone (Other 
than Spouse/Partner) has Done for You Recently that 
Made Your Day?” 

1) thisgurrrl wrote, “A colleague left a thank you note on 
my desk for being kind. It was unexpected and made for a 
good start to the day.” 

2) fzn_4, a male, wrote, “Yesterday, I went to my favorite 
Lebanese restaurant and forgot my credit card. The cashier 
(who is also daughter of the owner) didn’t charge me; she 
said, ‘Oh, you’re an assiduous and trustworthy client, 
consider it thanks for eating here every week’. It was just a 
sfiha and a Coke, but it was nice anyway.” 

                                                
2 Source: brian0123, “A common stereotype is men ‘protecting’ women 
— but have you ever been in a situation where you ‘protected’ a male 
from something/someone? What’s your story?” Reddit. AskWomen. 27 
May 2019 <https://tinyurl.com/yywak74v>. 



3) eraem wrote, “I was on my sister’s bachelorette trip one 
weekend, and I had a group sports marketing presentation 
that following Monday at 9 am. I work extreeeeemely well 
under pressure so I wasn’t worried about doing my part in 
the airport on Sunday, but this girl in my group was 
constantly texting the group chat telling me I wasn’t going 
to be able to get it done. One kid sent me a private text and 
said, ‘Hey, I’d hate to be worrying about a project while 
I’m on vacation so you can send me your information and I 
can do your portion for you.’ It was seriously the nicest 
thing ever. I thanked him endlessly, but I declined and got 
it done on Sunday morning. It was just a really sweet offer 
that he didn’t have to do.” 

4) aixang wrote, “I wore a dress to work and someone told 
me I looked like a desert flower.” 

5) capreseberry wrote, “I am in touch with my high school 
English teacher. I talk to him at least a few times a month. I 
once wrote him a note expressing how much I loved and 
appreciated him (he was like the father I never had). He 
cleans out his cubicle very often, so I assumed that after a 
while, it got tossed out. It has been about seven years since 
I graduated high school. I talked to him two days ago. He 
sent me a picture of the note and told me about how much 
it still warms his heart to read it. Knowing that he treasures 
that stuff and values me as much as I value him makes me 
so happy. I started happy crying when he sent me that text.” 

6) cptnsaltypants wrote this: 

“My pot dealer called and left me a voicemail last week to 
make sure I was ok because he hadn’t heard from me in a 
couple weeks. I usually see him once a week. He’s a nice 
old man and was worried about me. I was actually really 
touched — but it’s not a story I can tell to people I know. 



“I didn’t cut down on the pot. I cleaned out my car and 
found an ounce I hid under my seat from this winter.”3 

4. “What Did You Like About Your Favorite Teacher?” 

1) jigglawr wrote this: 

“My physics professor in high school was amazing. 
Combined lectures with hands-on demonstrations in a 
really entertaining and engaging way (in-class karate 
demonstrations and watching him fire a potato gun on the 
football field). 

“What truly set him apart in my mind, however, was his 
question box day. He said, ‘As young adults, I know you 
guys probably have tons of questions that aren’t related to 
physics, or even school. Anonymously drop any question 
into this box and once a week I’ll read them aloud and do 
my best to answer them. And if I’m unable to answer it 
myself, I’ll do my best to find you and answer and get back 
to you.’ 

“People asked all sorts of questions. Everything from 
family problems to how a car engine works. It felt amazing 
to be treated like a developing adult rather than just a 
student.” 

2) superquool wrote this: 

“I was TERRIFIED when I found out I was going to be in 
her 3rd grade class, because I had heard that she was the 
meanest and hardest teacher in the school. I begged my 
mom to push for me to transfer, but she said this wasn’t a 
battle worth fighting. 

                                                
3 Source: FullMetalAliChemist, “What was a really kind gesture 
someone (other than spouse/partner) has done for you recently that 
made your day?” Reddit. AskReddit. 25 May 2019 
<https://tinyurl.com/yyu5eom9>. 



“In the end, yes, this teacher pushed her students and didn’t 
put up with any B.S., but she also championed our 
accomplishments and truly valued my work. I was naturally 
good at math but I LOVED creative writing, so if I finished 
a multiplication worksheet early, she let me work on my 
stories. We had to write a ‘chapter book’ as one 
assignment, and because of her support, I ended up writing 
a whole mini-series of (kinda cringy) books. She made 
photocopies of them all and had them bound in a special 
binder that she kept on her desk (with my original artwork). 
She used it as an example in her classes up until the year 
she retired. I don’t know that any teacher ever made me 
feel so good about myself.” 

Faoltiama commented, “Those were always my favorite 
teachers too. High expectations, didn’t put up with 
bullsh[*]t. Their reviews often said they were hard or 
mean. It’s probably just because those were the kind of 
people whose approval I valued.” 

ApathyKing8 commented: 

“The problem is that you actually have to work and learn to 
do well with these teachers while plenty of other teachers 
will just give you a good grade for doing the bare 
minimum. 

“My favorite teachers are ones whom I had to work for, but 
I know plenty of people who will slack off and be on their 
laptop all class and not do homework and then complain 
how they didn’t learn anything.” 

Hammerlanenyhc commented, “I had a teacher kind of like 
that. I am a big history buff, mostly the Crusades. Anyway, 
my history teacher and I would talk about motte-and-bailey 
castles all the time. One week we decided to make a project 
one just for funnies and he ended up giving me extra credit 
for it, I didn’t need the EC so he gave it to my friend who 



was struggling in school but wanted to continue playing 
football with me; that extra credit gave him the GPA to 
play the rest of the year, after that he really helped my 
friend turn his grades around in all subjects. He also helped 
get my name cleared when a petition went around to get a 
teacher fired and my name got put on it without me 
knowing. I never even knew this teacher or what subject he 
taught but I found out later he was ‘in’ with all the 
emo/goth/edgy kids. All the preppy kids didn’t like this 
teacher because of that I guess. I almost got expelled for 
that because I was on the football team and that is 
unbecoming of a sportsman.” 

Note by David Bruce: According to Wikipedia, “A motte-
and-bailey castle is a fortification with a wooden or 
stone keep situated on a raised earthwork called a motte, 
accompanied by an enclosed courtyard, or bailey, 
surrounded by a protective ditch and palisade.” 

3) borackbrobama wrote, “In 3rd grade we were given a 
project to make a class flag and unbeknownst to me she had 
used my flag as the class flag for 20+ years and made the 
effort to track me down and give it back to me when she 
retired. I about cried — it was so sweet.”4 

5. “What is the Best Case of ‘You Just F[**]Ked with 
The Wrong Person’ You’ve Witnessed?”  

1) RupertDangfield wrote this: 

“I love bouncer stories. 

“I worked at a bar with my sister and we had a bouncer 
everyone called Big Mark, because he was f[**]king huge. 
He was 6’8 and probably weighed around 320. He was 

                                                
4 Source: bicoe, “What Did You Like About Your Favorite Teacher?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 30 May 2019 <https://tinyurl.com/yxbukr3e>. 



massive. But he was also a sweet guy and super funny and 
smart. I never saw him have to fight anyone. Any time 
someone would refuse to leave or started raising his or her 
voice, Mark would just say ‘Stop threatening me, sir’ and 
that took care of it. 

“There was one time my sister brought a People magazine 
or some other scandal rag to work, and she sat in a booth 
with some other servers before it got busy, and they read it 
together and joked around about the celebrities. Anyways, 
it gets busy, my sister leaves the magazine on the table, and 
two middle-aged couples come in and sit in the booth. 
They’re already tipsy, and they all glom onto the magazine, 
saying ‘What kind of moron reads this sh[*]t?’ etc. They 
start flipping through it, and then they start ripping it up 
and laughing. In the midst of the rush, my sister sees this 
and gets kinda [*]issed, so she goes up to Mark and tells 
him those f[**]kers just tore up her magazine. So Mark 
gets up and lumbers over to their table and just stands there 
until they stop talking. He leans down and puts both hands 
on the table and says in his deepest voice, ‘Why did you 
tear up my magazine?’ All four of them looked like they 
were going to throw up. It was glorious. They mumbled 
apologies and said they didn’t know it was his and 
promptly got up and left. Mark was a guy who would never 
want to kick someone’s ass, but he could intimidate the 
sh[*]t out of 99% of people. I think he’s a nurse now.” 

2) DancingSalmon wrote this: 

“Not quite as dramatic as some, but this definitely taught 
me a couple valuable lessons when I was younger. 

“My dad worked physically, and was known in our area as 
a bit of a gentle giant. Very quiet, very controlled, but very 
capable of handling himself. He had cancer for a while 
when I was a kid, and was understandably a complete shell 
of himself during the treatment. However, one day during 



this period, I witnessed him vault a fence and chase down a 
group of teenage guys (17-18) who were trying to f[**]k 
with my sister, who was around 12. He caught one, and 
instead of beating him bloody, lifted him off his feet and 
held him there, as if weighing up the apocalyptic beating he 
was about to issue, before slowly setting him down and 
letting him go. 

“A few days later, a bunch of these teens arrived on our 
door, white as ghosts, with their parents, holding a signed 
apology letter. The parents came to hear about it, and 
realized there was no way a normally restrained man, 
undergoing chemotherapy, would react that way for no 
reason, and I think Dad showing such controlled rage and 
restraint scared the young guys even more than if he had 
beaten the living snot out of one of them. 

“Sometimes it’s best not to lose the head, and never, ever 
f[**]k with a calm man.”5 

6. “Queens of Reddit, When is the Last Time You Did 
Something Nice for a Stranger (Without Expectation of 
Return)?” 

1) unscrewthestars wrote this: 

“I was buying a snack at school and the girl in front of me 
had her card declined for a purchase of water, ibuprofen, 
and something to eat. She was frantically searching in her 
bag for cash when I stepped up and just bought it for her. 
She almost cried in gratitude. Turned out she was a few 
days post-surgery and had left her pain meds at home and 
desperately needed ibuprofen, something to take it with, 
and food so she wouldn’t be taking it on an empty stomach. 

                                                
5 Source: zColin, “What is the best case of ‘You just f[**]ked with the 
wrong person’ you’ve witnessed?” Reddit. AskReddit. 29 May 2019 
<https://tinyurl.com/yyhs6g7u>. 



“Never saw her again. Hope she’s doing better.” 

2) TakoyakiTanuki wrote this: 

“Yesterday. I bought a homeless man socks and water 
because he was asking for help other than money. 

“Before that was last Saturday when my husband and I 
were going out to dinner. A man was helping people by 
pointing out that we could either pay 7 dollars for evening 
parking in the lot, or he could lead us to free street parking 
on the same block. We followed him and instead of giving 
him a dollar, we gave him the full $7 (we would have paid 
it anyways) and he thanked us saying he had enough to stay 
at the downtown YMCA and wouldn’t have to work more 
that night.” 

3) DameZeug wrote this: 

“Oh, I downloaded the app Be My Eyes; it’s where blind or 
visually impaired people can call a volunteer for help with 
something. You sign up and say whether you’re visually 
impaired or a sighted volunteer, and the languages you 
speak, and then when someone needs help you get a 
notification. If you can’t answer, then don’t worry because 
it’ll be going to other people, too. 

“Anyway I’ve taken only a few video calls so far but 
everyone has been really nice and it makes a difference. 
One lady asked me which card was which in her wallet; 
someone else wanted to know what flavor breakfast shake 
they were getting and another person needed to know the 
temperature on their thermostat. 

“It’s quick to do and helps someone out, and you get a nice 
chat with them, too.” 

4) 5by5Rule wrote, “If even small acts of kindness count, 
today I let a woman and child go in front of me at the 



grocery store so they didn’t have to wait. The kid was old 
enough to wait but was getting antsy.” 

litskypancakes commented, “Small acts of kindness do 
count, and what you do is awesome. I love having this 
happen when I’ve got like two things and the person in 
front of me has a cartful and there’s no express lane open; 
and I like to do the same for others when possible.” 

5) destria, a female, wrote, “It was a very small thing but 
my morning commute bus didn’t come yesterday morning 
and the next bus wasn’t for another 45 minutes. Given 
that’s it a commuter bus, I imagine that’s far too late for 
most people to get to work on time. My alternative was to 
walk 20 minutes to this other stop. Along the way I told 
people at every stop that the bus wasn’t coming (my bus 
stop has a live ticker/tracker thing whereas others didn’t) 
and their best bet was to go to this other stop and catch a 
different bus. By the time I got to this other bus stop, there 
were probably like 20 people following me. Hopefully 
everyone got to work on time rather than having to wait 45 
minutes wondering when the bus was coming.”6 

7. “What is the Happiest Story You Have?” 

1) cayelle-bee wrote, “Many. But a recent one — a 
friend/neighbor was dropping off kitchen scraps for my 
chickens while we were at work and noticed an elderly 
couple looking at them (my chickens are in the front yard 
of a suburban area, which is unusual, and we have many 
regular visitors). My friend invited them in (knowing I’d be 
fine with it) and they patted a broody chicken and collected 
a couple of eggs. The woman apparently got teary and said 
that her own grandmother had chickens. We received a 
                                                
6 Source: litskypancakes, “Queens of Reddit, when is the last time you 
did something nice for a stranger (without expectation of return)?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 31 May 2019 <https://tinyurl.com/y5snfl76>. 



parcel of limes (from their tree) and a lovely handwritten 
note a few days later. The couple live in the next street, so I 
will make sure some eggs are delivered to them :).” 

2) Redhaired103 wrote, “My dog had 14 and counting 
years of great life with me and the neighbor’s dog — his 
BFF [Best Friends Forever] — he shares the yard with in a 
dog-friendly neighborhood. All because one day I decided 
to go out to buy a single nail polish and saw him as a puppy 
on the way. Life is indeed full of surprises; small decisions 
and minimal effort as a beginning sometimes change a 
whole life.” 

3) drunkenknitter wrote, “My husband surprised me with a 
trip to Italy and proposed in Venice. I was basically living a 
RomCom [Romantic Comedy] for a week and it was 
amazing.” 

4) Mrsd1640 wrote, “I married my best friend; he makes 
me a better person. And we adopted my other best friend, a 
little dumb Siamese mix cat.” 

5) pawaspets wrote this: 

“In elementary school we were required to learn sign 
language, which I loved, but we never really had a chance 
to use it. By high school I had forgotten pretty much 
everything except ‘thank you’. 

“My high school had a main building and an auxiliary 
building where elective classes were held and there was a 
concrete walkway between each building. 

“One day I was walking from the auxiliary building to the 
main building during class time, so I was alone except for 
one guy walking ahead of me. I recognized the guy as a 
classmate who took classes in the auxiliary building and 
was deaf. I regularly saw him signing with his aide at 
lunch. 



“This guy noticed me behind him and held the door for me 
even though I was way behind him on the path. I ran to 
catch the door so he wouldn’t have to hold the door long 
and signed ‘thank you’ twice. He was completely 
overjoyed! He was literally jumping with excitement and 
giving me tons of thumbs up, just grinning from ear to ear! 
It was so nice to be able to apply what little bit of signing I 
remembered and it clearly made that guy so happy. One of 
the best interactions with someone I’ve ever had.”7 

8. “What was the Kindest Thing You’ve Done for 
Another Person This Week?” 

hockeygirl9494 wrote, “I briefly dated a guy a couple years 
back who ended up playing me pretty bad. We have a 
mutual friend, and since then, my friend has been telling 
me what a complete mess this guy is. He is 31 or 32 years 
old, got fired from his job, in debt, terrible with money … 
he started a new position making $15/hour somewhere and 
apparently it made him miserable and depressed. I started 
to feel bad for the guy, yeah, he kinda played me but he 
clearly has some personal issues and life struggles, so I had 
my friend get his resume and I completely redid it, took a 
couple hours. It was BAD. This past week he got hired for 
a 60k job and had other job offers. Prior to me doing his 
resume, he had no interviews. Happy for the guy and hope 
he pulls his life together. (He doesn’t know it was me: I 
remained anonymous).”8 

                                                
7 Source: Cobra38, “What is the happiest story you have?” Reddit. 
AskWomen. 31 May 2019 <https://tinyurl.com/y63z2zvr>. 
8 Source: always-slightly-late, “What was the kindest thing you’ve 
done for another person this week?” Reddit. AskWomen. 30 May 2019 
<https://tinyurl.com/y644mob2>. 



9. “What’s the Best Thing that Happened In Your Life? 
That You Keep on Smiling When You Remember It?” 

1) iamsoveryverytired, “My fiancée proposed to me in our 
favorite field on the farm. He’d told me we were going to 
pick berries to make fruit gin but when I got there, there 
was a picnic laid out. Our dog was there, too. A couple of 
days later we flew to a 5-star all-inclusive resort for 10 
days in Mauritius and just wallowed in happiness. It was 
incredible.” 

2) 5by5Rule wrote this: 

“The best thing is that there isn’t one thing to choose from. 
I have an amazing family, wonderful boyfriend, and dream 
job. I’m living in a place that I absolutely adore. 

“I am quite honestly living the dream. 

“Every once in a while I sit back and just think ‘I can’t 
believe this is my life.’ 

“I am so incredibly lucky.”9 

10. “What is Your First Period Horror Story?” 

1) JaniePage wrote this: 

“Just in case any young ’uns are reading this, not all first 
periods are horrors. 

“Mine was fine. I knew what it was and confirmed with my 
mother, who was excited and congratulated me on 
‘becoming a woman’. The only ‘horror’ for me was 
discovering how uncomfortable pads are, so I started using 
tampons immediately, and with ease.” 

                                                
9 Source: sandyholmes8, “What’s the best thing that happened in your 
life? That you keep on smiling when you remember it?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 31 May 2019 <https://tinyurl.com/y5om8pc9>. 



2) MRSD1640 wrote, “When I got my period for the first 
time, I didn’t realize how much blood there would be. My 
dad had custody of me, and talking about periods was 
uncomfortable for him, so I walked next door to ask my 
neighbor (single female) if the amount of blood that was 
coming out of me was normal. Turns out it was.”10 

11. “Redditors Who Speak Esperanto, Why, and 
What’s the Most Useful Thing You’ve Accomplished 
with It?” 

pip_pop_picklefish wrote this: 

“My dad discovered Esperanto when I was about six years 
old. He thought it was the coolest thing in the world and for 
the next several years (on and off), he tried to learn it 
himself and teach it to my sister and me. He even created a 
really cool online dictionary for it. (This was twenty years 
ago, so some of you may have used it.) 

“He ordered these really goofy Esperanto learning videos 
and downloaded Esperanto music created by people around 
the world. We watched the videos together, practiced 
vocabulary on car rides, and learned conjugating at 
dinnertime. 

“The most useful thing I accomplished? Spending time 
with my dad. 10/10 would recommend.”11 

                                                
10 Source: Snowball_does_speed, “What is your first period horror 
story?” Reddit. AskWomen. 31 May 2019 
<https://tinyurl.com/y4gf77ea>. 
11 Source: xuabi, “Redditors who speak Esperanto. Why, and what’s the 
most useful thing you’ve accomplished with it?” Reddit. AskReddit. 
<https://tinyurl.com/y2te55a8>. 



12. “Who’s the Most Famous Person You’ve Talked to 
for More Than 30 Seconds?” 

duh_metrius wrote this:  

“I once shot a movie with Spike Lee. Very low budget, 
independent thing with a tiny crew and tinier cast. We were 
together everyday for a week, but he never said a word to 
me beyond some notes. Anyway, on the last day of filming 
we were coming back from lunch and I was standing 
outside having a cigarette when he comes walking by. He 
says something like ‘Ahh, so this is where the smokers all 
hang, huh?’ and I just kind of laugh and say, ‘Yeah.’ He 
looks at my beat-up sneakers and goes "What kind of shoes 
are those?" I tell him I don’t actually know, and he looks at 
me like I just took a dump on the sidewalk and says ‘You 
don’t know?’ and I tell him I’d run a 5k three years earlier 
and had needed some running shoes, so I bought the 
cheapest ones. 

“This dude reaches into the cargo pocket of his pants and 
pulls out a fat envelope. He opens the envelope and I see 
that it’s full of Nike gift cards. Like, a hundred Nike gift 
cards. He pulls out two, hands them to me, and says. 
‘There’s two gift cards, $75 apiece. Get yourself some new 
Jordans’ and walks away.”12 

13. “What was the Best Moment of Your Entire Life So 
Far?” 

Spodidodi wrote, “Once I got out of prison, I got a good 
job, got married, bought my first home, got custody of my 
daughter, and am now in the process of adopting my wife’s 
children. After all this my mom broke down the other day 

                                                
12 Source: jarold00d, “Who’s the most famous person you’ve talked to 
for more than 30 seconds?” Reddit. AskReddit. 3 June 2019 
<https://tinyurl.com/yy5owf2q>. 



happy and extreme most proud to see her son had grown up 
and away from a destructive lifestyle I had previously that 
sent me to prison. Never seen my mom like that and to 
know I’ve made my mom proud brought me to tears.”13 

“Who is a Woman Whom You Admire and Why?” 

1) Chemical_Librarian wrote this:  

“My mother, because she got her second university degree 
with four kids ages three to twelve at home. She was at 
school when we kids were at school; she cooked, cleaned, 
drove us to different sports and hobbies, and was present 
with us every night. And then when we went to sleep she 
started with her school assignments and finished them 
before she went to bed. 

“On a professional level, Marie Curie, because I myself am 
a scientist and she really paved the way for many women in 
science.” 

2) cbratty wrote, “Alexandra Ocasio-Cortez. I’m massively 
impressed by someone the same age as me saying ‘Ok, I 
see how the system works, I don’t like what I see, I want to 
help change it.’ She’s so incredibly well spoken, educated, 
and down to earth, the last of which seems to be a rarity in 
politics. She is taking criticism from the GOP as well as 
some of her own party, but she retains her composure and 
keeps pushing toward what she thinks is best for her 
constituents. I think that’s f[**]king incredible.” 

robespierre420 commented, “I’m a little bit older than her, 
and the idea she was a bartender before is inspirational and 
awesome! I’m so impressed with her.” 

                                                
13 Source: skankhunt842, “What was the best moment of your entire 
life so far?” Reddit. AskReddit. 4 June 2019 
<https://tinyurl.com/y5x37ohh>. 



Michtexasgander commented, “She’s mine as well. I have 
PTSD [Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder], and she’s in my 
folder of soothing pictures. She’s my real-life superhero!” 

3) ShakaTWF, a male, wrote, “My mom is honestly the 
hardest worker I’ve ever seen. I never saw her much as a 
kid because she was always working, but she sacrificed so 
much so that my siblings and I could get a good education, 
eat well, and have a happy childhood. I didn’t always 
appreciate it as much as I should have, but I’ve got hella 
respect for what she did/does for us, and I can only hope 
I’ll be half as good of a parent as she is.”14 

15. “How have You Seen a Person Rebuild Their Life in 
a Single Day?” 

1) TardigradeInAHat wrote this:  

“When my brother died, everyone in the family was 
devastated, but it hit my parents the most. Losing a child 
isn’t supposed to happen — it’s just not. 

“My dad had to write my brother’s obituary for the 
newspaper and worked on this short piece for hours and 
hours. He’s written small things before, but not something 
like that. I think writing that piece reminded him that his 
son was a writer: He’d written a comic book, a play, and 
was working on his first novel, too. My dad was still really 
sad, but I think that was a pivotal moment for him. It gave 
him drive and passion after such a horrible experience. 

“My dad now loves to write and has taken classes so he can 
create better stories. He’s so proud when he finishes an 
essay or short story, and I can see that he’s doing better. 

                                                
14 Source: Macs_Duster “Who is a woman that you admire and why?” 
Reddit. AskWomen. 4 June 2019 <https://tinyurl.com/y26qv3ar>. 



“The obituary, by the way, was the best I’ve ever read and 
honored the rebellious nature my brother had perfectly.” 

TardigradeInAHat added: 

“I won’t link to it for privacy reasons, but here it is with all 
the names changed: 

“1979 ~ 2017 Bob was born on XXX. His dad dyed his hair 
red to celebrate the birth of his red-headed son. At an early 
age Bob got into good music and good stories. Bob and his 
younger brother would fuel these passions by stealing CDs 
and books from X Mall. It never occurred to them to get a 
library card. His childhood wildness turned into passion for 
playing bass, writing science fiction and screenplays, and 
creating friendships. In 2011, he met and married his BFF 
[Best Friend Forever], X. Together they raised their 
children: … As an artist, musician, and writer, Bob 
developed an avid appreciation for film. His life view was 
eclectic and evolved to include rational thought and reason. 
In 2015 Bob was diagnosed with Ocular Melanoma. The 
treatment appeared successful. Regrettably, the cancer 
metastasized to his liver and from there relentlessly invaded 
his body. A two-year fight was filled with an appreciation 
for life and love of family. He embraced the many friends 
who came by to laugh, love, reminisce, and cry. On 
December 29th, he died in the arms of the woman he loved. 
… [rest is taken out for privacy reasons] ‘Life is about what 
you get to experience, not what you miss.’ –Bob” 

2) ncjaja wrote this: 

“My freshman year of high school there was this awful 
bully who would make life hell for anyone he could. He 
was almost cartoonishly mean and cruel. I truly hated him. 

“The next year a teacher whom the bully respected pulled 
him aside and told him that he was too smart to be acting 



that way and that he was going to end up friendless and in 
jail if he continued that behavior. 

“Literally the next day at school, this kid starting trying to 
make amends with people he’d terrorized, myself included. 
He started taking his schoolwork seriously and started 
standing up for other people and trying to be as kind as 
possible to others around him. 

“Eighteen years later, he’s still one of my dearest friends in 
the world. I’d take a bullet for that dude.” 

3) Holanz wrote this: 

“Not rebuild their life, but my mother had a significant 
positive change in a single day. 

“When I was around seven years old, my mother was 
diagnosed with manic depression, now commonly known 
as bipolar disorder. She was extremely depressed and angry 
and suicidal. It got to the point where my brother and I 
were sent to live with my aunt while my father took care of 
her. 

“During that time, she tried different anti-depressants, 
admitted herself to an asylum, and tried a lot of things like 
prayer. It was getting frustrating for her and my father. 

“One day, she woke up and said she was better. It literally 
was a Christmas miracle. My brother and I returned home. 
and life resumed as normal. 

“Although life wasn’t perfect (we had the challenges 
typical families go through), we didn’t experience the 
traumatizing things she used to do when she was in her 
manic or depressed state.” 

4) Sometimes_Stutters wrote, “My mom is 10 years sober 
today. I remember her opening another beer, taking one sip, 
putting it down and saying ‘I’m done’. She checked herself 



into rehab the next day. My dad joined about three months 
later. Both are completely different people, and I can’t 
imagine our relationship being what it is today if they had 
continued to drink.” 

5) DaughterEarth wrote, “I don’t think I’ve ever seen it 
happen in one day. I’ve seen the start though. One was a 
friend who called and said I was right, she shouldn’t have 
gotten mad at me, and she was going to quit drugs. She 
went on to get married to a nice guy. They have good jobs, 
live in a beautiful place, enjoy their shared hobbies, and 
have the cutest little boy I’ve ever seen. She’s so happy, 
and I’m so glad she called that day. We hadn’t been talking 
because of the prior time of me saying I was worried about 
her. Now we’re best friends again and talk every day.” 

6) lasteclipse wrote this: 

“For years, my sister had a super-toxic friendship with a 
girl who epitomized narcissistic and manipulative behavior. 
My sister was constantly down on herself, exhausted from 
taking care of her, and feeling depressed because she felt 
like she was a failure of a friend. 

“Then one day, after a phone call she slammed down the 
phone and said, ‘F[**]k it, I’m done with her.’ I swear I 
saw weights sliding down her shoulders and shackles 
falling off of her. She’s just so much better off now. 

“Don’t stick with friendships just because you’ve known 
each other for a long time.”15 

                                                
15 Source: JennVendetta, “How have you seen a person rebuild their 
life in a single day?” Reddit. AskReddit. 4 June 2019 
<https://tinyurl.com/y4bhlmwu>. 



16. “What are Some Features that Women Find 
Unattractive on Themselves, But You Find Hella 
Attractive?” 

1) MARCILIUS wrote, “What I’ve learned from these 
comments [answering the question] is that whatever you 
look like someone will find you attractive, so that’s nice.”  

Here’s an example answer from Bunnyhat: “Dark area 
underneath the eyes like they haven’t slept well, but 
actually just there all the time.” 

2) serbeardlesss wrote, “Their dorky laughing face.” 

Quoththeraven commented: 

“Much more genuine, IMO [In My Opinion]. 

“It’s a good indicator your partner is comfortable around 
you.” 

ThatBritishPleb commented, “A dorky laugh in general is 
the best kind.” 

SerotoninAnd Oxytocin commented: 

“People made fun of my laugh yesterday. This made me 
feel a little better. 

“Edit: You all are amazing and made me feel much better! 
“Now I’m smiling and laughing out loud.” 

Enjoytheshow commented, “My wife has the ugliest-
sounding snort-laugh and I love it.” 

3) Till_Soil wrote, “I was crushed when my hair fell out 
from chemotherapy. My beloved husband not only 
accepted it, but he walked in our door last week with his 
own head shaved. He didn’t want me to think I was going 
through this alone. After I cried my eyes out, he took me to 
Supercuts where the stylist gave me a ‘high and tight’ 



hairdo that actually looked trendy! No one gave me a 
second glance when we took our bald selves out shopping. 
I went from a crushed zero back to a human being. I love 
my husband so much.”16 

17. “What is Your ‘… and I Should have Died, but 
Didn’t’ Story?” 

1) Pierce1940 wrote, “I was struck by lightning when I was 
15 while hiking in the mountains between North Carolina 
and Tennessee. It started hailing afterward. I couldn’t move 
but my friends pulled me under a tree and wrapped me in 
an aluminum blanket because I was going hypothermic in 
July. The hail pelted holes in the blanket, the hail above us 
on the mountain melted and ran down where we were 
lying, soaking us, and thunder rumbled all around for half 
an hour or more, threatening. I don’t think I’ll ever hear 
thunder and not shudder. Also, I haven’t seen the color 
black (‘black’s not a color’ — shut up) since then; I believe 
I am permanently flash-burned. At night or when I close 
my eyes, I see a million dots of faint-colored light like 
static. Anyway, I survived. It happened 14 years ago.” 

2) mskitesurf wrote, “I had a windsurfing accident, was 
blown 8+ miles out to sea with only the board. There was 
supposed to be a hard freeze that late November evening. 
About 45 minutes before dark, I heard the Coast Guard 
vessel looking for me. I had already resigned myself to 
death, as only one other person knew I was out there, and 
as far as I knew he had gotten himself into the same 
situation. It’s really amazing how calm you get and how the 
fear of death leaves when you’ve become sure that it’s 

                                                
16 Source: reversesupernova, “What are some features that women find 
unattractive on themselves, but you find hella attractive?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 5 June 2019 <https://tinyurl.com/yy8sszou>. 



going to happen. Or it could have been the hypothermia 
….” 

mskitesurf added, “The other person had gotten himself 
into the same situation coming to check on me. He then 
pulled off a huge feat of strength and swam 2-3 miles back 
to the beach. Saved us both ….” 

that_one_sqoosh commented, “This happened to me in my 
kayak. It’s true, though, in that once I accepted death I just 
stared at the water and the occasional jellyfish. Kind of 
peacefully took in the beauty of the ocean. Luckily a 
passing shrimp boat came along a while later. Worst 
sunburn ever, though.”17 

18. “What is a Cute Thing Your Pet Does that Makes 
You Happy?” 

1) kd_exe wrote, “I have two cats. I’ve accidentally taught 
both that when I say, ‘Kiss?’ I want to kiss their head, so 
they pop their heads up and let me. Sometimes, our shy 
female cat will be flustered and meowing and I won’t know 
what she wants (she just talks sometimes so it’s not 
unusual) and I’ll go ‘Kiss?’ and she’ll press her head into 
me when I kiss her head, then go on her way. We never 
rewarded the cats for doing this, I think they just translated 
that humans kissing = cats rubbing their cheeks on you, and 
just know it’s a form of affection.” 

2) Obstacle_Illusion wrote, “My cat lives to cuddle me. He 
snuggles me in bed and then I wake up and he follows me 
into the kitchen, wanting snuggles, and then I work from 
home on my laptop and he snuggles next to me and then I 
use the bathroom and he anxiously waits outside meowing 

                                                
17 Source: Kelvin_Inman, “What is your ‘… and I should have died, but 
didn’t.’ story?” Reddit. AskReddit. 5 June 2019 
<https://tinyurl.com/y4gz662l>. 



for cuddles and then I play videogames and he curls up 
next to me and cuddles. Only breaks are for food, water, 
and bathroom. And of course play. But this cat loves me 
like no other being on this Earth and I am convinced I will 
never experience a more pure unwavering unconditional 
love than this ultimate snuggle bug.”18 

19. “Children of Good Parents, What Did Your Parents 
Do Right? How were They Good Parents?” 

1) the-holy-cheezit wrote, “I came out to my parents last 
year about my mental health issues and they gave me all 
the help I needed. They stayed with me during my anxiety 
attacks even if they were late in the night and paid for my 
counseling even though they don’t legally have to. I 
probably wouldn’t be as mentally healthy as I am now 
without their help and support. Best parents ever.” 

2) Dia_Danger wrote this: 

“My parents are very open minded and accepting people, I 
remember multiple times when my siblings and I were 
young they would say, ‘We don’t care what or who you 
are’, and that really stuck with me because I’m Bisexual. 
When I actually came out to them, both of them never 
backed out of their word and have accepted me for who I 
am. My mom and I even discuss LGBT [Lesbian Gay 
Bisexual Transgender] topics over tea and my dad won’t 
f[**]king stop with the puns. 

“I’m aware that a lot of LGBT members are not as lucky as 
I am and my heart aches for them — y’all are real fighters.” 

3) kukukele wrote this: 

                                                
18 Source: world_citizen7, “What is a cute thing your pet does that 
makes you happy?” Reddit. AskReddit. 6 June 2019 
<https://tinyurl.com/y23c3vac>. 



“Impossible to list everything, but here are a few things that 
stand out to me: 

“They never sheltered me. That covers everything from 
seeing the diversity of society (rich, poor, healthy, sick, 
etc.) to experiencing my own personal disappointments 
(losing in sports, saying no when asked to buy me a new 
video game, etc.). I was allowed to grow as an individual. 
They were and are always there for support when I needed 
it, but I was never coddled or protected from things. 

“They lead by example. My parents never expected things 
out of me that they didn’t live by themselves, whether it 
was something as simple as being open and honest to our 
entire family or something more complicated like living 
within your means, budgeting, and treating all people with 
total kindness. It’s a lot easier as a kid to look up to your 
parents when they live their daily lives by the same values 
they taught me.”19 

20. “Do you have Any Stories of Female Friends or 
Loved Ones Coming to Your Rescue? Emotionally or 
Physically. Let’s Hear About Your Wonder Women!”  

1) amsterdamcyclone wrote this: 

“My dad died unexpectedly, and I was on a work trip in 
another state. I drove straight to my mom’s house (yet 
another state) and my husband met me there with our three 
little kids a few days later. 

“I was in shell shock. We were dealing with multiple state 
agencies due to where he died and lots of weird things you 
don’t think of AND needed to plan a funeral. 

                                                
19 Source: moonunknown, “Children of good parents, what did your 
parents do right? How were they good parents?” Reddit. AskReddit. 6 
June 2019 <https://tinyurl.com/yyjt7nus>. 



“My coworker called me and calmly spent an hour+ 
(maybe several) on the phone with me talking me through 
every step of planning the funeral. What questions to ask, 
logistics to consider, cost, obit, flowers, family notification, 
food … all of it. She laid out an entire plan, I just had to 
follow her instructions. 

“I will never ever forget it. I didn’t even remember it until 
months later when my mom and I were wondering how we 
made it through. 

“She is amazing. Still my best friend.” 

2) mytrustythrowaway458 wrote this: 

“My mother has been there for about 95% of the times I 
have fainted, catching me and making sure I don’t knock 
my head. 

“One time, I was in the bathroom, on the toilet, and passed 
out. I’m not entirely sure how this happened, but my body 
ended up getting stuck between the toilet and the sink — 
my head was in a super weird position. She got me up and 
sat me down on the floor, where I fainted again, only this 
time I seized as well, p[*]ssing and sh[*]ting myself. I 
started sobbing. She got me a change of clothes and hand-
washed my underwear, right away, so that it didn’t stain. 

“She once stayed awake for an entire three days (maybe 
slept three hours), making sure I was all right. She put 
down some blankets and pillows on the floor and lay with 
me while I cried about how much pain I was in and kept 
getting throw-up on her. She wiped my back and neck 
when I became a sweat pool. 

“Our relationship is flawed. She is flawed. It’s not always 
the healthiest. But whenever I’m sick, she’s been there. 
Even when it meant picking me up from a friend’s house at 
3 am when she still had to work in the morning — she 



didn’t complain, didn’t get frustrated with me, didn’t tell 
me I was being a baby.” 

3) taboolou wrote, “Once, I was drugged at a college party. 
Some friends (though not close friends) noticed I was way 
out of it, and that this guy at the party was eyeing me. They 
got me away to a safe place, practically carrying me out. 
They didn’t realize I was drugged; they just thought I had 
just drank too much. Either way, I will forever be grateful!” 

4) theloneliestdonkey wrote, “I was out drinking one night 
when I was about 18 and got really drunk to the level of 
passing out. My best friend at the time left me unconscious 
in a lane behind the bar because she didn’t feel safe. Two 
random girls found me, discovered my address in my 
wallet, got me in a cab and took me home, and then spent 
all night looking after me and making sure I didn’t choke 
on my own vomit. Never spoke to the best friend again, but 
those two girls were the bridesmaids at my wedding. There 
are some people who are just good people and you want 
them in your life forever.” 

5) not_doing_that wrote this: 

“When I was younger, I was bullied. My older sister found 
me crying and went and threatened the bullies. They 
panicked and apologized. 

“She was always doing that, trying to protect me and our 
other younger sister. It’s part of the reason why even 
though she’s off the rails, I can’t hate her.” 

6) Oservice_27 wrote this: 

“My best friend is literally the most spectacular woman I 
know. I don’t know where I’d be without her. She is always 
there to support me when I’m having difficulties with my 
anxiety, when I’m dealing with some new fresh hell, and 



just to shoot the sh[*]t. I cannot believe how lucky I am to 
have her. 

“An example is probably when I had a really hard breakup. 
She dropped everything and came to spend as much time 
with me as I needed. Of course, she came with her 
extremely well thought-out care package. Granola bars in 
case I was having a hard time eating, tissues, essential oils 
and a diffuser, candles, bath bombs and salts, and a bunch 
of handwritten letters to open at different times when I was 
feeling a certain way. 

“Just an amazing human being. I can’t imagine my life 
without my best friend.” 

7) whoop_there_she_is wrote this: 

“My best friend actually hauled my ass down a mountain 
once. 

“I have a heart arrhythmia that I usually carry medication 
for. When it acts up, it’s basically like a panic attack where 
your vision blurs, you breathe heavily, you’re incredibly 
shaky and weak, all that fun stuff. Worst of all, I 
completely dissociate, so I basically can’t control my body 
and don’t even feel like I’m living in reality. But again, I 
carry medication for this, so most of the time I just pop a 
pill and it goes away. One time, though, I had actually left 
my meds in the car in my backpack because we decided to 
take only one pack up the mountain. No big deal, except it 
was, because four miles into our eight-mile hike, my heart 
acts up and I am completely useless as a physical body in 
the world. 

“No joke, this girl turns legit into both doctor and Med 
Evac crew. She’s splashing me with water, she’s 
encouraging me to put one foot in front of the other, I’m 
totally useless and basically just trying to focus on 
breathing. I become this robot with glazed-over eyes trying 



to pound my chest to get my heart working again, which 
was most likely terrifying, but I don’t remember, 
considering I was hardly conscious at the time. She hauls 
me over her shoulder and basically scoots me down the 
mountain for a mile until we ran into a random dude with a 
bike trying to speed run the trail we were on. Then this girl 
comes up with the ingenious idea to hail the man down, 
convince him that I need to be on his bicycle, and then each 
of them roll me down the trail teetering on this bicycle 
towards the car where my meds are. And all the while, 
she’s talking about how funny this is going to be, how I’m 
doing great, all these words of encouragement which were 
totally lost on me. And this guy is just very confused, keeps 
asking her questions about my medical condition that she 
doesn’t know the answer to because I always just take my 
medication, and he’s wondering if he needs to call 911, but 
she’s like ‘No she’ll be good! Her heart’s just f[**]ky, 
that’s all!’ 

“So yeah, basically she saved my life and my wallet from 
an unnecessary ER visit and even wrangled strangers in to 
help. Of course as soon as I took my meds, I was bright-
eyed and bushy-tailed immediately after, and actually 
pretty disappointed I missed the end of our hike in my 
deliriousness. Oh, well!”20 

  

                                                
20 Source: SibcyRoad, “Do you have any stories of female friends or 
loved ones coming to your rescue? Emotionally or physically. Let’s 
hear about your Wonder Women!” Reddit. AskWomen. 5 June 2019 
<https://tinyurl.com/y3a498ta>. 



Chapter 2: Questions 21-40 

21. “EMT/Paramedics of Reddit, What Last Words did 
You Hear that Will Stick with You Forever?” 

Elfirenachos wrote, “It wasn’t my patient, but a fellow 
paramedic’s. He had a mid-30’s-age male who had injuries 
that didn’t really give him much of a shot even if he 
would’ve been in the ER when it happened. He looked at 
my friend, and asked about the injuries. When my friend 
responded, he shrugged his shoulders and responded, ‘At 
least it’s not raining’. The man’s optimism even in the face 
of death will never leave me.”21 

22. “What would Your Worst Enemy Have to Do for 
You to Truly Forgive Them?”  

1) flowers_followed wrote this: 

“Truthfully? Die. 

“I know it’s harsh, but it’s how I feel. It takes a lot to make 
me hate you and usually that involves hurting the people I 
love. Death is the only forgiveness for that.” 

LoneStarLlama commented, “I ain’t forgiving someone just 
because they died.” 

2) Fubbik wrote, “Tbh [To be honest] just admit that they 
were wrong and try to better themselves. They’ve burned 
their bridges with me, but I could at least drop my intense 
hatred if they could take some responsibility.” 

Speeeds commented, “Honestly this. An ex-friend I had to 
cut ties with due to toxicity recently asked to meet up to 
apologize. I decided to hear him out and he admitted to 
                                                
21 Source: Hunter727, “EMT/Paramedics of reddit, what last words did 
you hear that will stick with you forever?” Reddit. AskReddit. 7 June 
2019 <https://tinyurl.com/y48txfpo>. 



most of his wrongdoing — that was incredibly nice. I still 
suggested it’s better off we don’t become friends again, 
mainly because just looking at him still reminds me of the 
things I went through because of him, but my intense 
hatred is mostly gone and I’m more willing to be in a room 
with him if I ever have to.” 

Anti-hollowkid commented, “This is the most realistic 
option rather than some of the other comments just 
claiming they should die. I should state that I’m not saying 
what they said was wrong seeing as they have been 
f[**]ked over and therefore have strong feelings of hate. 
But this is the correct option (unless the enemy has crossed 
the line) for someone who has done something not so 
extreme but still a d[*]ck move as it gets rid of a negative 
member of society and replaces them with an empathetic, 
kind, and self-aware positive contributor, which benefits us 
all.”22 

23. “What was Your ‘Oh, Sh[*]T, My Parents Did that 
Because They Really Loved Me’ Realization?” 

1) B33FY10G5 wrote this: 

“Parents got divorced when I was eight years old. Mom got 
the house and everything else. Dad moved to the seedy part 
of town because my mom took him to the cleaners. Every 
time I went to his house for the weekend, I got bacon and 
eggs for breakfast or pork chops or steak for dinner. He fed 
me like a king. One day he was taking a nap while I was 
playing Sega and I wanted a snack. Most of the cupboards 
were empty except for one with about 20 boxes of Kraft 
dinner and a bag of chips. I didn’t realize until years later 
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that he would eat kd [Kraft Dinner] all week just so I could 
have bacon and steak because my mom couldn’t cook.” 

joberdez commented, “Give that man a big hug next time 
you see him. Dads like him don’t get enough credit.” 

kalsii commented, “My dad did something similar. When 
my parents separated, my dad moved out and still had to 
pay for four kids plus a mortgage. I didn’t find out until I 
was almost 15, but my dad lived on a loaf of bread and 
tomato sauce for the two weeks we weren’t there. But when 
we stayed with him we got fed like normal. It made me 
appreciate him a lot more.” 

2) emiaa wrote, “Teaching me how to defend myself? My 
dad would always make me practice with him as a little girl 
… then when I got into my 20s I had a moment where I had 
to defend myself from this creep … and after I was safe I 
was like d[*]mn … thanks, Dad.” 

3) whyamidoingthisahhh wrote, “I begged my parents for a 
dog all throughout my childhood, and they finally got me 
one when I was 11. Three months later, my dad lost his 
battle with cancer. Back then they didn’t tell me how bad 
his prognosis was, but I later found out they knew from the 
beginning that he didn’t have much time left. He knew he 
wouldn’t get to see me graduate high school, or go off to 
college, or get married, or any of my major life milestones. 
I think he wanted to make sure he got to see me achieve at 
least one life goal before he passed. Essentially, my dog 
was his last gift to me.” 

4) gogojack wrote this: 

“I didn’t realize it at the time, but when they supported my 
decision to explore joining the military. Specifically the Air 
Force. 



“I loved airplanes as a kid. My adopted grandfather was an 
RAF [Royal Air Force] pilot in WWII, and I went to every 
air show I could. I wanted to do that for a living. 

“My dad had volunteered for the army, and served in the 
late 1950s. He knew I wasn’t cut out for military life, but 
when I kept insisting, he found a way for me to experience 
it without actually enlisting. 

“The Civil Air Patrol. Back then, it was basically the junior 
Air Force. Your instructors were Air Force, you went 
through the same basic training, and if you graduated, you 
could skip basic when you enlisted. 

“I was gung ho, and my mom took me to the Air National 
Guard base every week. 

“It was not for me. Not even close. I quit before I got too 
far in, just as my dad figured I would. He wanted me to go 
to college, and he was right.” 

PerkyLurkey commented: 

“Quality parenting right there. You probably had 
conversations in the car with your mom while you were 
‘gung ho’ and she already knew you wouldn’t enjoy the 
military lifestyle, but she drove you there anyway until you 
figured it out. 

“Your Dad found a solution for you to live what you 
thought was a dream lifestyle, free of four years of signing-
in consequences, until you could see for yourself what they 
already knew. 

“You are one of the lucky ones. Two parents who care 
deeply for your success and happiness. Two parents who 
are willing to join forces with one plan to help you create 
your best life. 

“You’ve won the life lottery.” 



5) Cleonce12 wrote, “My parents sold our car and next 
thing I knew we were on a flight to Canada, so I could 
attend college. It didn’t click until I was a few weeks into 
my first year of university.” 

6) Iamasleepiamasleep wrote, “My mom works 12-hour 
days because she got a second job at the university I go to. 
Her paychecks are like $6 for two weeks because they take 
money from her wages to give me a discount. She would 
have never told me either because she didn’t want me to 
feel guilty.” 

7) Sean081799 wrote, “Kinda shallow but my mom forcing 
me into piano lessons. I HATED piano as a kid, hated 
practicing, everything — constantly talked about wanting 
to quit, but they didn’t let me because ‘it was good for my 
brain’. However, I tried joining jazz band in 8th grade and 
my world flipped — and now piano was fun (maybe I just 
wasn’t a fan of the repertoire I grew up with? Who 
knows?). And because of that I also transcribe and arrange 
various game soundtracks for fun. So in hindsight that was 
by far the best thing she has done for me.” 

8) Ijustwannalivecmon wrote this: 

“When my mother took me out of an public school because 
I had an identity crisis in elementary school. 

“There weren’t that many black children in the school I 
went to, let alone young black girls my age. She realized I 
had identity ‘issues’ when I started to talk about wanting 
straight blonde hair and blue eyes, so she put me in a more 
‘diverse’ private school. 

“Then, when I began my middle school years, my mother 
began to notice other issues: I was becoming too sheltered 
and still; I was one of the few black children at my school. 



So, she put back into a public school that was actually 
diverse. But, I was culture shocked when I realized how 
truly different it was compared to private school.” 

Dudeinax commented, “I’m a white guy with mixed-race 
kids. It took me a long time to realize how alienating it was 
for my kids to go to an all-white school. Moving them to a 
diverse public school has been great. All it takes is enough 
similar-looking peers and they become ‘normal’ to the staff 
and students.”23 

24. “Americans Who Actually Moved to Canada: How 
Would You Rate the Decision and Why?” 

1) GingerMau wrote this: 

“Two really positive things, so far: 

“First, I am amazed by how civil everyone is on the roads. 
People actually merge calmly and sensibly. Yeah … there 
are a few [*]ssh[*]les, of course, but generally speaking — 
the stereotypical niceness is real. 

“Second, my husband broke a bone on a Saturday. We were 
at the hospital for less than a full hour before he was ready 
to go home. Total cost (no health card for us) was about 
$50. NOT $50 copay and $250 bill for radiology later. 
Actually just $50. Even without access to the health care 
that Canadians get, it was still faster and cheaper than any 
hospital visit we’ve had in the United States.” 

2) ani625 wrote, “My friend moved, reluctantly, to Canada 
because they didn’t approve his visa renewal about a year 
ago. Now my friend says it was a d[*]mn blessing in 
disguise that it happened. They had some health issues and 
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they are all taken care of pretty much for free. The only 
complaint he has is the cold climate, but he says the pros 
outweigh the cons by a large margin.” 

3) MyOwntediousthoughts wrote this: 

“I’ve been here since 2002. I am generally very happy to be 
here. People are kinder, less religious nutbars, more 
respectful in general. My son was born with a rare disorder 
and we did not pay one penny for his NICU [Neo-natal 
Intensive Care Unit] stay. After any baby is born, a nurse 
comes to your house to check on how things are going and 
will come back if you need a bit of help (maybe this was 
because our child was more fragile). Friends in the states 
were blown away by this. Families get a child benefit 
subsidy based on income (even moderate incomes get this 
extra $). 

“Excluding healthcare, COL [Cost of Living] is higher. 
Gas, food, booze, housing. Big discounts in shops (like 
bargain racks with 50-75% off stuff) are few and far 
between. Wages don’t always keep up compared to U.S. I 
live in a border area, so I can always do some cross-border 
shopping. 

“We have a housing crisis where I live, but at least here I 
feel there is political will to do something about it unlike 
most cities in the United States where they seem paralyzed 
by competing interest groups. 

“It has always bothered me that in the United States people 
who struggle in any way are looked upon as moral failures 
instead of a reflection of a failed society and in need of 
support.” 

4) CrazyCatLadyBoy wrote this: 

“I moved in 2008. I’m now a citizen. 



“Warning: Generalizations ahead. 

“My reason for moving is I felt better in alignment with the 
Canadian culture than the US. I feel there should be safety 
nets, we should pay into a medical system everyone can 
benefit from, and we should have programs to help those in 
need. I work, I make money, and I pay taxes. I want some 
of those tax dollars to help the people who can’t work or 
can’t make a living wage (for whatever reason). Morally, 
this feels like the right thing to do. F[**]k bootstraps. Not 
everyone is lucky enough to have them. 

“Honestly, moving was the best thing I’ve ever done. There 
is a cultural respect and freedom in Canada I never really 
felt in the US. In the US I always felt like I was moving 
two steps forward and three steps back. Some of this was 
due to the ever-growing cost in healthcare (seems like I was 
forever in debt for past medical or avoiding getting medical 
attention because I felt I couldn’t afford it). 

“I’ve been through both healthcare systems in the US and 
Canada. Canada has some problems (some provinces more 
than others) but I will take Canada any day of the week 
over the US. Here is a good example: I had to get an MRI 
in the US and I got one in Canada. Both were for non-
emergency reasons. In the US my insurance provided for 
pre-approved MRIs. The doctor submitted the request, we 
had to wait for the insurance to OK it, we did the MRI, 
insurance was billed, they billed me back the full amount, 
and I spent quite some time on the phone with insurance 
sorting it out. At the end of the day I think it cost a few 
hundred. In Canada, I probably waited an extra month or 
two over the process to be approved in the US, I got the 
MRI. Done. That was it. Simple. Easy. 

“If I needed the MRI for an emergency reason, I would 
have one that day. 



“My aunt lives in Canada. She waited about four months 
for a new hip. She had no waiting when they thought she 
had cancer — which she did and they successfully treated. 
Total cost, zero. 

“A month after I moved someone rear-ended me rather 
severely. I remember arguing with the EMTs on scene 
about getting in their ambulance and going to the ER 
[Emergency Room]. I didn’t know how the system worked, 
and I was more concerned with crippling debt than over a 
possible spinal injury. There is something very, very, 
wrong with this mindset. 

“Before someone says, ‘Yeah, but you pay more in your 
taxes for it’: No. No, I don’t. I did the math. My taxes, 
medical insurance, and copays in the US were more than 
just my taxes in Canada. My overall overhead is lower 
here. The cost of living is a bit higher, but so is my wage. 

“The ability to have vacations was huge. It wasn’t until I 
moved that I could and do have two weeks off IN A ROW. 
In the United States there was always this pressure to not 
take vacations because if the employer could do without 
you for two or three weeks, then they don’t need you. Also, 
no fighting for time off. If you need a day for a family 
emergency, need to go to a dentist, vote, or take care of 
some other personal thing, you can arrange it. I’ve never 
had an employer in Canada give me sh[*]t about it. 

“Something I didn’t expect after I moved, but getting away 
from the guns was huge. Guns are a way of life in the US. 
Hell, I even had them when I lived there. Guns just aren’t a 
thing up here. I know people who have guns and go 
shooting, but it isn’t a cultural necessity. That fear of 
needing a gun is gone. I guess since I grew up under it, 
didn’t realize it until after I was away from it. Americans 
carry around a ton of fear. It’s a huge weight off your 
shoulders to not be afraid all the time. 



“There is a more relaxed feeling up here. People are more 
interested in the pursuit of happiness than this weird crab 
bucket mentality in the United States. [If one crab tries to 
escape from the crab bucket, the other crabs grab it and put 
it back into the crab bucket. This mentality can be summed 
up like this: ‘If I can't have it, neither can you.’] Up here 
it’s ‘I got mine, and you should have yours as well’ where 
in the states it feels more like ‘I got mine, f[**]k you.’ 
That’s a wide sweeping generalization, I know. But if I 
have to generalize an average population, that’s sort of how 
I read it. Yes, there are wonderful, fantastic, warm people 
in the United States, but you do have Trump as a president, 
with 40% support, and that says a lot. 

“Canada has its fair share of weirdo idiots as well. We are 
not immune to this. I know a couple of Canadian Trump 
supporters. The nice thing is these people brag about not 
voting — which I don’t argue with. 

“Overall, I work. I pay taxes. I’m starting my own business 
soon. I own a house. I’m a functional member of the 
society I live in. I want to contribute to the society I agree 
more with. 

“Moving was the best choice I’ve ever made. When in 
Canada, I feel like I’m home and not just crashing on 
someone couch.”24 

25. “Women of Reddit, Who is ‘That Person’ Who is 
Currently Making Life More Awesome for You?” 

iusedtobefamous1892 wrote, “I am having a rough week or 
so, and I’m currently living like a depression goblin in my 
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cave, and my mum just came and made me a sandwich and 
a cup of tea. Sometimes it’s the small things.” 

ms_shmebulock commented, “My six-year-old daughter. 
When I tucked her in last night, she said she wanted me to 
stay with her forever and never leave because I’m the best 
mom. Oh, goodness, the feels. Especially since I was 
having a less-than-stellar day.”25 

26. “What’s the Most Meaningful Thing a Stranger has 
Done for You that You Still Think About to This Day?” 

1) JollyMcStink wrote, “I was in college, the day before 
pay day. I came in to a gas station and put like 85 cents on 
a gas pump. I handed the clerk my money, and some people 
behind me started saying how that won’t get me anywhere 
and started giving me dollars for gas. Dollars I did not ask 
for. I thanked everyone a million times as I ended up with 
almost $10. I had almost a half tank of gas at this point, all 
because some kind souls were behind me in line when I 
was poor af [as f**k] in college. They probably don’t even 
know how much that helped me out.” 

JollyMcStink added, “I had a Mazda Protege in college, 10-
gallon tank plus two-gallon reserves. So $10 was d[*]mn 
near a half tank for me at the time. Gas was $2-something a 
gallon. Maybe not quite a half tank, but close enough 
considering I had only 85 cents!” 

selfstopper commented, “One of the things I like so much 
about this is how they pooled their resources. It wasn’t a lot 
for any one individual but all together, it made an 
enormous difference to you.” 
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2) greetindsfromsaturn wrote, “When I was 10 or 11, my 
grandma sent me to a local grocery to buy some food. She 
gave me 100 rubles (it was about $1.80 back then), and I 
put them in my pocket. When I almost walked into the 
store, I wanted to take out the money and found out that it 
was absent. I walked my path again hoping to find it, but I 
didn’t. I cried, even though I knew no one would yell at 
me. Some young man stopped me and asked what 
happened. I told him I lost my money, he took 100 rubles 
out of his pocket and said, ‘You mean these?’ I said yes 
and thanked him, but a bit later I realized that he probably 
just gave me his own money.” 

3) VirtualSuit wrote this: 

“I’ve got a lot, but I’ll just put these two. 

“I was homeless and decided to hitchhike across the 
country when I was younger and two people stick out to me 
— there was a guy who picked me up, bought me dinner 
and dropped me off at a local shelter. As he was dropping 
me off, he shook my hand and slid $300 into my hand. 

“The other was a cop who thought I was suicidal. (I was 
walking on a very small-shouldered road, and he thought I 
was trying to kill myself.) He pulled over and talked to me 
for a couple hours even after I explained I was not suicidal, 
and he brought me to McDonalds and bought me a bunch 
of delicious crappy food.” 

4) HuntingIvy wrote this: 

“I met a celebrity whom I’ve always admired both for his 
work and his outspoken stance on mental illness. It was at 
an autograph signing. I asked him to sign my writing 
notebook, and I explained that I wanted to get his signature 
tattooed on the inside of my wrist because I had severe 
post-partum depression after having my son. During that 



time, I was fixated on cutting my wrists, but family, meds, 
and his work had helped me get through it. 

“He stopped me and asked if he could hold my hand. He 
looked me straight in the eye and spent the next few 
minutes explaining how loved and important and worthy I 
was. He said a lot of truly amazing things that I will hold in 
my heart forever. There was a ridiculously long line behind 
me of paying fans, but he took that time to make a personal 
connection with me. Celebrity or not, that was the most 
meaningful interaction that I’ve ever had with a stranger.” 

In response to a comment, HuntingIvy named the celebrity: 
“It was Wil Wheaton.” 

Selfstopper commented about Wil Wheaton, “I read an 
essay he wrote about anxiety and depression, maybe a year 
ago? It was beautifully written and painfully honest. I 
thought then about how many, many people he helped with 
it.” 

5) TotallyTodd wrote, “So awhile ago I was playing one of 
those claw machines and I was so close to getting the toy I 
wanted but I dropped it and I hear about six teenagers from 
behind go ‘Awwwwhh.’ I smirk and walk away. About five 
minutes later, one of those teenagers came in with the 
stuffed animal I wanted. I thanked them so much and then 
they left. I always have that stuffed animal in sight because 
I’m so grateful that I don’t want to lose it.” 

6) clubroo wrote, “A girl who I’d never met before walked 
up to me randomly in a food court and told me I was 
beautiful and that she loved my hair and style and to this 
day I still think about it because I’ve always been 
extremely insecure about my looks and that girl made my 
literal year.” 

7) bustin_bustin_bustin wrote this: 



“When I was hanging out with friends, my head suddenly 
started to hurt and I didn’t feel so well so I decided to go 
home. It felt like I was coming out of my skull, and it even 
hurt to keep my eyes open. Keeping my balance was hard 
and on my bike keeping my balance took monumental 
effort since I was continuously shaking and felt like I 
wanted to pass out. I was still two miles away from home at 
this point, though, and grew desperate, so I decided to go to 
the closest gas station and I didn’t even care if I rammed 
my bike into the side of the building. 

“Stumbling in, I begged for help as I clung to the counter 
before falling. I remember going in and out and some guy 
putting a bottle of Gatorade to my mouth and 
talking/shaking my shoulders to keep me conscious. There 
were a couple of other people there, too, who were helping 
and obviously 911 was on its way. As it turns out, my 
blood sugar took a sharp dive and that’s what caused it. I’m 
not diabetic; I just wasn’t eating much due to circumstances 
out of my control, though. 

“The fact that people who didn’t know me at all took the 
time to help me meant a lot since it wasn’t something I 
expected. One thought I remember having was ‘Why are 
you being so nice to me?’” 

8) coolercreeper wrote, “Recently, I was walking to my 
locker at the end of the school day to get my coat and a 
mean girl in front of me was leaning on my locker and 
talking to her friend who was getting her coat. I said, 
‘Excuse me,’ and she turned to face me and just stood 
there, staring at me to annoy me. I tried to move around 
her, but she kept getting in the way just because she hated 
me. (I don’t even know why, she just hated me.) But then a 
guy said, ‘Get the f**k out of her way!’ And pushed her 
quite hard so I could get my coat and leave.” 

9) SushiRollInjector wrote this: 



“One day I was crying down at my apartment’s public 
pond, since you know nature makes me feel a little better. 
Well, a kind man I see down there everyday fishing came 
over and gave me a raw hot dog. I was very confused and 
he told me to break a piece off and put it on the hook. 
Basically gave me fishing lessons that day. 

“Thanks, you old fart, for cheering me up.” 

10) cricket8918 wrote this: 

“I was sitting on a train coming home to LI [Long Island] 
from NYC [New York City]. I had been out drinking with 
my friend. A handful of months prior my sister had passed 
away suddenly at 24 years old. Of course, I was still 
struggling but getting by. I sat in a six-seater by myself and 
eventually a woman in her 50’s sat across from me. 

“She made a comment to me about something with a night 
out, and we just started talking. It turned into an hour-long 
talk about life and struggles. I told her about my sister. It 
was my first time really sharing the story and especially 
with a stranger. It made me feel so much better to just 
express myself and tell my feelings to a stranger. When she 
left, I felt better and it gave me a sense of calm for the end 
of my evening.” 

11) Mediocre_Host wrote, “Once I was flying alone after 
leaving my fiancé and friends to return back home after 
living abroad for two years. I was extremely distressed (sad 
that I was leaving, and guilty for being sad because I was 
returning home to my family), and I was crying quietly as I 
boarded the plane. Once we were settled in, a flight 
attendant came over and told me to come with her. She 
took me to an empty row and brought me an extra blanket, 
a Kit Kat and a small bottle of champagne. She told me 
everything would be okay and to get some sleep. I calmed 



down shortly after that and have never forgotten her 
kindness.” 

12) the goodalmond wrote this: 

“This was about a year ago, but I had super suddenly lost 
my job where I was already month to month but it was 
setting me on my dream career path and so I was 
devastated and felt worthless. On top of that, I had some 
minor medical issues that happened all at the same time, 
which didn’t cost too much to treat but left me in constant 
pain and discomfort. I ended up working at a Trader Joe’s 
(which isn’t necessarily a bad thing! Just not where I 
wanted to be at that point in life), and I felt defeated, like 
nothing in my life was working out. 

“One day while I was working checkout, a little girl of 
about six simply told me that I was really pretty. I don’t 
think I’ve ever felt more uplifted in a single moment. While 
that isn’t a super-deep compliment, it made me feel like I 
was worth something.” 

13) olivia23104 wrote, “This happened a year ago. I was 
waiting for the subway to go home and a middle-aged man 
approached me. He started talking to me and asking really 
personal questions. He stank of booze. I panicked and 
looked around because I didn’t know how to react (that 
never happened to me before). Then a girl took my hand 
and said: ‘Hey, sis, thank God I found you — Mom is 
worried sick … let’s go home.’’ And pulled me away. I am 
really grateful that that happened to me because I did the 
same thing to a girl in a similar situation. Funny thing, it 
worked like magic.” 

14) memescum422 wrote this: 

“I was trying to get home for Christmas break from college. 
I was the definition of a broke college kid. I stopped at a 
gas station as I was heading out. Before I inserted my card 



into the pump, I checked my bank account. I had $3.75. 
There was no way I could make the 3.5-hour drive home on 
$3.75 worth of gas. I called my girlfriend and started crying 
and having a panic attack. When I finally hung up, the man 
at the pump next to me approached me. He offered to buy 
me a full tank of gas. I couldn’t refuse but I didn’t want to 
take advantage of his kindness, so I protested a bit. He said, 
‘Don’t worry about it. Just pay it forward.’ 

“This was four years ago and I still think about it each time 
I fill up.” 

SmoothG80 asked, “Did you ever pay it forward?” 

Memescum422 responded, “I try to. I’ve not encountered 
anyone in the same situation I was in; however, I try to pay 
it forward in any way I can. Helping people at the grocery 
store who come up short, giving kids quarters for vending 
machines, stuff like that. I hope that I’m able to one day 
help someone in a way as impactful as what that kind 
stranger did for me.” 

15) Polyryph wrote this: 

“This probably doesn’t sound like much, but it meant a lot 
to me. 

“I was standing on the sidewalk with my son; we were on 
our way to a place but I was confused as to where to go, so 
I quickly whipped my phone out to send a message to ask 
for directions. As I was doing this, my son moved, 
instinctively my hand shot down between him and the road, 
which was about four meters away, but it felt a lot closer,. 
My son merely bent down to pick a flower. As soon as I 
was done, a bus pulled up right in front of me, and the door 
opened and the male driver commended me on my actions 
and casually praised my parenting skill from what little he 
had seen. As a dad it’s nice to hear these things, and it’s 
especially nice to know that someone went out of their way 



to do that, but perhaps this is a part of the stigma I feel as a 
dad with a child in public.” 

16) Viperbunny wrote this: 

“I never met the stranger who changed my life. My sister 
had a friend who had lupus. No matter what happened, this 
friend was a fighter. She had such a sunny personality. She 
and her mom went through cancer at the same time. 
Unfortunately, this friend got very sick and the doctors did 
all they could. The second or third time she coded, the 
mom told them that this was enough and they had to let her 
go. She put her daughter’s well being first, because even if 
they did get her back, she would have no quality of life 
based on the situation. I always admired the love and 
strength that decision took. 

“A few years later, my oldest daughter was born very 
prematurely. She was just 29 weeks. It was clear she had 
birth defects and that it could be a genetic disorder. We 
would have done anything if we could save her, but on day 
six, the doctors told us the worst news. Our daughter had 
trisomy 18 and she was not going to survive the night. My 
husband and I had to decide if we wanted to take heroic 
measures. I hate that term. There would be nothing heroic 
in flogging her tiny body in hopes of buying hours or 
minutes. We didn’t want to let her go, but we knew we had 
to. I thought of my sister’s friend. Her mom had to make 
this decision for a child she did everything to help support. 
If she could be strong enough for her daughter, then I had 
to be strong enough for mine. Our daughter died in my 
arms as her daddy and I sang her a lullaby. It was the 
hardest thing we ever had to do, but I do believe it was the 



right call. I don’t know if I could have done it without 
her.”26 

27. “Ex-Racists of Reddit, What Made You Change 
Your Mind?” 

1) IronOhki wrote this: 

“My grandma grew up in Virginia in the 1900s. Being 
racist is just the default setting. Nana loved her family more 
than anything, though. So at one point in the late 1980s, she 
met her first not-100%-white grandkid, and discovered she 
still loved him. 

“She made astounding late-life progress accepting that 
darker-skin-toned people were not only people, but family 
and friends and welcome in her house.” 

2) BGizzle70707 wrote, “I never made the choice really to 
be racist, but I grew up in South Mississippi and my family 
wasn’t overtly racist, but they were the kind to say racist 
things behind closed doors and didn’t allow us to watch TV 
shows such as the Cosby show or Fresh Prince and 
definitely no rap music in the house. I absolutely fell in 
love with a lot of black artists in the early 90’s, I loved the 
hip hop scene at the time and holy sh[*]t Fresh Prince was 
the best sitcom on television! I played football with 80% 
black guys and worked at Popeyes [fried chicken fast-food 
restaurant] with over half the staff being black. I guess you 
can say my own real world exposure despite their attempt 
to shelter me changed me. I cringe at some of the 
vernacular I used in my early youth, as the N word was the 
same as ‘black’ in my house, I literally was not raised to 
know that the N word was a bad word. I’m glad that from 
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AskReddit. 11 June 2019 <https://tinyurl.com/y67fdxwx>. 



the age of maybe 12 on I learned to love all people on my 
own.” 

3) GoliathPrime wrote this: 

“My whole family is quite racist. When I was little, I was 
trying to wrap my head around the rules of the world, so I 
thought it was as simple as different teams. Blacks vs. 
Whites was just like the Red Sox vs. the Tigers. Then my 
grandmother starts going on about how horrible Polish 
people are and how I’m never to talk to them. So I’m 
psyched! Screw those Polish people, whatever color they 
are, we’re mortal enemies. Then she points out our Polish 
neighbor to me. But … she’s white. 

“I point out to my grandmother that she’s white so we’re on 
the same team. My grandmother says no, that she’s a mix-
breed. I point out that my great granddad was a Shoshone 
Indian and that I’m a mix-breed. She says that doesn’t 
count. 

“That’s when I realized she was just making up the rules 
and I wasn’t going to play games with someone who 
couldn’t stick to the rules.” 

Nickmavrick asked, “Just curious, but why did your 
grandma hate Poles?” 

GoliathPrime answered: 

“Two hundred years ago, someone stole a pig. That person 
was Polish. Mortal enemies ever since. 

“Yes. I’m serious. 

“My Grandma never forgave her sister for marrying a Pole, 
LOL [Laughing Out Loud].” 

4) grathungar wrote this: 



“TL:DR [Too Long, Didn’t Read) — Being forced to be 
racist by family stopped me from actually being racist. 
Also, my mom. 

“I had a super-racist grandpa and uncle. Both pieces of 
sh[*]t supported by my grandma. I would frequently stay 
with them while both my parents worked on Saturdays. I 
would pretend around them when I was younger because I 
wanted them to like me. I don’t remember this story, but 
my mom will tell it so proudly if the subject of racism 
comes up. (She was very different from her dad/brother.) 

“I was maybe six or seven when one day I was crying when 
my mom picked me up, and the whole way home I just 
sobbed like my heart was broken. I wouldn’t tell her what 
was wrong, but I cried quietly the whole way home and 
went right into my bed and lay down crying. My dad and 
she came in and asked me what was wrong. I still didn’t 
want to tell them and my dad got a little gruff with me: 
‘Boy, you tell me what’s wrong right now, if somebody 
hurt you or told you not to tell me’ and I guess I started 
crying loudly for the first time and blurted out ‘GRANDPA 
AND UNCLE CHUCK SAID I CAN’T BE FRIENDS 
WITH MALCOLM ANYMORE BECAUSE HE IS A 
DIRTY N****R’ and my uncle made me call him and say 
that to him. 

“My mom immediately flew into a rage. She went down 
there and from what I told beat the living sh[*]t out of her 
brother, told her dad that I would not be coming over 
anymore and that he was no longer invited to any family 
events. 

“She then drove to my friend’s house with blood from my 
uncle’s nose still on her shirt. Apologized profusely for 
what happened and told them the story and that I had been 
crying the whole time because my uncle made me do that. 
We had dinner the next day and instead of going to my 



grandpa’s house on Saturdays I ended up going to my 
friend Malcolm’s house. 

“Note: I say had because my grandpa is dead and later in 
life I told my uncle who never changed that he’s not my 
uncle anymore when he called my two-year-old half-
Mexican niece a S**C. He now has a half-Mexican 
grandson but from what I hear he hasn’t really changed. 

“EDIT: Holy sh[*]t ,this blew up. Did not expect that. Here 
are some answers to frequent questions: 

• “Malcolm and I grew apart when my family moved away; 
we eventually moved back, but his family had moved by 
then. 

“• I’m not going to type out the full word but if you google 
Mexican slurs you can find it [S**C] yourself.” 

“• My mother says she’ll adopt all of you: No smoking in 
the house, and don’t drink the last Mountain Dew. 

“• My grandfather actually did put in an attempt to try after 
that day. The relationship was eventually repaired before he 
died in 1999. He actually married a former nun and she 
shaped him up before he died — she straight up smacked 
his knuckles with a ruler once. 

“• Uncle Sh[*]thead is still a sh[*]thead.” 

Andrewhd commented, “Dude … your mom is a f[**]king 
superhero. Props [Proper respect] to that lady.” 

grathungar replied, “She’s not perfect, but she is good 
where it matters. I wouldn’t trade her for anyone.” 

SoonturFell commented: 

“That’s a great mom. Nobody’s perfect. It’s hard to learn 
your parents are fallible and even harder to appreciate them 
as a regular person just doing their best. I’d think the better 



they are the harder it is to comes to terms with the former 
and recognize the latter. But going full-rage mama bear, 
following it in short order with an incredibly difficult, 
emotionally charged conversation, and capping it all of that 
off with by becoming close enough with Malcolm’s parents 
for you to not only save the relationship, but spend 
afternoons there is a Hall of Fame play. That took several 
risky actions, all of which required excellent execution. 
ESPN would have a 30 for 30 in the works the next week. 

“Malcolm’s parents giving her a chance to explain and 
opening their house to you deserves recognition as well. I 
can’t even imagine what that would be like, but I know it 
would take strength, patience, and composure that far 
exceeds the threshold of commendable.” 

5) ahyeaman wrote, “A guy a worked with said he was neo-
Nazi as a teenager, and ended up in prison somehow. He 
hated Jews for some reason, and blacks. He was never clear 
on why, just that he had so much hatred in his heart, and 
that was his outlet. He was in prison for many years. I think 
he almost killed somebody by beating them up. So, many 
years later and in prison there was a mentor-type staff 
there, and this one lady was so helpful to him, and she 
cared about him so much that it really started to get into his 
head the idea of being a positive person. Then, he learned 
that she was Jewish, and he said he couldn’t believe she 
was so kind and caring despite the fact he was a claimed 
neo-Nazi. From that day he swore to be a better person — 
he learned his lesson. He’s a pretty great guy these days, 
doing his family thing and making sure his son grows up 
with lots of love and all that he didn’t have. Really 
remarkable, great guy.” 

6) Love_YA_Lit wrote, “My uncle used to be the most 
racist person I knew and it drove me crazy, but he is an ‘old 
white man and set in my ways’. That is what he would say 



when confronted. It all changed the day his great-
granddaughter was born. His granddaughter had married a 
black man and he was unaccepting until that baby was 
born. She had him wrapped around her pinky finger from 
her first breath. Since then there are several mixed children 
in the family. It’s awesome to see the difference in his 
behavior. He genuinely loves them all and accepts the 
racially different spouses of his grandchildren and their 
children. If he hears anyone being racist, he shuts it 
down.”27 

28. “What Forms of Sexism have You Noticed are 
Starting to Fade Away? Any Examples of Sexism that 
Used to be Rampant, But Now You Don’t Really See 
Anymore?” 

1) Lady_of_Lomond wrote this: 

“I’m a musician and the sexism about which instruments 
boys and girls choose is fading. 

“It has taken a long time — when I took up the French horn 
in 1974, there weren’t a lot of girls playing it — but now 
it’s about 50-50 with a lot of women in the profession. 
Same with other traditionally ‘masculine’ instruments — 
brass and percussion especially. 

“It’s taking longer with conducting. Generally speaking, 
younger professional musicians are fine with a female 
conductor, but older players, audiences, and critics have 
taken a lot longer.” 

2) mssaberhagen wrote this: 
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mind?” Reddit. AskReddit. 12 June 2019 
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“IME [In My Experience] I’ve never seen anyone IRL [In 
Real Life] thinking that math, science, engineering, etc., is 
a thing for men rather than women, since I was little. 

“Neither the idea that the man is going to be the sole 
provider and women will be SAHMs [Stay-At-Home 
Moms], which I see being brought up constantly on Reddit. 

“My country is very conservative in other ways (like 
women picking up all the chores besides also working), but 
those two are the main ones.” 

Whackthemoles commented: 

“Same with me. I grew up thinking STEM [Science, 
Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics] was gender 
neutral. I also grew up believing that SAHMs [Stay-At-
Home Moms] were ‘inferior’ and the ‘wrong’ way to be a 
woman (obviously not true, but it’s how I thought when I 
was a younger) and that all women had to have high-
powered careers. It feels like all the media I’ve been 
exposed to while growing up had this message, so that’s 
what I took on. 

“I guess it does depend on location because I grew up in a 
very liberal city in a very liberal state in the US. I’m also 
still relatively young (22) so maybe some other age 25 and 
younger women can relate to growing up in this 
environment.” 

UnexpectedSygygy commented, “I know, right? I’ve been 
told in school that ‘WOMEN ALWAYS GET TOLD 
THAT THEY ARE BAD AT MATH’ in a rather insistent 
tone, but I’ve never actually seen this position really used.” 

3) Everilda wrote this: 

“I was just thinking about this today! I was listening to my 
theater playlist and ‘Summer Lovin’’ from Grease came on 



and the line ‘did she put up a fight?’ came on and I thought 
yikes! No way that would be made today. Lots of music 
had that theme. Like she doesn’t know she wants it, but she 
does. 

“That definitely seems to definitely be fading away.” 

4) KnittinAndBitchin wrote, “The idea that a woman 
without a husband and/or children is an incomplete person. 
Yes there are still large swaths of the population that look 
at women as wives and mothers only, but like when my 
mom was growing up if you weren’t married and popping 
out babies by the age of like 25 you were seen as an utter 
failure and everyone would make sure that you were well 
aware of that fact.” 

5) momsbiryani wrote this: 

“Being able to talk more openly about menstruation and 
reproductive issues. 

“Women’s clothing is now more comfortable, and it’s more 
open to us to choose our style instead of there being one 
uniform way all women dress. 

“Sharing household responsibilities is a thing now. 

“Certain jobs are no longer seen as just for men or just for 
women. (Teachers, doctors, lawyers, military, politicians, 
etc.) 

“We have access to birth control and the ability to manage 
whether or not we want consequences to our consensual 
sexual relations. Abortion is still an issue, unfortunately, 
but birth control is a right that was only available to men 
for so long.” 

6) MaddiKate wrote this: 



“People view it as less weird if a woman moves out of her 
parents’ house before marriage — whether it be for college, 
work, an unmarried SO [Significant Other], etc. I thought 
living with roommates or alone was the norm of being a 
single 20-something until my grandma starting talking 
about how she and her friends never lived on their own 
unless they became divorced later in life. They all lived 
with their parents until their husbands swooped them out at 
age 19-20. I cannot imagine going straight from the 
childhood nest to marriage. I am so glad that, at 23, I’ve 
had years of living in another state with roommates to 
figure out basic adult sh[*]t before I enter a serious 
relationship. 

“Edit: I’m not referring to women who elect to live with 
their parents to save $. I’m talking about women not being 
allowed to live outside the home.” 

7) Watchtheweatherchang wrote, “Having friends of all 
genders as a woman is getting more accepted. Nowadays, 
male partners who throw a fit over male friends are seen as 
controlling and weird instead of ‘rightfully guarding what’s 
theirs’. I’m very happy about that development!”28 

29. “Women, What is the Best Thing Your Friend has 
Done for You?” 

1) xyoitsclox wrote, “My friend heard me crying really 
loudly in the shower and she jumped in there with her 
clothes on and hugged me until I stopped. Then we started 
laughing because I was naked and her makeup and clothes 
were soaked.” 

                                                
28 Source: brian0123, “What forms of sexism have you noticed are 
starting to fade away? Any examples of sexism that used to be rampant, 
but now you don’t really see anymore?” Reddit. AskWomen. 12 June 
2019 <https://tinyurl.com/y5b9dhvj>. 



2) veronicarules wrote, “I asked him if he would love me 
no matter what and he replied, ‘I already do.’” 

3) badluckbelle wrote this: 

“Come to my medical appointment with me. I had to get 
anesthesia for a procedure and couldn’t go home without a 
‘responsible adult.’ 

“Feels sh[*]tty to have to ask someone to take time out of 
their day to sit in a waiting room, so I’m glad she did it. 
She received some delicious baked goods later that week. 
;)” 

4) ornge23 wrote, “Going to the Emergency Room with me 
late at night even though he had classes and an exam the 
next day.” 

5) denverfan83 wrote, “Too many to count but for my son’s 
12th birthday, someone in the family was going to pay for 
pizza, and then backed out literally last minute, the night 
before the party. I couldn’t afford to go out and get 
anything and called her crying. Didn’t ask for help, just 
venting. She said shed help me out so I thought maybe 
some chips and soda and snacks. Nope, she spent the night 
and morning before the party making subs, salads, baked 
beans. The whole works. Wouldn’t even let me pay her 
back either. She was truly an angel that day and every day.” 

6) NY568 wrote, “Not allow me to wallow in self pity. I 
told her I lost my dream job. I wanted to sit in my pajamas 
and watch Netflix all weekend. She made me get dressed 
and took me shopping, to get manicures, and to get coffee. 



It was a relatively normal best friend day, but it was good 
for my soul and made me feel loved.”29 

30. “Women Who have Given Birth, What is One Good 
Thing and One Bad Thing about Your Birth 
Story/Stories?” 

madisonptreggers wrote this: 

“I was a FTM [First-Time Mother] and it went surprisingly 
quickly. I had my first real contractions at noon, had baby 
at 8:29 the next morning. In fact pretty much everything 
about the delivery was exactly as they said it would be and 
I feel very lucky for that. 

“Worst part was we got rear ended by a person watching 
Instagram stories as we were two minutes away from the 
hospital. We are so lucky that we took all the warnings 
about getting your car seat installed and inspected well 
before you go to the hospital because our daughter just 
slept through it all. I always take the opportunity to remind 
people how important it is.”30 

31. “What’s the Sweetest Thing Your Significant Other 
has Ever Done for You?” 

1) IsTheHorseSmart wrote, “I literally don’t deserve him. 
But one of the sweetest things he did once was clean my 
room for me in college. I was going through a stressful 
time, overloaded with school and work and life and I 
remember being so overwhelmed. He could tell I was 
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stressed and one night I came home from a long day and 
my room was spotless and there were flowers on my desk. I 
knew that day I was gonna marry him.” 

Ebreedlove commented, “Sounds like my husband. Man, 
guys like this are gems!” 

2) lottcolada wrote this: 

“I had to wear a tie to work for our boss’ going away 
luncheon. I was sitting in my car outside of work, trying to 
figure out how to tie it. I told him about it and the dude 
HATES FaceTime … but he FaceTimed me to try and help 
me out. He couldn’t remember off the top of his head, so he 
let me go. Two minutes later, he FaceTimed again, this 
time with a USB cable around his neck to show me how. 

“It’s so small, but seriously, you couldn’t wipe the smile 
off my face. That’s just one example of something recent.” 

3) –YouDeserveHappiness wrote, “My aunt was being sent 
home on hospice care, and we were give her hugs goodbye 
from the hospital (planning to go visit in a day or so after 
she got settled at home). My now husband leaned down to 
hug her and she whispered in his ear, ‘I won’t get to see the 
ring, will I?’ He told her it wasn’t over yet, and once we 
got out to the car he told me about what she said. So we 
went to the store that I’d found the ring I loved, picked out 
the stone and purchased it, but that isn’t even the best part. 
We went to see her and she was lying in her dark room, and 
he goes in and said he has a surprise for her. He carried her 
to her wheelchair, took her into the living room where there 
was sunlight and got to ask her if he could marry me. I got 
to video the whole thing. She passed two weeks later. I 
hadn’t seen my ring all put together and a few months go 
by, and we take a trip to Niagara Falls. He proposed to me 
right next to the waterfall, and had paid a friend to video 



the whole thing for me. This man has lived up to any hype 
a fairytale has given me, and then some.” 

4) tinytournesol wrote, “This is pretty small, but I was 
trying to find yogurts I can eat (lactose intolerant) and he 
was going to the store and trying every type of dairy-free 
yogurt he could find so he could tell me the best ones he 
tried. I was getting discouraged/sad about the gross ones, so 
this was super sweet to me, lol [laughing out loud].” 

5) junebug2423 wrote, “When I was first diagnosed with 
cancer, I remember everything happening so fast, I was 
devastated. Chemo started right away and I had to shave 
my hair off. In a few days I completely lost my sense of 
self. But from day 1 he has been here, every day after work 
he came to spend time with me, take care of me, took time 
off to help me and my parents. Even when all hope seemed 
to be lost, he held me up. He reminds me I am beautiful, 
prays with me, and keeps my spirits up. He’s also always 
been super scared about losing his own hair, but two days 
after I shaved my head, he shows up to the hospital bald as 
well. He’s my rock, and I could not have asked for anyone 
better. I am blessed to have him.”31 

32. “How Would You Feel if You Received a Postcard 
from Someone Who Inspires You?” 

1) mssaberhagen wrote this: 

“When I was a kid, I got a letter from my favorite writer 
and I was absolutely over the moon. My mother saw a letter 
I wrote her and mailed it without me knowing, lol 
[laughing out loud]. I never expected someone so busy to 
actually read it. 
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“I wish I knew where it is right now (probably packed up 
with all my childhood stuff), I’d frame it, to be honest.” 

2) KC_at_the_bat wrote, “I asked my husband out for our 
first date by sending him a letter ten years ago. I’m not an 
influencer or celebrity or anything — just saying I do think 
letters or postcards mean more than an email or DM.”32 

33. “What is Something that You Never Take for 
Granted, or Always Remember to Feel Grateful For?” 

1) intergalacticowl wrote, “That I get to go to sleep with a 
full stomach.” 

KimLizLaw commented:  

“I’ve lived in my home for eight years now and every 
single time I put all my groceries away I feel 
happiness/excitement. My husband thinks I buy our kids 
too many snacks, but I didn’t grow up with food. Snacks 
were rare treats I got when visiting grandparents. Meals 
were infrequent. 

“My kids get three full meals a day and a snack in the 
afternoon and it feels wonderful to provide that to them.” 

2) nessii31 wrote this: 

“Having money. 

“Money was always tight in my youth — single mum 
worked full-time to raise two kids without any help from 
the father. We weren’t like go-to-bed-hungry poor, but we 
had to learn at an early age that we couldn’t afford many 
things that others took for granted. 
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“Now seeing my salary coming in monthly, knowing I have 
more money for myself than my mum had for the three of 
us …. It makes me appreciate and admire her even more. 
Also I’m saving a big part of that salary since you never 
know what may come.” 

insertcaffeine commented: 

“Oh, hell, yes. High five to your mom! And good on you 
for saving! 

“I was go-to-bed-hungry poor. When I pull into my 
driveway, I feel immense relief. I have a home! When I 
open up my fridge, my face just lights up. I have food! 

“Life can be frustrating, but I have a home and I have food 
and I have heat.” 

3) Pinklover31 wrote this: 

“I know it’s corny, but my husband. I have a lot of health 
problems that makes things difficult for me. I can honestly 
say without him I would’ve given up and committed 
suicide to end the suffering years ago. He is my rock, my 
heart, and my soul. I feel incredibly blessed and lucky to 
have such an amazing man in my life. I tell him multiple 
times a day, every day how much I love and appreciate him 
for everything that he does. 

“He never fails to support me and lift me up. He never 
makes me feel bad about the things I can no longer do. We 
truly cherish each other and are grateful to be alive and 
together!” 

4) Abisoccer1 wrote this: 

“My dad … I have a dad who threw money at my education 
… he wanted to give me the best chance in life, so when it 
came to school he never hesitated to pay. He’s a great dad. 



I’m a lucky millennial who doesn’t have student loan debt 
because of my dad. I am so grateful for that fact. 

“Also, at the risk of sounding like a complete douche … 
I’m grateful for my intelligence. I don’t mean that in a 
bragging sort of way. I’ve just come to realize from my 
time spent teaching how much easier I’ve had it than other 
students growing up because things came naturally for me 
in school. I’m really lucky in that regard, and that’s part of 
why I enjoy teaching. I feel like I get to share that gift with 
others. I mean that in the sincerest way possible. Please 
don’t downvote me into oblivion.” 

5) norwegianblacksleep wrote, “Eating/drinking from 
glass/porcelain. There’s only plastic at mental hospitals. 
And rain, the feel of rain. You start to like everything you 
hated before when you’ve been living inside for several 
months (not enough staff and/or not safe to bring people 
outside).”33 

34. “Doctors Who’ve Actually Answered the Question, 
‘Is Anyone Here a Doctor?,’ What Happened?” 

1) logononmission wrote, “I was on a flight to London and 
the call went out at 5:30 am. I went to the back of the plane 
as directed, and I eventually was told to go to the seat of a 
passenger. When I got to his seat, he was slow to respond 
to my questions but he was alert and could tell me where he 
was and where we were going. Turns out he was a chronic 
opioid user (for pain) and uses benzodiazepines (like 
Ativan) for anxiety. Well, he is afraid to fly, and 
anticipated that the rush through the airport would cause 
more pain, so naturally he doubles-up on his opioids, plus 
his Ativan, plus he decides to have a couple of drinks mid-
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flight. He was basically so drugged-up that his seatmates 
thought he was having a stroke. The stewardesses asked me 
if I wanted the captain to land the plane, but because he 
wasn’t in any danger and we were about an hour from 
London, we just carried on and monitored the man.” 

2) antisynthetase wrote this: 

“Guy on a train was ‘drunk’ and appeared to be in some 
distress and vomiting. 

“When I got to the car, it was obvious to me that he was not 
vomiting because he was drunk. He was vomiting coffee 
ground emesis — an upper GI [gastrointestinal] bleed. He 
was disoriented likely for the same reason. The man was 
definitely not drunk. 

“I turned him over to an ambulance at the next stop, spoke 
briefly with paramedics and then got back on the train and 
continued to my mother’s town. 

“This was days after I graduated. I had not yet done a 
residency. Hasn’t happened since.” 

Toby_O_Notoby commented, “Important note in case 
anyone missed it. If anyone is vomiting and what comes 
out looks like coffee grounds, it means they are bleeding 
internally and need to go to the hospital immediately.” 

3) lockfind wrote, “Not me, but I was volunteering at a race 
event. A man had just crossed the marathon finish line, and 
went into cardiac arrest. While we were panicking and 
trying to get emergency services over, literally two seconds 
later, a whole race team of doctors/nurses and such crossed 
the finish line and saw what was happening. They sprang 
into action, and the guy ended up getting all the attention he 
needed and was fine in the end. It could not have been 
more fortuitous timing. It was almost comical.” 



flodobalicious wrote, “Not quite the same thing, but I once 
got stuck in an elevator with six elevator engineers. They 
had the doors open and we were out in less than a minute!” 

4) Alitle1970 wrote, “Cousin’s wedding. Family member 
flew in from South America. Had a heart attack and there 
was no pulse. Dentist guest began CPR. Doc guest relieved 
and ambulance showed up. Pulse was weak, but he was 
alive. Doc rode to hospital, wedding reception continued, 
family member flew home and was still alive years later.”34 

35. “What’s Your Favorite ‘Drunk Girl in the Bar 
Bathroom’ Story?” 

1) HandMeDownHugs wrote this: 

“I was the drunk girl, I went out to a bar with some guy I 
was casually sleeping with trying to get over my ex. He got 
wasted and was an absolute [*]ss, and I didn’t know what 
to do with myself. I went to the bathroom to get some 
privacy because I thought I was going to have a 
breakdown. 

“So there I was drunk and alone in this tiny two-stall 
bathroom just standing there wondering how the f[**]k I 
got to where I was and so far away from where I wanted to 
be. 

“This group of women walked in. I tried to look like I’m 
just checking my makeup and wasn’t some creep hanging 
out in the bathroom. But maybe it’s like sisterhood instinct 
or my drunk acting wasn’t very convincing, for not a 
minute after them entering the bathroom, they were asking 
me if I was okay. 
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AskReddit. 15 June 2019 <https://tinyurl.com/yykumgoo >. 



“I was so distraught I told them what was happening and 
they huddled around me and told me I was going to be okay 
and hugged me. That night they adopted me into their 
group so I wouldn’t have to be with the guy. 

“I’m so so so grateful for them. Those women were 
wonderful to me for no reason other than because I needed 
it. Their kindness stuck with me, and I try to pass it along 
to everyone.” 

2) Bayonethics wrote this: 

“I was at the bar with my husband and a few friends once, 
and I walked in the bathroom and there was a very drunk 
girl wearing a romper looking desperate and squirming and 
softly crying. 

She saw me and said, ‘FINALLY! I’ve been waiting for 
someone to walk in for like 10 minutes — please, you have 
to help me.’ 

“‘Uh, sure, what’s wrong, are you ok?’ 

“‘Can you help me with my zipper? Please help me. I need 
to take a massive sh[*]t and I’m already turtling. Please.’ 

“So I helped her, did my business, and walked out. Later 
she saw me and came up and gave me a huge hug and her 
number, and now she’s a pretty good friend. And that’s the 
story of the first friend I’ve made in at least 10 years.” 

3) deepfriedmilhouse wrote, “Once I went to pee and forgot 
my romper had a button at the top (base of my neck). I 
undid the zip and yanked it down, pulling the button off. I 
always carry a sewing kit with me, but I was incredibly 
drunk and also the button was at the back of the romper so 
it was hard to reach. I ended up asking a girl to help me. 
She did a pretty excellent job, tbh [to be honest]. 



Zetyra commented, “I love that you always carry a sewing 
kit. I have a tiny one, too, but I usually bring it only to 
formal events like weddings where if something goes amiss 
it really matters. I’ve actually used it at quite a few 
occasions.” 

4) SuperMarketBana wrote: 

“I was throwing up in the toilet with the stall door open 
cause I was super drunk and a random girl was holding 
back my hair and petting my head and another girl got me a 
wet towel for my neck and face. 

“I still think about them. Thanks, girls!” 

5) dieinloveliveinlove wrote, “Not really a story but a 
shout-out to all the girls I’ve met in the bathrooms at 
random drunken times during the night throughout the 
years. Thanks for the hair ties, pulling out my dress that 
was stuck in my panties, complimenting me, and looking 
out for each other. There’s nothing better than us females 
drunkenly bonding in the bathrooms. MVPs. [Most 
Valuable Players.]” 

6) albino_oompa_loompa wrote, “I wasn’t drunk at this bar 
but I was at my friend’s bachelorette party at this bar. I 
went into the bathroom because I started feeling faint and it 
was really, really hot in that bar. I’m really sensitive to heat 
so I ended up passing out in the bathroom from the heat. 
When I came to, a woman was helping me up and she said 
she was a nurse and got me some water. I’ve never been 
back to that bar, but I thanked that woman profusely 
because she really helped me feel better.”35 
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36. “People Who have Ordered a Bar’s ‘Safeword’ 
Drink to Get Out of a Bad Situation, What was Your 
Date like and How Did the Staff Help?” 

1) AlmightyRockwood wrote this: 

“Not my story, but a friend’s. 

“Guy was getting really handsy, so we’ll call him Mr. 
Handsy, she was not into it and even told him to stop 
multiple times. So, to try and escape, she goes to the 
bathroom. Bouncer at the restroom entrance prevents him 
from following her so she gets to be able to get some 
respite. She sees that they have safe-word drinks in the 
bathroom. 

“However, she doesn’t want to go to the bar to order it 
because then he’d follow her there with more of those 
hands, so when she gets out she goes up to the bouncer. Mr. 
Handsy is right there and waiting, but she asks the bouncer 
what’s in your (safe word) drink. She said the bouncer 
looked at her seriously and, when she nodded, the bouncer 
picked up Mr. Handsy and basically carried outside of the 
club. 

“I go to that place all the time, and I never even knew they 
had a safe-word drink. Pretty awesome.” 

Tellhershescute asked, “At that point couldn’t she have just 
been straight up with the bouncer? ‘This guy is harassing 
me.’” 

CurrySauceLover replied, “Obviously [not] because she 
couldn’t guarantee that the bouncer would know what she 
was referring to and she couldn’t know how he would 
react. The bouncer could have just as easily dismissed her, 
at which point she’d be left with the creep. Far better in that 
situation for the harasser to think she was asking about a 



drink than to realize she’d spoken up about him harassing 
her.” 

AlmightyRockwell added, “Bouncers are the best bet to be 
honest. Bartenders would go ask them anyway, and of all 
the bouncers I’ve ever met, I never met one that wasn’t a 
hair-switch away from wanting to take out [*]ssh[*]les 
being [*]ssh[*]les to women.” 

Maldio commented, “Depends on the bar, there are a few 
notorious places with bouncers who just lived to backroom 
anyone that they could get away with beating down. Many 
bouncers are great, but there are some guys who just want a 
legitimized excuse to get into fights. It’s not like there 
aren’t any rapey bouncers either. It’s the same mythology 
of gentlemen bikers who are ready to jump to save the 
damsel in distress except when they’re violently assaulting 
or exploiting women themselves.” 

TrademarkLobster commented, “I worked at a bar where 
we had [safewords] printed on drink coasters. It was a great 
way to spread the word, and doubled as a warning to creeps 
that we don’t f[**]k around.” 

2) PowderPuffGirl wrote this: 

“Not an experience that occurred to me specifically but in 
some UK [United Kingdom] Pubs/Bars you can ‘ask for 
Angela’ if you feel uncomfortable with your date or the 
date is not going as well as planned. The posters are found 
on the back of bathroom doors. 

“Staff will call you a taxi discreetly and help you get out of 
the situation safely. 

“Ask for Angela.”36 

                                                
36 Source: Mike2258, “People who have ordered a bars ‘Safeword’ 
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37. “Religious People, What is One Thing You Respect 
About Atheists?” 

1) zehrclaire wrote, “In high school, an atheist friend 
copped some flak for being atheist, and was told that she 
must be amoral since she had no belief in heaven to 
jeopardise. She saw it entirely the other way: because she 
didn’t believe in heaven, the here and now was all there 
was, and she had to be the best person she could be because 
of that. I really respected that view.” 

AP7497 commented: 

“My family is Hindu, and I was always taught about deeds 
being the ultimate deciding factor of fate — so basically the 
concept of karma. 

“Hinduism teaches deed-based salvation rather than faith-
based salvation — so it technically doesn’t even matter 
what you believe in, you’ll go to heaven if you do good 
deeds. Or at least, that’s what I was always told. 

“My grandfather was a devout Hindu priest, and even he 
didn’t care about my lack of faith — he never let me join in 
any religious events (so basically like attending church 
services) because he believed that a young girl’s place was 
studying and enjoying life, and that education empowers 
you to do good things, and that’s all that matters in the end. 
My parents insist I’ll go to their version of heaven even 
though I don’t believe in it, because I’m a good person.” 

2) zazzlekdazzle wrote this: 

“Jewish: I respect everything about atheists. 

                                                                                              
the staff help?” Reddit. AskReddit. 18 June 2019 
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“I view spirituality like being an animal lover or a nature 
person (which I most certainly am not). Some people just 
have that sense, they feel the connection (with animals, or 
nature, or whatever), and some people just don’t get that 
spark from the same things. Some people get this sense 
(whatever it is) from their families, some from a particular 
experience, some just seem somehow born with it. I love 
kids, I often feel like I have a connection with them, and I 
love being around them. Plenty of people don’t feel that 
way about children at all, and I don’t judge them for it. Not 
having this sense of connection with the same things is 
what makes us all different and that’s fine.” 

StarvingWriter33 wrote, “Atheist here. I have some Jewish 
friends. One of the things I admire about Jews is that they 
(at least those that I’ve met) are basically like ‘Yeah, I 
follow these religious rules because I’m a Jew. I don’t 
expect YOU to follow these rules because you’re not a 
Jew.’”37 

38. “What are Things Someone has Done that Made 
Them a Genuine and Honorable Person?” 

Orange_Paisley wrote, “One of my best friends and her 
then-boyfriend, both of whom I had met but didn’t really 
know yet, came to get me and my daughter when we were 
leaving my ex-husband. My friend stayed at her 
boyfriend’s so my daughter and I could stay at her 
apartment until we found a place to live. She even bought 
Christmas presents for us, and birthday gifts for my 
daughter. I’ve known her over 20 years now and I don’t 
always see eye to eye with her on a lot of things, but that 
was the kindest, most generous thing anyone has ever done 
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for me. I’m also still close with her now ex-boyfriend. They 
are good people.”38 

39. “What’s the Naughtiest Yet Still Wholesome Thing 
You’ve Done?” 

1) incipia12 wrote this: 

“I stole $20 from my mom when I was in 4th grade. During 
that same day, instead of buying cookies for myself, I gave 
the $20 to another kid who didn’t have any lunch. 

“I remember a couple of days before, I went in the lunch 
line with him and the lady gave him a pb&j [peanut butter-
and-jell] sandwich because his parents weren’t paying for 
his lunch. I remember how disappointed he was because it 
was pizza day. So … to see him not get any lunch at all 
days after, it bothered me. 

“I knew I could have used $1 to buy cookies and given him 
some money. But when they give you pb&j’s [peanut 
butter-and-jelly sandwiches], that means that you already 
have a bill that your parents haven’t been paying. I don’t 
know how much he owed the cafeteria, but I do know that I 
at least took off $20.” 

2) bguy74 wrote, “I stole wildflowers off someone’s field 
for my wife.” 

3) allisonedith wrote this: 

“I lectured an entire train car because every seat was taken 
and nobody would stand up for the pregnant woman who 
was holding a toddler. 

                                                
38 Source: houseStarkOfTheNorth, “What are things someone has done 
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27 June 2019 <http://tinyurl.com/yyndl39j>. 



“After I chastised everyone, someone finally stood up and 
gave her their seat, she said, ‘Thank you,’ and I said, ‘I 
don’t mind being the [*]ssh[*]le in this situation.’  

“EDIT: I was also standing if that wasn’t clear.” 

4) ladypod wrote this: 

“I secretly organized a couple of friends to go out on a date. 
I worked at a small private school for their summer camp. I 
was paired with a wonderful, but also extremely anxious / 
sensitive coworker. We got along well, but she was in her 
late 30s, loved the drinking scene, Renaissance role-play, 
and had never been married. She really needed to get laid. 
Like, really-really. 

“One of the dads we worked with had a crush on her. He 
told me about it daily, as I also babysat his kiddo. So, he 
asks me to help ask her out. 

He arrives at work to pick up his kiddo. I magically pull all 
the children aside to get a ‘snack’. It’s those two left in the 
gym. He asks her out. She says yes. Happy happy joy joy. 

“One year later, I’m the maid of honor in her wedding, all 
because I thought she needed laid.” 

5) Petite_Tsunami wrote this: 

“I really wanted to get the seventh Harry Potter book right 
at midnight, but my mom didn’t want to stay up and drive 
that late so she offered to go the next morning right when 
the store opened. 

“I snuck out of the house, stole her car, drove it when I had 
only a permit, and stayed out past curfew to go buy that 
book. It was the first and only time I was that naughty as a 
kid. 



“When she came in my room to wake me up, I was passed 
[out?] mid-page. My mom is usually the type to punish 
immediately for anything moderately bad, but I wasn’t 
punished at all for clearly disobeying her and breaking 
many rules. Recently she told me that it both amused her 
and touched her that I was such a nerd to do all that for a 
book (as opposed to a boy, party, or hanging out with bad 
influences).” 

6) Kolfinna wrote, “Our shelter had a policy of not 
adopting out pit bulls. After the stray hold they’d be 
euthanized. (This was probably 15 years ago.) I worked at a 
vet clinic and forged paperwork so people could pull the 
puppies from the shelter as ‘owners- and find homes for 
them. The first batch was for two nine-ish week old 
puppies. I have no regrets.”39 

40. “Good People of Reddit, What is Your Good Deed 
that Nobody Knows About?” 

1) kevroberts65 wrote, “When I was 17, I worked for a 
local pizza parlor as a pizza delivery man. I was delivering 
a medium pizza and a two-liter bottle of Pepsi. When I 
knocked on the door, a woman answered and about six kids 
ran to the front door filled with excitement. Most of the 
kids were young; two looked like they were in their pre-
teens. The women (who I assume was their mother) paid 
me with a coupon and change; she even apologized for not 
tipping me. I felt so bad and didn’t even see how the seven 
of them would be able to share the one medium pizza. I 
ended up calling my coworker and placing another order of 
two large pizzas and breadsticks. I had my coworker 
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deliver it and act like it was an error on our part. I never got 
to see their reaction, but I hope the kids loved it.” 

SpoicyRooster commented: 

“Back during my pizza delivery days, I was amazed by the 
generosity of some folks. 

“One time I delivered to this dude and his mom who were 
nice people but seemed to not be super well off. They 
didn’t tip, and I didn’t have anything against them for it — 
it happens, no biggie. Plus I had two more orders with me 
before I headed back. 

“Before I got back to shop, though, co-worker called me 
saying the dude came to the restaurant just to give me a 
tip, and that apparently I’d just left too quickly for them to 
get it to me. 

“These folks ordered delivery and still went out of their 
way all the way to the shop just to tip the delivery driver. 
That tip had way more value than just monetary.” 

2) Expensive_Homework wrote this: 

“They have a bike raffle each year at the Earth Day event in 
my town. I bought a ticket and was determined to win. It 
got down to the last two bikes — a standard adult bike and 
a girls bike with training wheels. My number came up. I 
chose the little girls bike. My wife was baffled 

“The young girl next to me standing with her dad had been 
clutching to the fence in anticipation of winning that bike 
and looked so disappointed when I selected it. The bike 
was passed to me and I gave it straight to her. ‘You enjoy 
this,’ I said, and walked off. 

“Truth is, it had always been for her — I just wanted to 
make sure her odds were doubled.” 



3) RainsForDays wrote, “A few Christmases ago I paid for 
a man’s things he had to put back because he didn’t have 
enough money. His kids were with him, and I could tell he 
was upset and embarrassed. I’m not wealthy by any stretch 
of the imagination, but I happened to have a little extra 
money that day. His kids’ reactions were worth every 
cent.”40 
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Chapter 3: Questions 41-60 

41. “What is the One Thing Your Father Did When You 
were a Teenager that You Appreciated the Most?” 

1) binx_au wrote this: 

“He argued with me. My father was a traditional man who 
had the belief that as the head of the household he held 
ultimate power. But he argued with me; he allowed me to 
hold oppositional views and be able to articulate them well 
enough to debate a grown up without loss of love. 

“This skill is useful throughout my professional career; I’ve 
be never been afraid of men or holding an oppositional 
view to them. I no longer argue, though; I have a better-
developed negotiation skill. But I do pick up points, as I’m 
working, to aid any need for future debate.” 

thirteenthbird commented, “This is my answer as well, 
although my father is not a traditional man. OP [Original 
Poster], it can be scary to stand up to someone who’s 
bigger and louder. But disagreement is an important skill to 
practice. It’s not enough to tell her she can say no — it’s 
very powerful to instill her with confidence and experience 
that she will be listened to when she advocates for herself.” 

2) dream_beam_94 wrote this: 

“One time, I snuck out of the house but couldn’t close the 
bathroom window behind me because my dad walked in 
right after I got out. Bad timing, hahaha! 

“Anyways, I ran off and he found the open window. He 
thought that someone had broken in, so he woke up my 
mom and they investigated. Upon their investigation, they 
found out that I wasn’t in my room and had snuck out the 
window. 



“Later that night, after my mom found me and brought me 
back home and grounded me, my dad apologized for the 
whole thing. He said that if he knew it was just me 
sneaking out, he wouldn’t have caused a fuss and woken 
my mom up, leading to my ‘arrest’ and subsequent 
punishment. 

“It was a small gesture, but it meant a lot. It was nice to 
know that my dad trusted me to sneak out but not get in any 
real trouble, if that makes sense. He has always been a 
believer in the ‘teens need to push boundaries and get in a 
little trouble as part of the growing up/ learning experience’ 
theory. 

“I’m not sure if I will be a believer in that theory as well, 
when I have kids. We’ll see.” 

3) captainsaveabro, a woman, wrote, “Didn’t treat me like a 
delicate little flower that couldn’t do anything for myself. 
He taught me how to change a tire, fix a hole in a wall, 
build a picnic table, fix a leaky faucet, etc. If something 
needed repairing, he would call me over to show me how to 
do it. I bought a fixer-upper house and did most of the work 
myself (aside from plumbing and electrical) because I knew 
how to do it.” 

4) pearlsandwine wrote this: 

“There are so many things he taught me I am grateful for! 
How to use his tools, how to change a tire, how to fix 
certain things around the house, etc. The one thing that 
popped into my head was something he did when I was 16 
and dating in high school is a little different than that. 

“My dad was just the sweetest, most stereotypical mid-
western guy in the world. He was very traditional, but also 
so giving and warm and friendly to everyone, he never met 
a stranger. One weekend, a boy was coming over to pick 
me up to go to a movie or something. The boy pulled into 



the driveway and honked his horn. I stood up and started 
walking to the door. He said, ‘Wait, honey,’ in a 
surprisingly stern voice. I looked and said, ‘What?’ 

“The boy honked the horn again. Dad stood up and walked 
over to the front door and looked out. He turned to me and 
said, ‘Honey, you don’t come calling when a boy honks his 
horn. He should come to our front door and walk with you 
like a gentleman. When a boy is taking a girl out, he treats 
her with respect from the moment he picks her up to the 
moment he walks her to the front door at the end. You are 
too special to accept anything less than total respect.’ 

“Obviously, now I can fully appreciate what he was saying. 
The boy got out of the car and came to our door. When he 
knocked, my dad opened and shook his hand, looking him 
square in the eye. Dad smiled and said, ‘Nice to meet you. 
In the future you should know that my daughter doesn’t 
answer to honked horns in the driveway. Have a good 
time.’ 

“I walked out of that house feeling like a princess, I 
swear.”41 

42. “What are Some Good Ways to Build Up Your Self-
Confidence?” 

Willster328 wrote this: 

“Acceptance of who you are in the present. 

“I had lived my whole life as ‘I’ll be the person [I want to 
be?] someday’ and always saw myself as inferior to my 
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future self. In the last year, I finally just said, "I’m not that 
person in the future, I’m the person I am today." 

“And that was in regards to a dozen things. I’d always been 
self-conscious about my physique, for instance. And so I’d 
buy clothing that I’d fit into eventually, and say that who I 
was today wasn’t as fit as I was going to be eventually. 
And my self-confidence suffered from it because I was 
always demeaning myself that my present self wasn’t good 
enough. 

“There was this odd moment of Zen where I simply came 
to say ‘This is who I am.’ And that’s not to argue I’m not 
constantly bettering myself. But the moment I accepted 
who I was, I was able to own up to insecurities and face 
things I didn’t like. And in effect, you become confident in 
yourself, even if it’s not in the ways you’d always strived 
for. 

“EDIT: In regards to the question of this sounding like 
you’ve given up: 

“It’s not, and I’ll see if I can differentiate it a little bit. So 
the antonym to self-confidence would be insecurity, right? 
If you’re always thinking of yourself as not as good as you 
could be in something, and you think of yourself as the 
future person you envision, you’re sort of skirting around 
that insecurity by never accepting yourself for who you are, 
but instead accepting what you want to be in the future. 

“And so by never really accepting yourself as you are, 
you’re giving into these insecurities, which by the 
definition above, is the opposite of self-confidence. You’re 
not confident in yourself because you’re not accepting of 
yourself. And so by simply coming to that conclusion you 
will exude more confidence in what you have to offer, 
rather than what you wish you had to offer. 



“You can still endeavor toward those goals, which is why 
it’s not the same as giving up. But there’s a much better 
feeling of acceptance of who you are, which will have 
trickle-down effects to how self-confident you are. 

“That sound better? Or does it sound like I’m making 
excuses lol [laughing out loud].” 

Scatterbrain-d commented, “Much in the same vein, give 
your past self a break. I was always so critical of myself 
when I looked back — lazy, antisocial, cowardly. It took 
several years of therapy to realize that I was doing the best 
I could under the circumstances. I always have. So have 
you. So cut past-you some slack and give him/her a hug. 
Accepting your past goes a long way towards being happy 
with yourself today.” 

Zzaannsebar commented: 

“This made me realize that I think one of the reasons I’m 
generally happy and pretty confident is that I don’t have 
any real formed ideas of what future me should be like. 

“I’m a pretty impulsive person (without having caused 
myself severe problems), I have troubles thinking about 
things farther in the future than a couple months. When I 
was applying for universities my senior year, by the time I 
finished applying for schools, I had ended up applying for a 
completely different major than when I started because I 
had no idea what I really wanted to do. I just kept going. 

“All the skills I have, like my playing cello, programming, 
writing, drawing, singing, whatever — none of them have 
ever had concrete goals behind them. I just kind of do them 
because I like them. And I’ve gotten good at them over 
time by just continuing even though I didn’t sit down one 
day and tell myself, ‘You are going to be a famous cellist 
who programs on the side,’ or whatever. 



“I do seriously feel the insecurity on the body stuff, though. 
I’ve been losing weight over the last couple months, and 
the reason it’s finally worked for me this time whereas it 
didn’t work in the past is because I stopped picturing what I 
could or might look like and became happy with where I 
am. It felt like it really took the pressure off to stop trying 
to be how I thought I should look instead of how I actually 
look. 

“But in general, I think being okay with where you are is 
good. But don’t settle either. You can be happy and want to 
improve. I’m happy where I am, but thinking about things I 
should do for myself. The fact that I have something to 
grow towards is inspiring instead of intimidating. No one is 
ever done learning or trying. Because if you aren’t learning 
and trying, are you even living?”42 

43. “When have You been Genuinely Scared for Your 
Life?” 

R1ddl3s_sr wrote, “Had a massive asthma attack. As a 
paramedic myself, when your colleague looks you in the 
eye, as he’s sticking defib [defibrillator] patches to your 
chest and radios for a crew cardiac arrest backup, you know 
it’s not good. Especially seeing as they can’t use medical 
jargon around me as I already know it …. So I know what a 
silent chest means (you’re not moving any air), I know 
what it means when the nebulisers haven’t worked and they 
start giving adrenaline, I know what the defib patches 
mean, and I know none of it’s good. I remember passing 
out really, really slowly, and as I closed my eyes I 
genuinely thought I was going to die and I’d never open 
them again. To come around in the ICU [Intensive Care 
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Unit] later with the same colleague by my side was the best 
feeling. He saved my life undoubtedly.”43 

44. “Parents of Reddit: What Do Your Kids Think 
They’re Being All Slick and Sneaky About, But You 
Know All About It?” 

1) billbapapa wrote this: 

“My son is making a book for his mom to tell her how 
much he loves her. 

“He’s still pretty young and just learning to read and write. 
So slowly, like, over the course of the last few weeks, he’ll 
bring a book up to an adult and ask them to help him read 
and then ask randomly, ‘Is the word ‘amazing’ on this 
page? Where? Oh, can you help me find a story where they 
have that word? Oh great, is that the word I’m pointing to?’ 

“Then he disappears for a few minutes, and then the cycle 
will start again with another word. 

“Slowly he’s writing a book for her, one word at a time. 

“I know because I followed him one time recently and saw 
he was writing something in a book, then I happened to 
check it out when he was asleep. So now I know his secret. 
He was up to about two pages and it’s really sweet. 

“I don’t know how much longer until he’ll deem it finished. 
But I’m sure I’m the only adult who knows what’s up.” 

2) part_house_part_dog wrote this: 

“I thought I was so sneaky in high school. I would come 
home at curfew, run the water in the bathroom a bit, flush 

                                                
43 Source: Br0cc0li_B0i, “When have you been genuinely scared for 
you life?” Reddit. AskReddit. 27 June 2019 
<http://tinyurl.com/yyn87clh>. 



the toilet, and then turn my radio on low (I slept with it on), 
and then sneak out my bedroom window. My bedroom 
faced the front of the house and was on the ground floor. I 
did this so much that my window screen wouldn’t fit 
properly and kept falling off. Every time it fell off, I told 
my parents that the wind must have ripped it off during the 
night. Mom bought my story. 

“When I was in my 30s, my dad told me he used to get up 
and watch me from the front window as I ran down the 
street and got back into my friend’s car. When I asked him 
why he never busted me, he said, ‘You were an A-average 
student and you never got brought home by the cops. If you 
had been, you would have been grounded until you were 
35.’ 

“I’m so not sneaky.”44 

45. “What are Some Things Moms Should Know When 
Raising a Girl?” 

1) tercerero wrote, “That she’ll be watching everything you 
do and listening to everything you say about yourself and 
internalizing everything. Foster a healthy relationship with 
your body — don’t express disappointment that your belly 
is squishy or you have cellulite. Model the healthy habits 
you wish you had. Treat yourself kindly, and you’ll show 
her how to take care of her body kindly as well.” 

2) bottomflannel wrote, “Echoing another user, they see 
you and everything you do. Be kind to yourself. Allow 
yourself to be you, the you beyond motherhood. Inspire 
your daughters to see their own potential and draw strength 
from seeing you be the kind bad[*]ss you are.” 

                                                
44 Source: Erikjb12, “Parents or Reddit: What do your kids think 
they’re being all slick and sneaky about, but you know all about it?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 29 June 2019 <https://tinyurl.com/y32hoy28>. 



Jadedlylost commented, “I’ve just recently learned this. My 
daughter consumed my entire life/existence for the first two 
years of her life, but only in the past couple of months have 
I realized that it’s important for her to see me being and 
doing for myself and not just as her mother. Because 
if/when she becomes a mother, I don’t want her to think 
that that has to be her entire identity.”45 

46. “Women of Reddit, What are Some Things a Dad 
Should Know about Raising a Girl?” 

1) avicator wrote, “After you wash her hair, if you have to 
comb it, start at the bottom and work up … don’t start at 
the top and muscle through the knots!” 

Study_of_Wumbology_ commented, “H[*]ll, I’m a guy 
with long hair and didn’t even know this. This would’ve 
saved me SO much pain. Definitely going to be using this 
is the future (both on myself/potentially a daughter down 
the road). Thanks!” 

2) umumgowa wrote, “If you do nothing else right, speak 
kindly. I don’t have the best dad, he was always fighting 
his own demons, and therefore he was not all that present 
but he has literally only ever been kind to me, and that 
sticks out more than anything. He praises everything we do, 
compliments us endlessly, and has always made us feel like 
we were obviously capable of anything. It has always been 
easy to see/feel his shortcomings really didn’t have 
anything to do with me and were his own personal issues.” 

woodchips24 commented, “Sounds like a man who knows 
he’s not okay, but wants better for his kids and does his 

                                                
45 Source: stuffedwithpretty, “What are some things moms should 
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best to make it happen. That’s really all you can ask for out 
of a parent.” 

3) ToughPack88 wrote this: 

“I was raised by a single dad. When I started my period, he 
made it clear that my period was not embarrassing, and he 
would get me whatever I needed to take care of myself. 

“Also, if there’s not a ‘mom’ around, please, please ask 
some friends how to manage your daughter’s hair.” 

4) catipoke wrote, “Please don’t be super grossed out if you 
see a pad or something. Every girl will get a period and 
most will get it fairly young, like 10 or 11 or 12. That 
means that she is still a child and you might just have to go 
buy her pads. It will really make your daughter sad if she 
works up the courage to say ‘Dad. I think I got my period’ 
and you go ‘ew, gross’. She needs someone to talk to when 
she first gets it and that someone might be you. ALSO 
some cramps can be so, so painful, like vomiting/crying 
painful, so don’t tell your daughter to ‘suck it up.’” 

god[*]mnedsexualpanda commented, “On this note — 
bathrooms need those little garbage bins WITH little trash 
bags in them.” 

besomebodytosomeone commented, “We had a new 
building built at my work and clearly it was built by men 
only because they FORGOT TO PUT THESE 
TRASHCANS IN. They also didn’t even order them so we 
had no way to dispose of pads or tampons for a week and 
then I brought it up to one of our executive assistants. She 
was so distraught about it. Within 30 minutes she sent 
someone to the store to buy enough for every stall for every 
floor.” 

she_believed commented, “She was the real MVP [Most 
Valuable Player] there. Bless her.” 



5) Arderis1 wrote, “Regarding periods: make her believe 
that telling you things will be held in confidence. Don’t let 
her think you’re going to blab her personal business to the 
whole family, or you end up with a kid who hides having 
her period for two months to avoid ‘Guess who’s a 
WOOOOMAAAAN now?’ shame at Thanksgiving and 
Christmas events.”46 

47. “People Who Survived Drowning, Burning Alive, a 
Serious Illness, Traffic Accidents or Any Other Way of 
Dying, How Did It Feel Being So Close to Death. Did 
You Appreciate Life More After that Experience?”  

Dusty1000287 wrote this: 

“Nearly stepped in front of a speeding car when I was 
crossing the road. Had it not been for the old lady behind 
me who saw it coming, I wouldn’t be writing this. 

“I was rushing home because I was hungry and wanted my 
dinner — stupid reason, I know — and was about to step 
out into the road when a little old lady grabbed my hood 
and yanked me back a bit, and then a Ford Fiesta came 
screaming through the lights a little ahead and went on its 
way — it must have been going 70mph easily. I thanked 
her and walked home, at which point it dawned on me 
exactly what could have happened. That’s about the closest 
to death I’ve ever come.” 

Skeliot commented, “I had a similar experience except I 
was walking across the sidewalk to go to school and if the 
crosswalk guard was not there I would have been ran over.” 

                                                
46 Source: joho3883, “Women of Reddit, what are some things a dad 
should know about raising a girl?” Reddit. AskReddit. 27 June 2019 
<http://tinyurl.com/y3uux6f5>. 



jagraef commented, “Happened to me, too. Effing taxi 
drove through a red light really fast. Luckily a guy just 
grabbed me.”47 

48. “What Act of Kindness did You Recently Perform 
for a Stranger?” 

1) TheDood715 wrote this: 

“I was at the 36th Street Station in Brooklyn when this kid 
came up to me. 

“’Scuse me, sir? Do you speak English?’ and I’m like 
‘Yeah, what’s up, kid?’ And he tells me that he dropped $5 
into the trash. He’s a kid, his mom is like a really short 
Mexican lady, and I’m 6’5, so I guess he asked me because 
of that. 

“I looked in the trash and I could see it but these trash bins 
are designed so people can’t reach in them to deter the 
homeless. So as tall as I am, I’m having trouble with this 
thing. If I had 5 dollars cash, I would have just given it to 
him — I swear to god that it was that difficult. Finally I got 
on top of it, reached shoulder down into the trash, and got 
the kid’s 5 bucks.” 

Whythehellisketo commented, “You’re a good man.” 

2) bj371 wrote, “I overheard the pharmacist saying to a 
guy, ‘Your insurance doesn’t cover the Lidocaine patches; 
those will be $90.’ He replied, ‘You’re kidding …’ […] I 
pulled him over to the pain aisle and showed him the same 
strength OTC [Over The Counter] Lidocaine patches that 

                                                
47 Source: TManiatis, “[SERIOUS] People who survived drowning, 
burning alive, a serious illness, traffic accidents or any other way of 
dying, how did it feel being so close to death. Did you appreciate life 
more after that experience?” Reddit. AskReddit. 28 June 2019 
<https://tinyurl.com/yy5u3288>. 



sold for $8.00 a box. I had just had abdominal surgery a 
few weeks before so that’s how I knew. He was super 
grateful. I don’t know why the pharmacist didn’t tell him 
about it.” 

Blue_jellybean221 commented, “And now you’ve helped 
me. Thanks for the tip.” 

3) Being_grateful wrote this: 

“I live in a quiet cul de sac where everyone knows each 
other. We had this new family move in — a single mother 
and three small children. During Christmas period 
everybody in our neighborhood is generally away. On the 
26th, early in the morning I was awakened to shouts and 
screams and looking outside I saw that this new family’s 
house had caught fire and this poor woman was running 
around knocking on the other doors and the children were 
wailing on the street. I rang up emergency services to 
inform them and then did the only thing I could possibly 
do, which was to open up my house to them and let them 
stay there. 

“I am pretty good dealing with children so they were put at 
ease in no time and soon the woman calmed down as well. 
They ended up staying home for a couple of days and I did 
everything I reasonably can to accommodate their needs. 
The smiles and thank-you’s I received from all of them 
when they were leaving, words simply can’t describe that 
feeling I got then.” 

4) justabritfullofsh[*]t wrote, “Heimlich maneuver. Many 
may not see making someone violently vomit as an act of 
kindness but the kid certainly did.” 

ccstrawhun commented, “Those who don’t see it that way 
probably haven’t seriously choked before because it 
absolutely is an act of kindness.” 



5) sleepy_hollow101 wrote, “It wasn’t a big thing, but 
someone in the metro station couldn’t figure out how to 
buy and load a card from the machines (they were tourists, 
I think) so I showed them how to do it. They were pretty 
happy! I think they’d been messing with it for a while — it 
took me a while to figure out those machines, so I totally 
get it.” 

6) MissPiggysBastardBro wrote, “I am basically a social 
worker. I was with a client at a local restaurant whenever a 
middle-aged woman walked in and asked one of us if she 
could use our phone to call for a ride home. She didn’t 
mind sitting at our table and completing her call. She 
thanked us and walked away. As we left she was still 
waiting after about 30 minutes. I took my client home and 
ended up driving back by. The woman was walking, so I 
slowed down and asked her where she was headed. She 
was planning to walk 15 miles down the highway. I offered 
and she took it. I told her my name and where I worked. 
She said she was just released from jail. We made small 
talk the entire time. I dropped her off and went about my 
day. I don’t even remember her name.” 

ccstrawhun commented, “Bet she remembers yours. I’m 
certain she appreciated the ride.”48 

49. “Taxi/Uber/Lift Drivers of Reddit, What are the 
Most Interesting/Entertaining Situations that Happened 
to You During the Shift?” 

EitherChipmunk wrote, “I was unemployed at the time. 
Quit a job due to an abusive/toxic work environment. Had 
recently graduated a coding boot camp but wasn’t having 
any luck landing new opportunities. Bills were piling up, 
                                                
48 Source: ccstrawhun, “What act of kindness did you recently perform 
for a stranger?” Reddit. AskReddit. 30 June 2019 
<https://tinyurl.com/y3xea8ca>. 



and honestly I was losing hope. I’m about to call it a night, 
driving drunks around gets tiring when I decide, ehh, 
what’s one more? Turns out these three older women 
wanted to do some gambling in the next state over and had 
trouble finding a ride. I said yes, figured I’d just call it a 
night after. We get talking, turns out one of them is an IT 
[Information Technology] consultant. They decide to pay 
me basically $100 an hour to hang out until they are done 
and drive them all home. We ended up connecting, she 
revised my resume and put me in touch with some 
references of hers. I ended up making a good buck off the 
fares alone, and also ended up completely turning my life 
around by landing a dream job with a little bit of help. I 
wrote her a sincere thank you once I accepted the new offer 
and she replied with ‘Help others because you can.’ Not a 
day goes by where I don’t think about how lucky I am.”49 

50. “What was Your Most Recent Random Act of 
Kindness?” 

1) abcdkirby wrote, “I’m a mail carrier. I pay postage dues. 
I also put extra stamps on letters when I know they need 
more postage. I don’t tell anyone. I just pay the clerk.” 

-B-K- commented, “If you were my mail carrier, I would 
hug you! That is truly awesome of you to go out of your 
way to make things just work. Thank you very much for 
your service!” 

2) umwhat95 wrote, “My workmate is deaf in one ear, 
partially deaf in the other. His hearing aid broke recently 
and he couldn’t afford a new one. I started up a collection 
at work and surprised him with about $250 for a new one.” 
                                                
49 Source: baaraban, “Taxi/Uber/Lift drivers of Reddit what are the 
most interesting/entertaining/f[**]ked up situations that happened to 
you during the shift?” Reddit. AskReddit. 2 July 2019 
<https://tinyurl.com/y4nqe8lp>. 



3) getouttamyhair wrote this: 

“Elderly lady misdialed and left a voicemail extending an 
invitation to some event she was holding. 

“She sounded so hopeful that it was heartbreaking to think 
she might feel rebuffed or neglected while not realizing 
they’d never received her message. 

“I called her back to let her know she needed to recheck the 
number she’d tried calling so no one missed her event. It 
turned out that she was trying to arrange attendees for her 
90th birthday later this year.” 

4) HolyOrdersOtaku wrote this: 

“Me and this other guy (don’t know him) both hit 
something on the interstate at 2am. My car was fine, but he 
had a flat. I was about to leave, but he looked like he was 
on the verge of tears so I decided to stay and help him. 

“Turns out he was driving from Virginia to Nashville, TN 
[Tennessee] (this happened about 100 miles away from 
Nashville so he was relatively close), and he’d just bought 
the car and never changed a tire before. I changed it for 
him; he offered to pay but I told him no. He’d need the 
money more than me anyway to replace the tire.” 

5) TodayWeMake wrote, “I was at Goodwill waiting for 
my wife after paying. Saw a lady in line dump out her 
change purse on the counter, and I heard the cashier say it’s 
not enough. I walked over and asked how much she owed. 
40¢. So I put 40¢ into the lady’s hand and said, ‘Have a 
nice day.’ She seemed equally happy and embarrassed. I 
hope she likes her new outfit.” 

6) quarlOw wrote, “Just was in a craft store. Went down 
the aisle that has all the letter patches. I spent a good 10 
minutes rearranging all the letters back to where they go in 



the correct order and color after someone had spelled all 
sorts of curse words with them.” 

-B-K- commented, “Good Samaritan award! Some 
people/kids think they are funny doing that kind of stuff. 
Good job cleaning it up for everyone else to enjoy 
properly.” 

7) TopWop wrote, “Was in line at a combo grocery/drug 
store. Woman in front of me had a cart full of [food] 
staples. Nothing but necessities. She was paying with cash 
and food stamps. The bill was 10 bucks more than she had. 
I gave her a twenty, told her to keep the change. I could see 
her eyes welling up as she thanked me, but I just told her to 
pay it forward if she’s ever in a position to do so in the 
future. She got the biggest grin on her face as she wiped 
away her tears.” 

8) Crumbselect56 wrote, “Someone I know recently fell on 
financial hard times. I put money in an envelope and 
dropped it into their post box anonymously. It wasn’t 
much, but I know they needed it more than me at the 
time.”50 

51. “What Impulse Purchase has Changed Your Life 
for the Better?” 

realpagasus wrote this: 

“A pet. Totally on impulse, but it made me want to keep 
living. 

“I will never tell anyone to do something like that because 
pets should never be an impulse decision! But in my case it 
actually saved my life.” 

                                                
50 Source: -B-K-, “What was your last random act of kindness?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 1 July 2019 <https://tinyurl.com/y2t5c7w2>. 



enjollras commented: 

“I was having a really difficult time recovering from an 
awful relationship and had relapsed into old and dangerous 
behavior. I decided to get a cat, drove to the pound the next 
day and picked up a cat so aggressive they were planning to 
put her down. I was feeling terrible, she looked terrified — 
it just seemed right. Also, I’ve had cats for most of my life 
and figured I could handle it. 

“I brought her home planning to spend months teaching her 
how to be calm, but the turned out to be the sweetest and 
most gentle animal I’ve ever had. She was just scared of the 
shelter, that was all.” 

ExtremelyAverage07 commented: 

“For real. I’m not proud about this story at all, but I was a 
hot mess and in a terrible relationship. I was into drugs and 
alcohol, and depression was a big thing. One time I got in 
the car with said terrible relationship partner and we went 
to run an errand and also were somehow on a lot of 
painkillers. After a horrifying moment where she had taken 
a left turn and realized she was in the wrong lane and 
narrowly avoiding oncoming traffic, we somehow ended up 
at the pet store. 

“Now as an older, more mature person without the 
drug/depression problems, I am ashamed that I went to the 
pet store because f[**]k pet stores, but while I was there I 
did find a perfect magical little kitten. This kitten was 
buried in a cage full of tiny gray kitties. We really just 
wanted to browse and hold some kittens but were 
pretending we were really looking to buy one. Then as he 
pulls up a gray kitten from the cage, UNDERNEATH that 
kitten was just a sad derpy little tortoiseshell kitten. Her sad 
little face just shattered my heart into 10 million pieces 
(maybe more, hard to tell with all the painkillers). I asked if 



I could see that kitten and she curled right up in my arms 
and started purring. Then my girlfriend tried to hold the 
kitten and the kitten (who has excellent judgment of 
character) kinda scratched her a little bit and leaped away 
from her and awkwardly back into my arms. 

“I adopted that little punk cat on the spot. A few months 
later I finally got myself out of that relationship and moved 
into my own apartment. It wasn’t a quick and easy 
transition to a healthy lifestyle, and I really can’t claim I 
have been the greatest pet owner for some of that time but 
that cat and I have been through a lot and there were a lot 
of times that I would have felt 100% alone in the world if it 
wasn’t for her. 

“That cat really loves me. I’m happily married, about to get 
my first house and my wife sometimes gets jealous because 
my cat blatantly plays favorites with me. She’s still 
relatively young and happy and healthy, and I can’t wait for 
my eventual kids to know this grumpy little cat. They will 
not be able to believe where she and I came from compared 
to where we are now.”51 

52. “Police and Military Members of Reddit, What is 
Something You Realized About Society as a Result of 
Your Service that You Didn’t Notice Before?” 

cpt_jt_esteban wrote this: 

“The only sign of being a good person is being a good 
person. 

“People like to say, ‘Oh, that person has x trait, he’s a good 
person’. None of those traits pan out. 
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the better?” Reddit. AskReddit. 2 July 2019 
<https://tinyurl.com/y66ngcsu>. 



“Religion, education, money, status, race, politics, 
electability, sexuality. … I met plenty of straight-up 
[*]ssh[*]les in every iteration of every category there is. 
Nearly every iteration of every category also had strongly 
good people in it. There was virtually no correlation.” 

NomadClad commented, “This reminds me of what 
someone told me as a child: ‘The one thing I know 
[*]ssh[*]les and good people have in common is that they 
come from every background you can think of.’” 

PeerlessFace commented:  

“It works the other way around, too. Just because someone 
does something you see as bad doesn’t mean they are an 
all-around bad person. 

“Someone might have a face tattoo but loves to read their 
children a bedtime story. Alternatively, someone might be 
well dressed and hit their spouse in a drunken rage.” 

Bn1979 commented, “I actually know a guy who is covered 
with tattoos and looks like he’s in MS-13 [an international 
gang of criminals]. He’s an awesome guy, and I wish I was 
a good of a family man as he is.”52 

53. “Redditors Who Grew Up Poor, What’s a Family 
Activity or Experience You Loved as a Kid, that You 
Now Realize Was Your Parent’s/Parents’ Way of 
Showing They Loved You While Still Trying to Shield 
You from the Worst of Their Financial Hardships?” 

1) jmp520 wrote, “When I was a kid, my brother and I 
wanted to fit in and eat American food so my parents 
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would go on the days when hamburgers were $0.19. My 
brother and I would have a burger each. My parents would 
then go home and eat rice with soy sauce.” 

2) 7NewKicks wrote this: 

“When I was younger and my dad got laid off, the kids still 
needed clothes. My mom wasn’t the best seamstress, but 
she could follow a pattern. So I got to pick out a pattern 
with like three different shirts and simple pants. Then I got 
to pick out three colors of fabric and buttons. I thought it 
was the best time. She made it into a game, and I had no 
idea she was trying to get the most bang for her buck (I 
even got matching headbands with the leftovers and for a 
nine-year-old that was impressive stuff). 

“Edit: Man I had no idea this would be a thing several 
people had parents/grandparents do. Growing up, we were 
not poor per se, maybe lower middle class, but things hit 
hard when my dad was laid off for a year. I know now the 
prices of things would not even out, but in the mid 1990’s it 
probably did.” 

syndicatecomplex commented, “What a great mom.” 

xera0390 commented, “My Mum did this, too! She made 
me really simple dresses and one with little strawberries on 
it was my absolute favorite. Used to brag about it all the 
time when I was wee!” 

3) Mostlyaverageish wrote, “When I was younger, my 
parents during the summer would cook lunch most days for 
us and a couple of my brothers and my friends every day. It 
was not much — it was almost always chorizo [a spicy 
pork sausage] and eggs or beans or fried potatoes and salsa 
from the garden, always with all the corn tortillas you could 
stand. I was much, much older before I realized as poor as 
we were growing up, some of my friends had less and some 
days that was the only meal they got, and the things we 



cooked were the only things my parents could afford to 
feed the six or seven of us every day. I am still good friends 
with all of those guys, and most of them still call my 
parents mom and dad and show up to family events like 
kin. And those are still meals the lot of us still eat as staples 
of our diet. Not because we have to [but because] they just 
have so many summer memories to them.” 

selfstopper commented, “This is the most beautiful story. I 
love your parents. May all the generosity they’ve shown 
come back to them many times over.” 

Moonpielover69 commented, “If there’s one thing I’ve 
learned so far in life, it’s that family isn’t always blood 
related.” 

whateverspicegirl commented, “Please tell your parents 
how amazing and inspirational they are! My oldest has a 
couple of friends with neglectful parents, and I try to feed 
them as often as I can even though it gets expensive. 
Although my payback is knowing these kids know they 
have a safe place to land when they need it.” 

4) fruityshebbles wrote, “My parents lived in a beat-up 
trailer house for about 1/3 of my life and they were almost 
constantly thousands of dollars in debt so Christmas was 
always a really tough time for them, especially for my 
mom. But one Christmas when I was about four or five, I 
really loved rocks, so for Christmas my mom walked all 
around town and collected as many pretty rocks as she 
could find and wrapped them up and gave them to me. I 
played with them for weeks on end and they quickly 
became my favorite ‘toys’. I’m now eighteen and both of 
my parents are remarried to different people and are both 
financially stable and my mom still gives me at least one 
cool rock she finds every Christmas.” 



5) legoeggo323 wrote, “Cowboy dinner — a can of baked 
beans, a tube of biscuits, and some store-brand hot dogs cut 
up.” 

Phonetic-Fanatic commented, “So good.” 

6) OctoberBlue89 wrote, “Taking me to the library. The 
library in my town had free entertainment and programs for 
kids in the summer. I would spend all day at the library 
reading or getting involved in some activity for the day.”53 

54. “People of Reddit, What are Your Supernatural 
Experiences that You Can’t Tell Other People Because 
They Won’t Believe You?” 

1) closetedho wrote this: 

“I was living in a bad situation where I was depressed, 
lonely and poor. I rented a room in a dump because it was 
all I could afford at the time. I was in my 20s and going to 
college but I had no friends and was always so lonely that it 
made me contemplate suicide. One night, after I cried 
myself to sleep praying that I wouldn’t wake up, I had a 
dream that I was walking down the aisle at my wedding (I 
was single at the time and didn’t think in a billion years that 
I would ever get married so the dream was weird). As I was 
walking down the aisle, all I could see was my grandma 
sitting in the front row smiling at me, and when I got to the 
end she told me to not give up and that life had wonderful 
things in store for me but I just had to be patient and 
everything would fall into my lap. 

                                                
53 Source: User_Not_Found_78457, “Redditors that grew up poor, 
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realize was your parent/s way of showing they loved you while still 
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“I woke up to the phone ringing at 6 in the morning. It was 
my dad calling to say that my grandma had passed away. 
This happened 14 years ago, and I am now happily married 
and am out of my crappy situation. I’m not poor or lonely 
anymore, and I’m always usually happy. Grandma was 
right! I still to this day can’t believe it and never tell anyone 
this story because no one would ever believe me. I did tell 
my husband, though.” 

Happy_Fun_Balll commented: 

“This is the third or fourth [story in this thread] I’ve read 
that has genuinely made me feel better. I’m going through a 
lot of crap right now and just to read stories of 
people/things protecting or reassuring others is truly 
heartwarming. It makes me feel safe. 

“When I brought my newborn daughter home from the 
hospital after five days (c-section and an extra day because 
she lost too much weight), I was stressed out and had lots 
of family coming over wanting to see her. One night I’d 
just put her down in her bassinet and was really stressed 
(general baby blues, pain, and learning I wasn’t making 
enough milk) I smelled the very distinctive scent of my 
grandmother’s perfume. My grandma was one of the 
coolest people I had known, and she had passed at the age 
of 76 almost exactly eight years prior. Throughout the 
pregnancy, I was sad that she wouldn’t get to meet her 
great granddaughter. 

“Even now I tell her how much my grandma would’ve 
loved her. She had this collection of a particular cartoon 
character and I took one of the small stuffed animals, 
because it smelled like her house. Even now, 15 years later, 
I still smell her house on it — it was not in the room during 
the aforementioned perfume incident; I’m a skeptic, too. I 
handed it to my daughter when she was three and she 
sniffed it (she has this habit of smelling things, has a 



blanket that she still sniffs to calm herself down) and she 
said, ‘This smells like love.’ I had to leave the room so that 
she didn’t think she made me cry. Sounds like something 
out of a work of fiction, I know, but I’m being 100% 
honest.” 

2) Serialthrilla45 wrote this: 

“When I was eight, I was sleeping over at my Aunt’s house 
in Southern California. During my sleep, I suddenly woke 
up and saw a faint blue light at my bedside. I surprisingly 
wasn’t scared — I was actually pretty calm all things 
considered. The light moved towards the hallway (the 
whole house was pitch black), and I felt the need to follow 
it. 

“The light stopped moving at a couch in the living room, 
stayed there for about five seconds, and then faded away. I 
sat down on the couch trying to process what I just saw and 
I guess I eventually fell asleep right there. 

“I woke up a few hours later to commotion coming in from 
the area of the guest room (my aunt yelling, asking my 
Uncle where I was). I ran in and saw a large armoire that 
was at the foot of the bed had fallen directly onto the bed 
where I was sleeping before. The thing was old and top 
heavy. It probably weighed 200-lbs. plus. My aunt was so 
relieved to see me — she explained that an earthquake 
shook the house (not unheard of in California). I’m a heavy 
sleeper and didn’t feel anything; I just got woken up by the 
yelling and scrambling around by my aunt and uncle. 

“I don’t know if I dreamt this and wound up on the couch 
because I was sleep walking (I’ve never sleep walked 
before or since, so that isn’t a normal occurrence). I don’t 
know if this actually happened. I don’t know why I 



followed the light, because adult me would be scared as 
hell if this happened right now.”54 

55. “[Serious] Previous Homophobic People, When Did 
You Realize You were One and What Changed Your 
Mind?” 

1) Darnitol1 wrote this: 

“In my teenage years, I was a vocal and hateful gay basher. 
Let’s just say I performed very well as a student, and that 
also made me think my opinions were highly informed and 
bulletproof. I was also the president of the high school 
thespian troupe and stage manager for multiple high school 
musicals. I didn’t know just how many of my close friends 
were gay because, let’s face it, people who think they’re 
smart tend to be somewhat out of touch until life gives 
them an attitude adjustment. 

“Cut to about a year after graduation and my first office job 
in 1986, where I worked with Randy, the first openly gay 
and proud man I’d ever met. Randy was never in your face 
about being gay, and his personality was essentially the life 
of the party. He made no apologies for who he was, at a 
point in time where the HIV AIDS crisis had produced 
many [*]ssh[*]le opinions just like mine. 

“I was placed in a shared office with Randy where we also 
shared what’s known as a partner’s desk (a single, very 
deep desk where two people sit on opposite sides, facing 
each other, for eight hours a day). The day Randy started 
his job I made my position about homosexuality 
horrifically, rudely clear. He smiled, and with a politeness 
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that I never deserved, said that he was sorry that I let his 
homosexuality bother me, but that it wasn’t going to get in 
the way of us getting good solid work done together. 

“As I learned in the year that followed, Randy was always 
true to his word. He was also very, very good at his job. He 
was better at it than I was, and of course, that was difficult 
for me to deal with. Randy handled this by being a mentor 
whenever I’d allow him to. Not one time did he ever treat 
his skills as a way to claim superiority. From the bottom of 
his heart, if Randy could help another person out, that was 
what he wanted to do. I became better at my job because of 
him. 

“And of course, I also came to realize that Randy was the 
kindest, most decent human being I had ever met. I came to 
respect him as both a coworker and a friend. And through 
him, I came to realize that it takes a truly lost person to hate 
someone because of who they love. Randy could have 
brushed me aside as just another bigoted homophobe 
because that’s exactly what I was. But he didn’t. Neither 
did Randy set out to make me a better person or change my 
mind. Randy chose to be who he was, no matter what, 
when it seemed like the whole world, especially his 
officemate, was against him. He didn’t choose to change 
my way of thinking; my way of thinking simply could not 
stand up to the powerful decency of this man. 

“So Randy won. He won in being the best man he knew 
how to be, and he won in allowing others to accept it, or 
not, with no anger and no apologies. When the day finally 
came that I moved on to another company, I hugged Randy 
to say goodbye, and I cried because I knew I was going to 
miss my friend. We kept in touch for years, but we’ve lost 
touch now. I’m a boring 50-something hetero husband and 
father who has a great understanding of the value of my 
coworkers and my fellow man now. I have a daughter 



who’s a proud member of the LGBT+ community, and I’m 
the first to show off her girlfriend to my family and friends. 

“And I still take every chance I get to tell the world about 
how an amazing and wonderful man named Randy turned 
my attitude around without even trying. The world needs 
more people like him, and I’m so very, very glad to see that 
finally, the [*]ssh[*]les like I used to be are the ones who 
have to be ashamed and hide what they feel. Gay or 
straight, Randy’s attitude of acceptance without apology 
would truly change the world if we could all experience it 
the way I did. 

“That’s how I changed my mind.” 

SwiftSpear commented, “I came to this thread to find a post 
like this. So many posts here are ‘my family member came 
out’ or ‘I realized I was gay’. And that’s fine, but in some 
way those people barely had the choice to reject 
homophobia. I’m glad I could read a story where humanity 
won out not because blood is thicker than hate, but just 
because hate is stupid, and friendship is better.” 

Bn1979 commented: 

“When I was on the fence about gay marriage (well before 
it was legalized), a good friend of mine simply said, 
‘They’re just people, you know,’ and it stopped me right in 
my tracks. I’d spent so much time thinking about the 
‘issue’ that I forgot to see the people. 

“I’m a late Gen-X who grew up in rural areas then spent 
time in the military. I was in my mid-20s before I even met 
an openly gay person. It was a foreign concept to me, just 
as it was to my parents and grandparents. 

“Reddit has also been good for me in this regard. I’m a 40-
ish dad of three with a pretty small social circle. Reading 
the words of LGBT people on Reddit has not only 



reinforced the ‘they’re just people’ lesson. It’s also opened 
my eyes to the hardships these people have faced, even in 
the own homes and from their own family. That’s 
bullsh[*]t, and that is not going to be the way I raise my 
family.” 

2) enjollras wrote, “There’s a serious tag on this post, and I 
am being completely, one-hundred-percent serious: When I 
was a child, I read a Beyblade [a Japanese manga series] 
fanfiction about how homophobia was bad, and it made me 
realize that I had to rethink the way I viewed the world. I 
was maybe twelve at the time, so Beyblade was fairly 
influential to me.” 

Rocijim commented, “Thanks to you my, memory of being 
a homophobe and how I stopped being one resurfaced yet 
again. G[*]dd[*]mn it. Fanfiction as well. F[**]king 
cheers. I guess.” 

3) 93devil wrote this: 

“I was a reporter for my college newspaper sent to cover a 
town hall on gay rights. 

“I was there with a photographer, and he was snapping 
away and a line had formed of people wanting to speak. 
You had both ends of the spectrum. You had people for gay 
rights and little old ladies clutching Bibles saying people 
were going to go to hell. 

“I was there taking notes. Photographer snapping away. 
Mind you, this was a public forum, anything said is fair 
game. Anything. 

“You also need to be a human being when you are a 
journalist. 

“So in line is an attractive young woman ready to speak. 
She looked like the type of woman I would love to go out 



with. Someone I would never in a million years think was 
gay. Remember, this was 1992. Pretty girls were not 
supposed to be gay. 

“She talked about how she always liked girls and she even 
tried to kill herself because she just could not find men 
attractive. She was sobbing, but she was just being honest 
and educating me and many others. 

“I got her name and quotes and the photographer got his 
picture. 

“In the newsroom I found out my story was going front 
page the next day above the fold. Her picture was also front 
page above the fold. 

“It’s one thing spilling your guts to a room, but it’s another 
thing to have 20,000 copies distributed to 45,000 people. 

“I looked up her number in the student directory and called. 
I explained to her the placement of the story and her 
picture. I asked if she was still OK. She said yes. 

“Remember, I went to write a story, not ruin someone’s 
life. It would have been a newsroom war of ethics if she 
said, no, though. 

“From that day forward, I never doubted someone saying 
they were gay and could not help it. 

“That’s when I started accepting and understanding. 

“I hope she’s OK.”55 

56. “Have You Ever Been Sexually Assaulted and Knew 
That Reporting It Wouldn’t Lead to Any Meaningful 
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Action Against the Perpetrator, But Reported It 
Anyway? If So, Why?” 

1) childfree_IPA wrote, “Yes, because f[**]k that guy, now 
it’s on his record so maybe the next girl he assaults will 
have a bit more power over him than I did.” 

biggestsmell commented, “Came here to say the same!” 

yupthatperson commented, “Even if it does nothing for you 
personally, it’s still important to report it. The more people 
report, the more it builds cases against these freaks and the 
more likely it is they’ll be caught and justice served. It’s 
still worth a shot.” 

2) sweadle wrote this: 

“Yes, reported a professor. I knew it wouldn’t change his 
position, because no one else was willing to come forward. 
But someone has to be first. I set up the second person to be 
taken more seriously, because then there was a history, and 
the college had liability if they continued to ignore it. 

“One accusation can be brushed off. Two is a pattern. 

“I made a complaint. It was very hard on me, and he did 
everything he could to hurt my friendships and ruin 
character. It really only made him look bad, though. He 
wouldn’t meet with the dean but wanted to meet with me 
privately at a bar to ‘hash it out.’ 

“Ten years later (after the me-too stuff popped up and I was 
thinking a lot about him) I followed up with the school. He 
DID have subsequent complaints, and they did lead to 
action. He wasn’t fired, but he was demoted and had all his 
senior-level classes taken from him, and was heavily 
managed by the administration. A perfect response? No. 
But it made him think twice about how he acted. 



“It’s not about revenge on the person, it’s about protecting 
his next victim. Not every person will get great results. But 
if enough are willing to go on the record, it makes it harder 
and harder for them to keep up. 

“I am still mad at all the other women in that class who saw 
what he did and were victims of it, who refused to go with 
me to complain, and then posted about standing by 
survivors on their social media when me-too happened. It’s 
never, ever easy. If you wait until reporting is easy, 
predators will rule the world.” 

3) lilawkwardcocoanut wrote, “I realized I wasn’t the only 
one. Nothing was done, but I was the first one to report it. 
If it happens again, there’s proof that he does this 
frequently. I just wanted to help out a future woman even 
though I couldn’t get my own justice.”56 

57. “Redditors, What’s Your ‘I Interacted With 
Him/Her Only Briefly, But I’ll Remember Him/Her 
Forever’ Story?” 

1) SynthFrog wrote this: 

“When I was young, there was one flight that my mother 
and I had completely different seats for. I tried to hold it 
together, but it was still pretty obvious that I was upset over 
the situation. One of the men next to me noticed. He told 
me that he was on the flight with his family, and he had a 
son my age. He asked me if I’d like to have his son sit with 
me instead. I thought it’d be nice to have another kid to 
talked to, so they swapped seats. The man even gave us his 
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laptop so that we could watch A Goofy Movie during the 
flight. The other kid and I had a great time. 

“I’ll never forget that man and his son. Their kindness 
turned an upsetting situation into one of the most enjoyable 
flights I ever had. 

“Edit: I’ll add this here as well. There was no point for the 
man to switch seats with my mother. My mother had to sit 
with my little brother, who was only three or four. Two 
tickets were for seats that were next to each other, and one 
was alone. My brother was too young to travel without a 
parent next to him.” 

2) Tanagrammaton wrote this: 

“One person told the story, I think on Reddit, how about 
being on flight and concerned because a small kid was 
flying alone and acting fussy. 

“The cabin crew tried to entertain him, but it was clear that 
on a transcontinental flight there would be some issues. 

“A lady from first-class came back and offered to sit with 
the child and she read stories, sang songs, and did other 
activities so the child was occupied the entire flight. 

“When the plane landed, the woman went back to first class 
as if nothing had happened. 

“The woman was Dolly Parton. From what I’ve heard, this 
was not out of character for her. Her literacy foundation has 
distributed over 100 million books to children in various 
countries.” 

3) sweetsummerchild97 wrote, “Helped an old lady in 
Walmart. We talked while I was waiting for my ride. I will 
never forget how her voice broke when she told me 
verbatim, ‘While you are young, you gotta live life. ’cause 



when you turn old and you start falling apart, you just want 
to stop.’” 

Jittery_raccoon commented, “I went to Seattle recently and 
people kept asking me why I was visiting. I had no reason, 
and this confused people. I sat in a bar next to a British guy 
and we started talking. When he asked me why I was 
visiting and I said, ‘I’ve always wanted to’, he said, that’s 
an excellent reason to do something. He said if you’ve 
always wanted to do something, better do it sooner rather 
than later because you never know when it’ll be too late.” 

DirtyPrancing65 commented: 

“My sister worked really hard to get a double degree at 
college so she could travel the world (Korean and Japanese 
language and culture). She did travel twice during her time 
at university, but we were planning a year-long TEFOL 
[TESOL? Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages?] job after she graduated. 

“She ended up dying at 21 years old, three months before 
graduation. 

“The lesson here is I’m glad she didn’t say something like 
‘I don’t need to go abroad. I’m going to travel when I 
graduate.’ She wanted to travel, so she did. 

“If you want to do something, do it the sooner the better. 
Make your opportunities.” 

4) sadzanenyama wrote this: 

“When I was in my mid-teens (a loooooong time ago), I 
was with some mates in town and we saw an old fella trip 
and fall over. We dashed over and helped him up and the 
owner of the cafe he was in front of came out and beckoned 
us in. While she fixed him a cool drink and waited for the 
ambo [Australian slang for ambulance or for ambulance 



staff such as a paramedic] to turn up, I noticed he had a 
tattooed number on his arm. Being young and dumb, I 
asked him about it. He smiled and told me that it was a 
concentration camp number and spent the next ten minutes 
giving us a factual but quite harrowing description of his 
younger life. When the ambo arrived, the old fella shook all 
of our hands in both of his and said, ‘You are kind, boys. 
Stay kind. I have seen many unkind people, and it makes 
me happy to find kind ones.’ 

“To this day, I try to be kind because the impression he 
gave me was that evil is not thwarted by power or cunning 
or acts of equal evil. Genuinely, this was a brief encounter 
that I will never forget.” 

5) aeonlakes wrote this: 

“Trying to cross a road in Beijing. I’ve mostly lived and 
worked in drive-on-the-left countries, but China drives on 
the right … 

“I went to step out after looking right as I’m used to, but 
this hand came up across my chest and held me back just as 
a bus blasted past. Looked to see where the hand was from, 
and this little wizened old Chinese guy smiled back at me. 
He just said, ‘小心一点儿’ （‘Be careful, eh’), to my 
profuse thanks. 

“Thank you, little old Chinese guy, for bucking the ‘look 
out for number one’ general attitude in Beijing and 
genuinely saving my life. I’m still grateful.” 

6) consolable_cutiefly wrote this: 

“Little bit of context: I was running away from home 
because my family … was bad. 

“I travelled from Michigan to Illinois, and then from 
Illinois to Pennsylvania. 



“I stayed with an internet friend in IL [Illinois] for a few 
days, but then I had to get on a train to get to Chicago, and 
then walk a few blocks from there to get to Amtrak. 

“I didn’t know SH[*]T about train systems, they didn’t 
have any in my town, and my mom had never let me go 
outside without her, much less walk around our 
neighborhood. City blocks, though? This was entire new 
territory for me. I’m bawling my eyes out on the first train, 
sure I’m about to get lost in Chicago and I have no idea 
what I’m doing. 

“Then this blonde lady comes over to sit with me, asks me 
my name, where I’m from, what’s my deal. She tells me a 
little bit about herself; she’s a social worker. I tell her the 
general summary I told you, and she proceeds to walk me 
there, helping me carry my two big [*]ss luggages, and 
talks to a security guard and tells her what’s up and told her 
to keep an eye on me for her. She then gives me $10, a hug, 
and wishes me good luck. 

“Her and the security guard … lifesavers. I was 20, but I 
was super not prepared for any of that. I know it sounds 
dumb to people from big towns, but I was basically 
Rapunzel at that point. If I hadn’t met her, I’d be f[**]ked. 
Absolute angel. I wish I knew who she was so I could 
thank her properly, but I think fairies are better left in your 
memory so you have someone wonderful to dream about.” 

7) 20_reaper_20 wrote, “When I was like four years old, 
my grandma had to stay in the hospital overnight and my 
single mom wanted to stay with her so I had to stay, too. I 
was at the age where I couldn’t sleep without a specific 
object; for me it was a fleece blanket I named Red. My 
grandma’s nurse, a young blond woman, came in to check 
on her at 2 am and she saw little ol’ [old] me sitting up 
staring out the window and asked why I wasn’t asleep, if I 
was scared, etc., and I just replied, ‘No I just need my 



blankie.’ The woman ruffled my hair and said she would be 
right back and came back with this little pink blanket with 
yellow chicks on it and asked me if I thought that it would 
work for the time being. She probably forgot all about it by 
now, this was like 12 or 13 years ago, but it definitely made 
an impression on me. I think I still have the blanket in 
storage somewhere.” 

8) Through age 18-19 I had a lot of medical issues; well, at 
one point I needed a colonoscopy. Mind you, I’m scared 
about my health, I’m only 18, getting a colonoscopy, which 
is somewhat embarrassing, and I’ve never been put under. 
The absolute worst part for me, though, was the IV 
[Intravenous Catheter (tube)]. I’m not afraid of needles 
themselves but I’m terrified when they’re in my vein for 
longer than just getting my blood drawn, and since I’ve 
never had an IV before I was not emotionally great. I was 
terrified I’d somehow move weird and rip my vein open, 
which my regular doctor apparently did twice, so that 
didn’t help my fear. 

“Anyway, colonoscopy day when I’m getting checked in I 
tell the nurse that I’m afraid of IVs and that if I look upset 
during that process it wouldn’t be something SHE was 
doing. I figured telling her this was the right thing to do 
because after all this is her job and it’s not her fault I have 
the fear. Of course, I wasn’t going to do anything weird but 
I’d probably look petrified and didn’t want her finding that 
information out while putting the needle in. She basically 
rolled her eyes and said she’d get someone else to do it 
then. 

“I do the whole undressing thing and lay in the bed to wait, 
and after a bit another nurse goes to the patient on the other 
side of my curtain to put in his IV in. By the patient’s voice 
I can tell he’s an older gentleman. This man did not want 
the IV, from what I could hear he was audibly moving in 



the bed while she tried to put it in, claiming the needle was 
hurting him when the nurse hadn’t attempted to stick him, 
saying he had artificial veins and that they couldn’t give 
him a needle in any vein. This carried on to the point the 
doctor had to postpone the exam for him since he couldn’t 
calm down or cooperate. 

“I start crying [because] I am now so scared of the IV. I 
wanted so badly to yell for my dad or sister in the waiting 
room, [and I was on the] verge of a panic attack. Less than 
five minutes later, after I had calmed down a little, a nurse 
came into my curtained-off area and sees a few stray tears 
on my face, now realizing / remembering I’m the girl who 
is afraid of IVs. She felt absolutely terrible that I had to 
listen to that man scream about his IV, now knowing he 
was next door. Turns out she was the nurse trying to insert 
the needle after all. 

“This nurse stayed with me for over 15 minutes at least just 
talking to me, making me feel comfortable. We didn’t talk 
about anything serious, random topics like her tattoo I 
complimented and of that nature. She went into detail about 
how the IV [has] rubber bits that made it very highly 
unlikely for it to cut my vein like I feared. She even closed 
up the curtain towards the nurses station so she wouldn’t be 
noticed standing around talking. The ONLY reason she left 
my side was because another nurse called her away. I 
honestly don’t think she would have left until I went back 
otherwise. 

“When I was rolled back for my procedure, she had made 
sure she was near the doors, and the last thing I heard from 
that room was this: 

“‘You’re gonna be fine, sweetie. I know you are.’ 

“This nurse went the extra mile to make me physically and 
emotionally comfortable when she didn’t need to go 



through that much effort, literally hiding to stay by my side 
knowing I wasn’t emotionally okay. Then to again make 
the effort to be near the procedure-room doors so I’d hear 
words of encouragement before being rolled back. 

“If you’re somehow reading this, ma’am, thank you so 
much for staying by the scared 18-year-old. I still don’t like 
IVs, but you took the time to show me how they work and 
that they’re safer than I feared. I’m less afraid because of 
you. Thank you for caring for me and being amazing, 
nurse.”57 

58. “Who is a Stranger You Still Remember and Why?” 

1) linearburrito wrote this: 

“Twenty years ago, I’m in high school and my truck broke 
down on the side of the road. Busy off-ramp from a busy 
highway and a guy stopped behind me, drove me to the 
nearest store to buy more oil, and took me back to my truck 
and didn’t ask for or expect a thing. I’m iffy on the 
memory, but he might have even bought the oil for me. 

“I was a shaved-head, angry-looking, ginger kid, and he 
was a black adult man, probably in his 30s. I wouldn’t have 
stopped for me, but he did.” 

2) dunnowhatredditis wrote this: 

“When I was about 13 or 14, my phone ran out when I was 
waiting for a bus, but I realized my bus wasn’t arriving for 
two hours as it was a Sunday night and I don’t live in a big 
city, so bus times are varied. 
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“I knew I had to call my parents, but I was very shy and too 
nervous to ask anybody. But a really lovely mother noticed 
I was looking very anxious and came and asked if I was 
okay. She let me use her phone, but then she also stayed 
with me until my bus came because it was late at night and 
she didn’t want me there alone. 

“I think about her a lot. She was so caring and loving.” 

3) KingKarlTheSecond wrote, “When I was probably three 
or four, I went to the bank with my mom and she passed 
out flat on the floor while talking to the teller. An 
ambulance came to take her away, and I remember well a 
woman who held me and comforted me as I watched 
firemen put my mom on a stretcher and in the ambulance. 
My mom was ok, just had low blood sugar. I still remember 
her voice and her face.” 

Fetch-happens commented: 

“My mom has a similar story! I wasn’t with her, but she 
had gone school shopping for me and she bent over to pick 
up some change she dropped, and she passed out. All she 
remembers was a lady wearing red holding her hand telling 
her everything was going to be okay, and my mom said she 
never felt so comforted before. 

“She had a major stroke (she’s okay for the most part now!) 
But wow. Such a scary time.” 

Illusiveyou commented, “Similar story here — different 
reason for passing out, though. My mom OD’d [Over 
Dosed] in a grocery store after she picked me up from 
school — I think I was seven years old. She passed out, 
they called the ambulance, etc., and an older lady who 
worked at the store in the bakery came and grabbed my 
hand. She took me to the book section of the store and sat 
with me while we read a story. I don’t remember a lot, like 



the name of the book or how long we were there, but her 
name was Joy and I think about that a lot in life.” 

4) Ohios_Taint564 wrote this: 

“I was walking into the Dunkin’ Donuts while my clothes 
were in the dryer at the Laundromat. I saw a group of 
‘thuggish’-looking guys walking right behind me, so I held 
the door for them and patted the last one on the back and 
said, ‘After you, my man’ as they walked in. When we got 
in, I was about five people behind the last guy I held the 
door for. I saw him turn around and start gesturing my way. 
He asked, ‘How do you like your coffee?’ I told him black 
and he proceeded to order me a medium black coffee. His 
‘thuggish’-looking friends looked at him funny, and I 
couldn’t stop thanking him. I definitely got a little teary-
eyed. 

“Really changed my views on how I outwardly perceive 
people. Didn’t expect at all for this ‘thuggish’-looking guy 
to buy me coffee in front of his friends. I’ll never forget 
that guy.” 

5) Maryhadayam wrote, “When I was a little kid, small 
enough to be in a shopping cart still, I remember being at 
Walmart with my mom and two sisters. This random black 
lady comes up to mom and says, ‘God told me to give this 
to you.’ She smiled at her and clasped some money into my 
mother’s hand. My mom was thanking her, and me being a 
kid I kinda realized what was going on but kinda didn’t. At 
the time, my father had just left, and my mother was on her 
own raising three little kids. A few years later, my mom 
would bring up the lady a couple times, I remember she 
told my grandma about it, but after that, she hasn’t said 
anything at all about her. That was probably like 15 years 
ago. I’m 21 now. Looking back, I wonder if that’s one of 
my mom’s reasons for helping me out with money at times 
… but I don’t know. It does make me look back and think 



wow, how kind people can be. And how weird that 
situation was, too, in a way. A woman saying she heard 
God talk to her and helped another person in need …. My 
mother is super successful now, and she did most of it on 
her own, but she is super humble. I have many more weird 
and heartfelt stories about strangers, but this one came to 
my head first.” 

6) sadgurl85 wrote, “When I was about 18, I stopped in LA 
[Los Angeles] for gas to make it two hours north back 
home and my card was declined — I had no way of putting 
anything in my tank. This was before Venmo [a digital 
wallet] and all that. So I sat in my car and cried for 15 
minutes until a guy tapped in my window and told me to 
pull up to the pump. He put gas in my car and gave me an 
extra $20 for the road. I still think of him and hope it’s 
come around back to him.” 

7) Onslow85 wrote this: 

“I got stabbed during a mugging and legged it away from 
the scene. (Edit: To clarify, I was the one being mugged). I 
was full of adrenalin but then got to a bus stop and started 
to go into (mild) shock. A woman probably no older than 
21 came and called an ambulance and sat with me and was 
very reassuring. It turned out I wasn’t too badly hurt but tbh 
[to be honest] in the circumstance and confusion, you just 
tend to think ‘F[**]K! I’m dying here!’ Her sitting with me 
was so appreciated; she was so tender and supportive but 
also relatively calm and collected given the scenario. (I 
didn’t look too clever at the time and was covered in 
blood.) 

“That was c. [circa] 15 years ago and I still think of her.”58 

                                                
58 Source: petal44, “Who is a stranger you still remember and why?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 8 July 2019 <https://tinyurl.com/y5md6wml>. 



59. “People of Reddit Who have Met a Celebrity, Which 
One and How was the Experience?” 

1) DeanSmartin wrote this: 

“I’ve told this story before … I’ve met a lot of famous 
people (used to be a waiter in Napa Valley). The one that 
left the biggest impression on me though, was when I was 
six years old: John Wayne. I had just gotten a double 
mastoidectomy [the mastoid is part of the skull] and was 
roomed with another kid my age at the UCLA Children’s 
Hospital. About four hours after surgery, I woke up to this 
tall-[*]ssed man walking into my room. He walked over to 
the other kid (who was non-verbal, and experiencing lung 
problems), and sat and talked to him for the next half hour 
to an hour. Then he got up, came over to me, and asked 
about the bandages covering my head. I then realized that 
he looked familiar. As I’m answering, in walks my 
grandmother. She does a double take and asks Mr. Wayne, 
‘What are you doing here?’ He smiled, held out his hand, 
and says, ‘Hi, I’m John Wayne.’ My grandma’s jaw 
dropped, she shook his hand, and said, ‘I’m Ruby … 
Greg’s grandmother.’ Mr. Wayne turns to me and says, ‘Hi, 
Greg.’ 

“Mr. Wayne then explains that the boy in the bed over, is 
his grandson and that he was pretty ill. My grandma talks to 
him for a while, he smiles, turns to me and says, ‘Keep an 
eye on my grandson, ok, Greg?’ I just nodded my head and 
told him, OK. My grandma is on Cloud 9 the rest of the 
night. She handed me this clear plastic-headed Mickey 
Mouse Gumball Machine and puts it on the nightstand next 
to me. 

“The next day, Mr. Wayne walks into the room and says, 
‘How are you doing Greg … how’s my boy been?’ I tell 
him my head hurts and that his grandson’s been quiet. He 
pulls up a chair between our beds and asks me if I’d like to 



hear him read a story. I’m like … YEAH! He spent the next 
hour or so reading us a couple stories from Grimm’s Fairy 
Tales. I cut storytelling short when I reached for my 
Mickey Mouse Gumball Machine to get a gumball out and 
knocked it off the table. It shattered and gumballs were all 
over the floor. Mr. Wayne got up and started picking up all 
the stray gumballs. As he was picking up the shattered 
Mickey, in walked about 10 of my family members that my 
grandma had talked to. They were all shocked to see him 
standing there, holding my shattered Mickey. 

“The next day, Mr. Wayne came in with a new Mickey 
Mouse Gumball Machine and told me that if his grandson 
woke up, I’d have to share them. I told him I would. 

“For the duration of my stay, Mr. Wayne showed up every 
day to see his grandson, and either sat to talk or read to 
him. He was a gentleman.” 

2) kkdall123 wrote this: 

“Taylor Swift is known pretty well for her ways she meets 
fans. I was at her 1989 Tour (it was my first Taylor 
Concert) and she was performing ‘Love Story’ where she 
just circles the building on her piano. I was so happy in that 
moment I started to cry. Next thing I know someone is 
tapping on my shoulder and I turn around and see her mom. 
She asked me how I was and I was crying and said I’m 
doing great. She asked who I was there with and was really 
shocked when I told her I was by myself. She was 
essentially mobbed then with people crowding her to give 
her stuff to give to Taylor. I thought we had finished 
talking until she grabbed my hands again and asked if I 
wanted to meet Taylor. 

“After the concert, a group of us who had all been invited 
to meet Taylor went backstage. A room was set up with 
pizza, soda, themed cookies, and a photo booth. They told 



us no selfies or videos and to wait our turn. Her mom came 
up to me and asked to take a picture with me, and her aunt 
came and introduced herself to me and talked. Taylor came 
out and talked to every single group for ages. She’s truly a 
gem of a person. She wanted to hear everything you had to 
say and was always asking questions and truly listening. It 
was my 18th birthday and she wrote a note about it and 
made everyone sing to me lol [laughing out loud]. When 
she heard I came by herself, she made me promise not to 
leave until she found someone to walk me to my car. She 
ended up sending her head of security with me. 

“Later I posted my picture on Tumblr. She must have seen 
it and followed me. Three years later I went to see her in 
London and she saw that on Tumblr and invited me 
backstage. She technically wasn’t allowed to have people 
there so she hid us in the hallway. Talked to me like we 
were old friends. Incredible through and through.” 

LamboCurious wrote this: 

“I had gym class with Taylor Swift in high school. I was a 
senior, and she was a freshman. She was kind and goofy. 
Uncoordinated and awkward as hell when it came to 
literally any sport we were doing. She’d just laugh at 
herself and have a good time. I remember not feeling well 
one day so I hung back in the locker room when everyone 
ran out onto the court. She stayed with me (we weren’t 
super close) and tried to take my mind off of feeling sick by 
asking me to describe my prom dress to her (lol) down to 
what jewelry I was going to wear. Weird strategy, but the 
gesture was nice. 

“All the seniors liked her. (She hung out with us a lot when 
she dated Drew.) She was just weird and nice and cool. 

“(Also, her surprised face is real.)” 

3) strikeuhpose wrote this: 



“I was walking around at the CrossFit Games at the Stub 
Hub Center and some big, buff dude was on his phone and 
completely bumped into me/made me trip and fall over. I 
was starting to say ‘wtf [what the f[**]k] is your problem’ 
and then I grabbed his hand and realized it was Channing 
Tatum. Channing Tatum knocked me over and was helping 
me up all while apologizing profusely and asking what he 
can do to make up for it. I was like … buy me a coffee and 
take a picture with me? I was half joking, but he totally did! 
Super cool dude. Just needs to look where he’s going. 

“Edit — I’m a woman, and he’s a large man so I fell hard. 
That’s why I started to think ‘wtf, dude?’”59 

60. “[Serious] People with an End-Stage Disease, 
What’s Something You’ve Learned about Life which 
Everyone Should Know?” 

1) Priamfaya_is_coming, “Do all of the things that you 
want to do. Live and be as happy as possible in every 
moment. Don’t waste your time on that person who you 
love and think you could change some day. You don’t have 
time for that. Don’t waste your time on anything you hate. 
You never know when your life will drastically change and 
just be gone before you have done those things you always 
wanted and never had time for.” 

2) thatperson11037 wrote, “My illness isn’t terminal, but 
we thought it was before I got a proper diagnosis. I have 
learned many life lessons over these last few years but the 
most important one would have to be understanding how 
much we take for granted. I used to get upset because I 
didn’t have the newest computer or best bike. But now, 
getting to go outside is will make me the happiest person 
                                                
59 Source: Remleygold, “People of Reddit who have met a celebrity 
which one and how was the experience?” Reddit. AskReddit. 10 July 
2019 <https://tinyurl.com/y3eak85t>. 



on Earth. I used to feel like having to get up and go to 
school was the worst fate imaginable, but now I’d do 
anything to be able to go to school along side my peers. 
People don’t understand how lucky they are to be able to 
walk and to breathe. Even the things that they hate like 
working or getting stuck in traffic are gifts in and of 
themselves. People don’t appreciate the gifts they are given 
every day, it’s only when that is taken away that they 
realize how much they truly have.” 

3) valentinevar wrote this: 

“I don’t have an end-stage disease but I got some wisdom 
passed down to me by one of my patients who has passed 
away since: ‘Don’t ever worry that other people are having 
a better time than you. Just try your best to have a good 
time with the options you have and you will live without 
regrets.’ 

“Basically, screw FOMO [Fear Of Missing Out].” 

4) innocent_hearted wrote, “I don’t have a terminal illness, 
but I knew someone who did. Before they passed away, 
they told me they wished more than anything to go back 
and just be a kinder person. They were already a wonderful 
person in my opinion, but it really motivated me to go out 
of my way everyday to do nice things for people more than 
I normally would have.” 

5) CasualDay12 wrote, “I don’t have an end-state disease, 
but I was close to death at one point in my life, and I 
realized I’d been surrounding myself with toxic people who 
damaged my self-esteem. I started disowning people, 
including a family member and a few old friends. I became 
very intolerant of people who were bullies, gaslighters, or 
just plain mean. It wasn’t even a conscious decision; I just 
found myself doing it. Toxic people just aren’t worth the 
trouble.” 



6) Cocobean4 wrote, “A close family member has just been 
admitted to hospital with a sudden and life changing illness 
and my worlds been turned upside down. The head nurse 
saw me in a state one day and took me to the staff room, 
listened to me and gave me a hug. I wish we would all be 
kinder and appreciate each other more as you never know 
what tomorrow will bring.”60 

  

                                                
60 Source: plant_porn, “[Serious] People with an end-stage disease, 
what’s something you’ve learned about life which everyone should 
know?” Reddit. AskReddit. 13 July 2019 
<https://tinyurl.com/y3bm48y8>. 



Chapter 4: Questions 61-80 

61. “Former Homeless People, What Did You Need the 
Most? What was the Best Thing Someone Did for 
You?” 

1) lifejustice wrote this: 

“My wife was homeless as a teenager. 

“On Friday afternoons, a business man would walk up to 
her and ask her if she was hungry. She would say yes, and 
he would take her into the restaurant on the corner. She 
never felt any danger with him (and she has had to cut 
somebody badly before). He was just some dude offering 
her a meal. 

“He would let her get anything in the menu. He would sit 
and read the paper and drink a cup of coffee. There was 
never any conversation. When he was finished, he would 
pay the bill and leave. There was never any exchange of 
words other than ‘You hungry?’ and ‘Have what you want’, 
and ‘Have a good afternoon’. 

“This happened multiple times. She never felt like a project 
to him. She never felt less than him. She never felt in 
danger. He was just a guy who saw a dirty girl on the street 
who needed to eat. 

“She has since gotten her GED [General Education 
Diploma], graduated from a trade school with a fitness 
degree, and now has earned her MBA [Master of Business 
Administration] with honors. She is an amazing woman 
and an amazing mother. The one wish she has is that she 
can run into the business man who bought her lunches and 
thank him.” 

Sisqidiva commented: 



“I work/volunteer for a homeless shelter. My boss told me 
the one thing we could do was offer to take a homeless 
person for a coffee. 

Once a month we all hitch up. Head into town and buy 
people food and drink … they usually sit and chat for 
hours. No one ever takes advantage. Everyone is super 
nice, and we get that all-good feeling.” 

2) cutsjuju wrote, “Gifted me an old, baggy waterproof 
jacket with a big hood. It had many pockets, too. A little 
large to carry around, since I was carrying a lot of other 
stuff, too, but proved very useful. It was very rainy at that 
time.” 

3) intensely_human wrote, “Hygiene. Anyone who let me 
take a shower and shave was an angel.” 

Jopi2180 commented: 

“A few years ago I had a homeless guy ask to borrow my 
bathroom. After several minutes, the guy got out in a hurry 
and almost ran out the door. Turns out he was taking his 
feces and smearing it around as much as he could. 

“So, yeah … not doing anything like that again. 

Note by David Bruce: Some homeless people are mentally 
ill.  

Zero_Blueshift commented: 

“I used to work at a gas station and a lady who was on hard 
times would come in about every other day and use the 
bathroom sink to wash up. 

“Every time she came in, that bathroom was cleaner than 
when I would’ve cleaned it, scented with perfume, mirror 
cleaned, you name it. She was someone who was in a 



f[**]ked-up spot, but showed how much she appreciated 
that small thing. 

“Meant f[**]k-all to me, but the world to her.” 

4) homelessonce wrote, “For me it was socks. […] Made 
me feel better about myself. When it was cold, I could pull 
out a pair or four to use on my feet or hands.” 

5) fuzzywrapper wrote, “I work in downtown and see these 
guys in a park every morning sleeping on the grass. Would 
it be weird if I just brought them breakfast one day? I feel 
bad and have never spoken to them, but I bet they will be 
there tomorrow morning.” 

chantillylace9 answered: 

“Not at all. I make 35 bag lunches every month, just ham 
and cheese, soda and water, chips, candy, and a paper I 
printed with information about resources and churches, and 
some uplifting words. 

“Just be careful, many homeless are mentally ill so stay 
safe. Most are wonderful people but there is some risk so 
try not to go alone.” 

AgreeableWrite commented, “I do this frequently. One guy 
gives me a mean look and doesn’t say anything — probably 
too proud. Everyone else seems genuinely appreciative.” 

HardKnockRiffe commented, “There’s a guy who hangs 
around the shopping center near where I work. Whenever I 
see him there, I run into Walmart, buy a couple of their –
deli’ breaded chicken sandwiches, a soda, a water, and 
some chips and give it to him on my way out. He doesn’t 
say anything, just nods; but I know he appreciates it 
because he finishes the first sandwich before I can make it 
to my car. People need help, even when they’re too 



ashamed or proud to ask for it. Buy them breakfast if you 
can.” 

6) 1ofZuulsMinions wrote this: 

“I was homeless as a teenager and used to hitchhike around 
the country. This is the story of the nicest thing a stranger 
has ever done for me.” — Warning Note by David Bruce: 
But first, there’s a whole lot of bad stuff. — “I hope they 
get to see this and know I still remember them and 
appreciate what they did. 

“I was hiking from Wisconsin to New Orleans. I was 15 
and pregnant, although I didn’t know it at the time. I was 
sick and throwing up and was trying to get back to New 
Orleans to go to the charity hospital. I was having a terrible 
journey, a guy had tried to grab my leg, and I resisted and 
he dropped me off on a toll road where no one would pick 
me up, so I spent several days walking until a semi truck 
driver finally gave me a lift. He was a nice old man and I 
told him up front that I was 15 and he promised he 
wouldn’t try to hurt me. He told me I reminded him of his 
niece and would give me a ride as far as he could go. I 
spent a few hours riding with him until we got near St. 
Louis and then he pulled off the road at a rest area and 
asked me if I need to use the restroom. I did, and I was 
stupid enough to leave my backpack in his truck when I 
went in to use it. When I came out, he had thrown my 
backpack out into the parking lot and left me there, and 
there were bums going through my bag stealing my stuff. I 
was tired, hungry, and now I had just been robbed of what 
few little possessions I had. Only a few items of clothing 
remained. 

“I walked down the highway again, and a short time later a 
car pulled over to give me a lift. The man inside was very 
overweight, sweaty, stinky, and was wearing just a T-shirt 
and dolphin shorts. The only reason I accepted the ride was 



because he had a CB radio in his car, and I thought I could 
use it to call ahead for another ride. Joke was on me: Once 
we got down the road he told me the CB didn’t work, and 
now I was stuck in the car with this creepy guy. Luckily, he 
said he could give me a lift only to the other side of St 
Louis. It took only a few minutes before his hand started 
sliding up my leg. I scooted as close to the door as I could 
and told him I was only 15 and didn’t put out for rides, and 
he immediately withdrew his hand and apologized. He said 
he would take me a bit farther to make up for it. A few 
minutes later, here comes the hand again. I asked him to let 
me out. He apologized again, and said he’d take me further. 
He started to pull off onto an exit. 

“Me: ‘Can I get out here?’ Guy: ‘No, there’s a place I want 
to show you.’ 

“I look over and there’s a sign for a lake up the exit, and I 
instantly pictured myself tied to a rock at the bottom of a 
lake. As soon as he got to the end of the exit ramp where it 
meets the off-road, I opened my door, grabbed my bag, and 
tried to jump out. He grabbed my necklace (one of those 
thick choke-chain kind) and shirt and pulled me back inside 
and started choking me with it. I was punching him as hard 
as I could, and I got a good one right in his nose. He 
loosened his grip enough for me to pull free, and I ran 
across the off-road and back onto the entrance to the 
highway. First he yelled, ‘Get back here, you stupid bitch!’ 
And he tried to run after me, but he was too fat and I was 
too far ahead, so he tried to hit me with his car. I jumped 
over the little rail that runs along the ditch, and I guess he 
didn’t want to damage his car so he kept going and got 
back on the highway. 

“Now I’m absolutely terrified that he’s going to turn 
around at the next exit and come back for me, so I’m 
frantically waving down cars on the highway. My neck is 



swelling and it’s hard to breathe, my shirt is torn open, I 
haven’t showered or eaten in three days, I’m crying, I’m 
sick, I’m a f[**]king mess. And just to make things worse, 
it starts to rain. 

“But then, a car pulls over. A cop car. Thank the gods, I’m 
saved! I don’t even care if I go to jail, at least there will be 
food there. The officer opens the front door and tells me to 
get in. It was a lady in a brown uniform, not sure if she’s 
sheriff, police, park ranger, I have no clue, I’m just happy 
to be getting away from that f[**]king psycho. I tell her the 
whole story while she’s driving down the highway. She 
says she’ll make sure I’m safe. She takes me to a gas 
station and gives me $10 to buy some sandwiches. Then 
she tells me it’s going to get dark soon, and she can’t just 
leave an underage girl out on the highway at night, so she’s 
going to take me somewhere where I can get some sleep. 
She takes me to her house and lets me take a shower, and 
while I was in there, she washed my clothes for me. After 
that, she drove me to a Sonic and bought me some dinner. 
We went back to her house and she let me sleep on her 
couch. 

“It was around 4am when she woke me up again. Now 
there’s a man there, and my first thought is ‘oh sh[*]t, what 
have I gotten myself into now?’ She introduces the man as 
her brother, and they tell me that they don’t want me 
hitchhiking tomorrow so they bought me a bus ticket to 
New Orleans while I was asleep. They drove me to the bus 
station and her brother gifted me a huge Bowie knife and 
said, ‘Next time someone tries to hurt you, you use this.’ 
And they sent me on my way. 

“I’ve never been able to repay this woman, but I hope my 
story reaches her and she knows that she saved my life that 
day. I made it to the charity hospital and found out I was 
pregnant, and returned to my family to raise my daughter. 



Thanks, lady, you were so kind that I’ve spent my whole 
life trying to pay it forward. You’re awesome.” 

7) EmtheMighty wrote this: 

“Currently homeless, ok, and on my way to getting in a 
place. 

“The one that struck me the most: I was sleeping in my car 
in the back of a parking lot about a week after I lost my 
place. About 6:30 am security knocks on my window. 
‘Sorry, lady, I can’t let you stay here,’ the usual. I 
apologized and told him I’d be out of his hair in a few 
minutes. So I got up and was packing my blanket and 
pillow into the trunk when he came back and handed me 
$5, told me to go get a coffee. I pride myself on the fact 
that I’m working, not begging, he’s the only person who 
has handed me money. It was one of the most touching 
things that has ever happened to me. I sat in my car and 
ugly cried for about ten minutes, and then went and got 
myself that coffee. 

“The biggest thing someone did for me, however, was a 
complete stranger covering the cost of my storage unit for a 
month. I’m in there almost every day, clean clothes and all 
that. She does eBay or something similar, we’ve run into 
each other a couple times a week since I became homeless. 
She picked up on the fact that I was leaving in different 
clothes than I had coming in and asked about my situation. 
I’ll admit, I was a little defensive, but honest. Stopped 
seeing her around after that, not sure if she moved or 
changed her routine or what. Come the end of the month, I 
go into the office to pay my bill and am told that it’s been 
covered. I wish I could thank her.” 

8) discopajamas wrote this: 

“I was a street kid. From 13 to 18 I coasted around on my 
own. As you can imagine, it was a pretty rough ride. I don’t 



remember an awful lot of it, but a few people stand out 
even now. I think the only thing they have in common is 
that they saw me. It’s amazing how invisible you feel on 
the street. People steer their children away from you, avert 
their gaze, pretend you’re invisible. It gets to you. 

“I vividly remember this one woman. Immaculately 
dressed, gorgeous Eastern European woman. Around 40. I 
was panhandling, and she walked right up to me and asked 
me to eat with her. We sat on a patio smoking cigarettes, 
snacking, drinking coffee. She asked me questions about 
myself like she really cared. And she listened. Didn’t offer 
miracle solutions or pity. Just fed me lunch and listened. I 
remember her face 15 years later. It’s why now, in my 
reincarnation as a soccer mom, I teach my children to 
always acknowledge when it’s safe to do so. You don’t 
always need to give. But a smile, or a ‘how are you?’ goes 
an incredibly long way.”61 

62. “Happily Married Couples of Reddit, What was the 
Moment You Realized this is the Woman/Man You 
Were Going to Marry?” 

1) marisachan wrote this: 

“We had decided we were going to take a crack at 
homemade pizza. We found a recipe online. We made a 
grocery list. We were standing over the case in the deli that 
had the pepperoni. The recipe didn’t list how much 
pepperoni to get. 

“I said, ‘How many packages?’ 

                                                
61 Source: laur38, “Former homeless people, what did you need the 
most? What was the best thing someone did for you?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 11 July 2019 <https://tinyurl.com/y36jdvgy>. 



“He said, ‘Two? One for us to put on the pizza and one for 
us to eat while we make it?’ 

“It’s stupid and silly, but that’s when I knew both because I 
realized that he knew that I (and him, but mostly me. I love 
pepperoni and he apparently knew it) would graze the 
pepperoni as we cooked. And the mental image of the two 
of us together in the kitchen eating pepperoni and making 
pizza filled me with such warmth.” 

2) DrSexyDDS wrote this: 

“He had been working all day and was on his way home for 
some much-deserved sleep. But then I drunkenly texted 
him asking him to pick me up McDonald’s. He not only 
turned around and bought my food, but he texted and asked 
if the friends I was with wanted anything while he was 
there. Unsurprisingly they all did want something. Because 
you cannot ask a drunk, basic, bitch if she wants fries and 
not expect her to say anything other than of course she 
wants fries. He then drove it to the bar we were at and 
made sure they all had Ubers or DD’s [Designated Drivers] 
before taking me home. 

“I told him I loved him on the way home and never looked 
back.” 

3) navywill88 wrote, “I was really sick, going on day 
number four of high fevers and a bunch of other fun. She 
was taking care of me the entire time, running to the store 
to get whatever was needed and taking care of our dogs so I 
could rest. I woke up just craving a sandwich and asked if 
she could make me one. Without hesitation she made us 
both sandwiches and brought and came upstairs to the 
bedroom, put on a movie, and lay next to me while we ate a 
sandwich, then she fell asleep on me. We had already been 
together a few years, but this was the moment I knew I’d be 
a damn fool if I didn’t marry her. A few months later, I 



took her to the ocean for the first time (we were living in 
Wisconsin where she lived all her life), and proposed. That 
was three years ago, and we finally got married this past 
May at Mount Rainier in Washington. She’s actually sick 
now and lying next to me in bed; it’s 3:26 am and I’m 
going to run to the store shortly to get more soup and 
medicine. We’ve had a lot of great memories, but these 
moments matter most.”62 

63. “How Did Your Father React to Your Periods? Or 
Does? How Did Your First Period Go with Your Dad?” 

1) not_doing_that wrote this: 

“Hilariously. I came home from school one day to 11 boxes 
of 40 tampons on the table. 

“Papaya: ‘Grab a box and take it to your bathroom.’ 

“Me: ‘Why so many?’ 

“Papaya, angrily turns around: ‘Because every goddamn 
woman in this house is on her damn period at the same 
d[*]mn time!’ 

“To be fair, six women plus all our friends who were 
always over are a lot.” 

2) kanesrose wrote, “My mom’s ex was with us in a hotel 
on vacation when I got my first period. He went out and 
bought a sh[*]t ton of pads and tampons and Advil and did 
everything we needed that day. I’m still mad she broke up 
with that dude.” 
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3) kemokira wrote, “Dude brought home the biggest box of 
pads I’d ever seen. When I showed my mom, we laughed 
our [*]ss[*]s off. No one asked him to get them, but he 
can’t resist a bargain.” 

4) jmreli wrote this: 

“Really great! He’d buy me pads and treats and let me 
lounge with a heating pad on bad days! The only time he 
felt out of his depth was my first time trying tampons and I 
was locked in the bathroom crying because I couldn’t get it 
out! Luckily my mom was only like 30 minutes out so she 
was able to walk me through it when she got home lol. 

“Edit: also they both found out about my period since I 
woke up in the middle of the night with both me and the 
sheets covered in blood. I had to wake them up since I 
didn’t know what to do. My mom took care of me, and my 
dad took care of the bed! Very much a tag team effort!” 

5) giggleboxx3000 wrote this: 

“Indifferent, and I’m forever grateful for that. Periods are 
normal and should be treated as such. He knows what they 
are and isn’t grossed out whenever my sisters and I talk 
about them. We buy our own pads/pain relief, but if we ask 
him to buy us some (this rarely happens since we always 
make sure to stock up) he doesn’t mind doing it. If I call 
out of work due to cramps (this also rarely happens), he 
doesn’t downplay my temporary suffering and will offer to 
buy me stuff. 

“Thanks, Pops.”63 
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64. “What Stories About World  War II did Your 
Grandparents Tell You and/or What did You Find Out 
About Their Lives During that Period?”  

1) AugustArt wrote this: 

“My grandmother was a Jew in a Nazi concentration camp. 
She was pretty much certain to die because she didn’t have 
a job and she wasn’t cunning enough to survive on her 
own. It was rough. One day some local farmers in Russia 
bought her to work for them during the day. So she would 
go to the farm to work during the day and come back at 
night. The farmers would feed her and clothe her. They also 
helped her sneak food into the camp. Often (I don’t know 
how) she would sneak soups into the camp to give to her 
friends and family. The farmers were endless in their 
kindness and helped her survive until the Nazis were 
defeated and everyone was released. 

“My grandmother was reunited with her family and lived a 
long life until she died last year [2018]. Without the 
farmers’ kindness I don’t think I would be here today.” 

Note by David Bruce: Just to be clear, the Germans and the 
Russians were on opposite sides during WWII, but 
apparently, probably in occupied territory, there was some 
interaction (and sometimes collaboration?) between them. 

Fugiar commented, “Of all the possible food, why would 
one smuggle soups. Not exactly the easiest to hide.” 

Kiyohara commented: 

“Cheap, plentiful, and the broth is nutritious. Also broth is 
better for famine victims as it doesn’t cause as many issues 
with a failing stomach and digestive track. Especially if the 
broth is low in fat (as it probably was; at that time it’d be 
mostly vegetables with perhaps a bone tossed in). 



“Many camp survivors died when the GIs rescuing them 
gave them rations. Once you start starving to death, you 
need to be careful about eating too much, too fast, too rich 
of foods, or your body will reject the food (you vomit) and 
it can then lead to stomach paralysis where you can’t digest 
what comes next and then die.” 

2) ExternalSuggestion wrote this: 

Grandma “told me that when Germans were retreating from 
Italy it was the most scary period for her: angry Germans 
were storming basically every house they happened to find 
on their road (Italy’s ‘change of view about politics’ wasn’t 
much appreciated, apparently). 

“Grandma and her sister were in their teens and, since 
sexual abuses were kinda usual in that situation, an older 
woman told both to cover themselves with blanket and sit 
pretending they were ill. She then asked other old women 
to join them in front of the entrance of the house. 

“When German soldiers entered, they happened to find a 
group of old women covered with blankets repeating 
‘fever’, so they left running. 

“That was a smart move that saved their lives but just an 
experience like that would hunt my dream for a long time!” 

3) Sea2Chil wrote this: 

“My grandfather was captured on Corregidor at the start of 
the war and was a POW [Prisoner of War] to the Japanese 
for the duration. His being on the island could be 
considered somewhat fortunate, as he had previously been 
on the USS Houston that was sunk shortly before the island 
fortress fell. 

“He talked about being on the Houston, and being in 
Manila, and his service after the war, but said almost 



nothing about his time as a POW. He did write a fairly 
sanitized account of his experience, but he didn’t like to 
actually talk about it. As a cattle rancher, he once had to 
call my uncles to put down a calf that wasn’t going to live. 
He had to take a drive while my uncles shot the calf 
because in his words, ‘I’ve seen enough killing and don’t 
want to be around for any more of it.’ 

“He at once point told my mom that he didn’t hold any ill 
will against the Japanese people, but if he ever saw one 
specific guard on the streets he would kill him without 
hesitation. 

“At one point in the war he was moved to Japan to be used 
as slave labor in the coal mines. His civilian mine foreman 
was kinder than most people and saved his life after a near-
fatal accident. In the days immediately after the war ended, 
the POWs were issued Red Cross boxes and allowed to 
roam the city as they pleased. My grandpa ran into his 
former foreman whose family was now starving due to the 
severe food shortages. My grandpa spent the next few 
weeks bringing the Japanese family food from his Red 
Cross packages and continued to mail them care packages 
after he was returned home. Having sold everything else of 
value, the foreman gave him their only remaining 
possession in thanks, a traditional wedding kimono that had 
been in the family for generations. 

“The two men remained lifelong friends and in the early 
2000s after both men had passed my family flew to Japan 
to return the kimono to his widow and sons. It was an 
extremely emotional visit for both sides. 

“My grandpa had a hard life growing up and saw the Navy 
as a source of stability, enlisting before the start of the war. 
He loved the sense of order and comradery being in the 
service gave him and stayed until retirement shortly before 
Vietnam got going in earnest. His time as a POW was too 



horrific to talk about, though, so for most of my life there 
was a hole in his stories between 1942 and 1945. 

“The things I’ve found out about the camps he was in are 
truly horrific. The tortures the men endured and the fact 
that any of them survived at all is amazing. 

“One of the stories he did write about concerned his 
transport to the Japanese mainland. The Japanese needed 
more manpower and promised better conditions and better 
food to anyone who volunteered to go back to the home 
islands. The POWs were packed into the transport ship’s 
hold so tightly that they couldn’t lie down. They had to sit 
with their legs in a V [*]ss to crotch to fit everyone without 
standing. There was only one small door open to the deck 
and the men cycled out who was closest to it based on who 
passed out from the heat and stale air. 

“The transport ship was part of a convoy but had no 
markings indicating that it was carrying POWs. During the 
night, American submarines ambushed the convoy. The 
Japanese quickly shut and latched the only door after 
telling the POW’s that if the Americans sunk the ship, they 
were going down with it. For the rest of the night and 
several nights after the men sat in the dark stifling heat and 
listened to ships exploding around them, never knowing if 
they were next. 

“When the guards would open the door in the morning, the 
air was so foul it looked like smoke. There were no 
bathrooms so the men were sitting in their own filth with 
the corpses of the men who’d died during the night leaning 
against them. 

“That story was tame enough that he thought he could share 
it. He never talked about the really bad stuff that happened. 

“Edit: 



I just remembered another more light-hearted story he told. 
When he was still in a camp in the Philippines, a couple of 
the guards decided that they wanted to try to learn a little 
English. 

“The POWs mimed big and strong, patting their biceps and 
flexing while saying ‘Son of a bitch’ and pointing to the 
guards. For the next day, two of the guards were walking 
camp around proudly telling all the POWs they saw ‘I son 
of bitch!’ The prisoners got a beating for it when the guards 
found out what they had been saying, but from the way he 
told the story it was worth it.” 

4) MC_gnome wrote, “My granddad was a baby and his 
mother was walking with him down the street when a 
Messesmicht 109 came flying down opening fire down the 
street. A butcher dragged them both into his shop for cover 
and they survived.” 

5) Sir_Thomas_Wyatt wrote this: 

“I just got married and my wife’s grandfather is a 93-year-
old WWII vet. My wife always told me that he doesn’t like 
to talk about the war, and she knows I love history and 
genealogy but to not ask. 

“He sounds a lot like your grandfather because he will 
actually talk about his service but not about the combat or 
his time on the front lines. Many of the stories he tells me 
are about his time as a cook in Holland after he was 
wounded. 

He said one time they cooked some 22 whole turkeys to 
feed the local children whose families were now destitute. 
Apparently, they would also let the local women who 
worked with the soldiers to smuggle food out of the camp. 
Without the food, many of those women’s families would 
starve. 



“He very rarely discusses combat but occasionally will. 
You can tell it weighs heavily on him. He was wounded 
trying to save his best friend.” 

6) ChoochMMM wrote this: “My grandfather befriended a 
German family during the war. They would cook him 
meals and the mother would wash his clothes. One day they 
loaded up a box with eggs, and they used toilet paper to 
make sure they didn’t break. The next day there was a note 
in his laundry thanking him for the eggs, but an even bigger 
thank you for the toilet paper. They hadn’t had any in 
years.” 

Note by David Bruce: The “used” in “used toilet paper” is a 
verb, not an adjective. 

7) wilika wrote, “Grandpa and grandma were out in 
Austria, Grandma was super pregnant with my aunt. They 
were stumbling through the forest when they met five 
African-American soldiers. Might have been the first time 
they’ve seen black people. One asked grandpoppy to come 
closer (no common language, so just by using hand signs). 
They both thought that that’s the end, they’re done. (It’s 
scary to run into guys with big guns in the forest.) Turns 
out, they got a bunch of eggs in exchange for some help at 
a nearby farm, and when they saw grandma’s big belly they 
thought she’ll be needing the extra calories more than them, 
so they put it all into pa’s hat, and pointed at grandma 
smiling. Best dudes ever.”  

Mcommunist commented, “My grandmother’s cousin saw 
a black person for the first time during WWII, too! 
Apparently she had no idea they existed, and in the Bible 
white is angel and black is devil, so she freaked out, 
thinking she had just seen the actual devil.” 

8) not_a_lizard-person wrote, “Light-hearted story: My 
Grandpa was an MP (Military Police). When the soldiers 



got in bar fights and they needed to call the MP, he would 
get sent out to break it up, load them into the Jeep, and take 
them back to base. He said that they would drop them off at 
the gate. If they were sober enough to walk back to 
barracks on their own, they were free to go. If they were 
too drunk, they would have to take them to the brig. These 
soldiers were under a lot of stress. I think it’s a pretty cool 
thing that he bent the rules for some of these guys.”64 

65. “What was Your Best Birthday Experience?” 

1) damphoussed wrote this: 

“My 6th birthday. 

“My dad was a software engineer working in the UK 
[United Kingdom] at the time. His company acquired 
another company and sent him there under the guise of it 
being a temporary assignment, but they kept extending it 
much to his displeasure. My parents had just divorced and 
my mom was working long hours to keep up with bills, so 
the timing was bad and things were generally pretty rough. 

“My birthday weekend fell in the middle of my dad’s stint 
in the UK. Without telling his boss, he flew back to spend 
the weekend with me (we’re from California so it was a 10-
hour flight). This also happened to be 4th of July weekend 
so he took me, my sister, and my grandparents to the family 
cabin deep in Wine Country to celebrate. 

“Friday, we had pizza and cake and I opened presents, the 
marquee gift being a gigantic super soaker that I’d been 
pining for, for months. Saturday, I got to run around, play 
catch with my dad, and shoot my sister with the super 
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soaker. Sunday we went swimming in a nearby creek and 
later watched the fireworks our neighbors sent off. 

“I just remember it being the pinnacle of carefree childhood 
fun. My dad risked his job and traveled thousands of miles 
to make it happen, which I’ll never forget.” 

2) Terpsichorus wrote this: 

“My father was dying of a brain tumor. He was ambulatory, 
but just barely. He asked me if I’d like to have a birthday 
lunch with him. 

“We drove to a really lovely restaurant he had chosen and 
sat fairly close to the door because it was such a struggle 
for him. After we ordered, he began to cry, saying he 
wanted to do so much more for me. 

“I told him I loved the place — it was next to a lake, great 
menu, but that was secondary. I told him that being with 
him was the best birthday gift I could ever hope for — and 
the best I ever had. We talked about all the wonderful 
things in life, and I got him laughing about some of the 
crazy things he had done as a young boy. 

“It was the best birthday ever. Nothing will ever compare. 
It was so good to see him happy.” 

3) GreenSalsa96 wrote this: 

“My mom and dad divorced very early in my life, well 
before I was two years old. After their divorce, my mom 
did the typical single mother thing and worked crazy long 
hours to make ends meet (zero financial support from her 
ex-husband, my dad). As a kid, while I was content, I was 
pretty lonely growing up. After several years of living like 
this, my mom met this single guy with two kids my age 
(literally we were all born the same year), fell in love and 
got married. 



“They didn’t do a fancy church wedding: They went down 
to the courthouse and got a marriage license and then came 
straight home. We packed up the truck that afternoon and 
headed to the beach for a three-day camping trip. 

“The day they got married was my sixth birthday. I was just 
thrilled to have a ‘dad’ and a brother and a sister. What 
blew me away that evening was a surprise birthday cake, 
party, and presents at the beach next to a campfire on the 
shores of Lake Superior. That birthday, those feelings, 
those smells, and images will probably be with me the rest 
of my life. 

“That guy my mom married would later go on and adopt 
me. BEST. DAY. EVER.”65 

66. “Ladies who have had Their Personal Safety 
Threatened by a Colleague at Work, What is Your 
Story?” 

madisonpreggers wrote this: 

“I worked at a chain restaurant and while the manager 
didn’t personally threaten my safety, his utterly asinine 
rules definitely did. 

“I had two real creeps sit in my section on a night when I 
was closing. When I got out to the parking lot at like 1AM, 
they were the only people in the parking lot and certainly 
gave the impression they were waiting for me as they 
perked up as I walked out the door. 

“The manager had this ridiculous rule that the door could 
not be opened to let anyone back inside after closing for 
any reason. When I knocked on the door, he reminded me 
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of the ‘rule’ and would not bend even though I felt like I 
was in serious danger. He flat out refused to open the door. 

“I stood there under the light trying to figure out if I was in 
enough danger to call 911 but realized I had one of the 
chef’s number so I called him. He and most of the other 
people still inside quit on the spot and walked me to my car 
and then a bunch of other people quit the next morning 
when they heard what had happened. 

“There was a lot of frustration with the manager in general 
[and] people quit en masse when we realized he truly didn’t 
give a sh[*]t about our safety.”66 

67. “Women/Girls of Reddit, What are the Cutest/Most 
Wholesome First Date Options that We Guys Don’t 
Think About?” 

1) Staceann wrote, “After having some extremely terrible 
‘first dates,’ I told the guy I was talking to that I wasn’t 
really comfortable going on a date. One night he asks if I’d 
like to run a couple of errands with him. He took me to 
store where he bought a bunch of candy and after leaving 
the store he pointed to this really old and small theater and 
asks, if I would like to check it out. After the movie, he 
asks me if I was as hungry as he was and proceeded to treat 
me to a great dinner. The mf [David Bruce is pretty sure 
this means ‘really nice guy’] tricked me into a perfect date 
night.” 

2) Mor-Rioghan wrote this: 

“One of my cutest first dates was with a guy who took me 
out to the country area he and his family lived to go 
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stargazing away from light pollution. We lay down on a big 
fluffy blanket and he pointed out the various constellations 
and told me their myths and which were his favorite … he 
was really into astronomy. 

“My first date with my fiancée, he picked me up and we 
went out to lunch at a local restaurant and talked and then 
we stopped by the gas station, bought a bottle of wine and 
went home, drank, and watched B-flick movies, laughing 
and joking about all the filming/acting mistakes. Wouldn’t 
trade it for the world.” 

DolphinSweater commented, “I can’t imagine too many 
girls would be down with, "Hey, let’s go out to the woods 
where the lights of the city can’t reach us. I want to show 
you something" on a first date.” 

Mor-Rioghan replied, “LOL [Laughing Out Loud]. I agree 
it sounds creepy, but I knew him pretty well before we 
started dating. We had been acquaintances for years.” 

In response to another comment about buying wine at a gas 
station, Mor-Rioghan wrote, “After seeing this I’m 
realizing why this sounds so … cheap, I guess? We actually 
live only about 25 minutes from a major award-winning 
winery (4.6 stars and thousands of ratings) and they stock 
their wines in gas stations locally. It’s really good, and I 
like to support local businesses where I can, so I’m actually 
the one who suggested it. Sometimes I forget that other 
places don’t have it.” 

hboms commented: 

“You suggested it?? 

“Female date: ‘Hey, want to grab a bottle of local wine and 
go back to your place?’ 

“It almost brings a tear to my eye.” 



Mor-Rioghan replied, “I’m a simple lady. Booze, food, and 
good company make a d[*]mn fine date in my eyes.” 

3) shinynoodlebowl wrote this: 

“This is definitely a subjective question because different 
girls will have different preferences. I was recently taken 
on a picnic date with wine and fruit and we sat and talked 
for a couple hours — that’s an easy and cute date idea that I 
hadn’t even thought about before. 

“Edit: As people have pointed out, obviously this is 
subjective — what I mean is pay attention to the 
preferences of the girl you’re interested in and plan 
accordingly. Some people won’t be into cheesy romantic 
things and some will. That’s all.”67 

68. “What are Good Reasons to Live? 

1) Rootkit9207 wrote, “You can literally just make garlic 
bread any time you want.” 

2) tittysprinkles112 wrote, “Honestly? I just want to ride it 
out and see what happens. We humans are so entertaining. 
One minute we’re blowing each other up, and the next we 
have pet rocks or something.” 

3) Mirenithil wrote this: 

“I have written this out elsewhere, but since everything I 
want to say has stayed the same, I’ll just copy it here. I had 
a couple major realizations. 

“Self-talk: I was intensely, harshly critical of myself. One 
day I realized that I would never talk to another person like 
that, so why should I talk to myself that way? I made the 
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decision to treat myself as though I were a friend who had 
the same issues. I would treat myself kindly with 
compassion, and allow myself to be imperfect (even very 
imperfect.) This is very important: I decided to make a 
point of noticing what I did right, well, and good in the 
same way I’d focused exclusively on what I did wrong 
before. It’s important especially for someone in or coming 
out of depression to see and admit to themselves that yes, 
they do things right, too. It doesn’t matter how tiny or 
‘inconsequential’ the action is. Did you brush your teeth 
today? Nice, you brushed your teeth today. Fair warning: 
This change in behavior will likely feel fake as hell at first, 
and will continue feeling fake as hell for a long time. It’s 
normal for a behavior pattern you aren’t in the habit of to 
feel fake, but that doesn’t mean it IS fake; it’s just an 
unfamiliar pattern. As the pattern becomes familiar, the 
feeling of fakeness will fade. 

“The other thing was that I realized when you are 
depressed, you naturally tend to focus on what’s bad and 
wrong in life. You don’t even notice the good stuff, even 
though it’s still there. If you go long enough noticing only 
bad things while being oblivious to the good, it can 
legitimately get to a point where it really, genuinely feels to 
you like only bad things exist for you and that good stuff 
doesn’t even exist at all. Therefore, I made a deliberate 
point of noticing what’s right and good in life. There’s a 
roof over my head tonight, and I have a warm, dry, 
comfortable bed to sleep in; I have my health; I can have 
pretty much anything I want for dinner; I am incredibly 
lucky to live in that incredibly tiny fraction of all of human 
history that the internet exists; it’s a lovely day out today; I 
lost a couple more pounds; I really do have exceptionally 
awesome landlords; I was really kind to that person; I got 
the dishes done today, etc. Fair warning: This is another 
thing that’s going to feel fake as hell for a long time until 



you get into the habit of it. Expect it, it’s normal and fine. I 
pushed through the fake feeling and it made a life-changing 
difference for me that I did. 

“One more thing: Let it be genuinely OK for yourself to 
make mistakes. Old habits and thought patterns can have a 
lot of inertia to them. Depressed people are still people, and 
people are just human beings, which means they will make 
mistakes. If you can let it be — genuinely — OK to be a 
human being who makes mistakes just like anyone else 
does (don’t beat up on yourself for making them! Just 
shrug, let it roll off your back, and carry on) you will have 
a much easier time of all of this on those days you find old 
habits creeping back again.”68 

69. “[Serious] What is a Small Act Your SO [Significant 
Other] Regularly Does for You that Makes You Feel 
Deeply Loved?” 

1) yesterdaysfeelings_ wrote, “Wakes up before I do and 
makes me a coffee. Then he goes back to sleep. He does 
this EVERY. DAY.” 

Thunder_Tree joked, “It’s not being considerate — it’s 
fear! My father does the same for my mother. I’ve seen her 
in the morning without coffee. This is purely a survival 
strategy.” 

Coffee4x commented, “My dad has been making coffee 
every morning for my mom for almost 25 years. Being so 
considerate on a daily basis really strengthens 
relationships.” 

2) SubjectDelta28 wrote, “Whenever I say, ‘Honey, I’m 
about to go *do some sort of task/activity alone*’ I ask, ‘Is 
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there anything you need before I go?’ (We have kids and 
they are Legion.) When he doesn’t have anything, he needs 
help with, he responds, ‘I need you,’ and usually hugs me 
and won’t let go for a bit. Corny, yes, but hey, what can I 
say, I’m from Indiana and all I know is […] corn.” 

1985_McFly commented, “Do you react to the corn by 
saying ‘Aw, shucks’?” 

3) kebel23 wrote this: 

“Every day, he leaves work at 4.30pm and he will call me 
and talk to me for the whole 45 minutes it takes him to 
drive home, I hear him pull up outside the house and he’ll 
say, ‘Bye, see you in a minute,’ then comes in and says, 
‘Hi,’ and kisses me as though we haven’t just spent the last 
45 minutes talking. 

“He’s done it for ages. 

“I look forward to my phone ringing everyday at 4.30pm. 
Even after all this time. 

“Edit: Through the car’s audio system. Never on a hand-
held device. I would never talk to someone if I thought they 
were at risk of putting themselves or others in danger.” 

mdb5848 commented: 

“My husband does this after work but we talk for only 
about 10 min so that he can call his mom who is out of the 
country. 

“The fun part is sometimes he’s out at 4:30 and sometimes 
at 7:30, so it’s completely random within that time frame. 
It’s always a rush when I get the call early or begin getting 
impatient and I finally get the call past 6 :) 



“Just hearing his voice after a full day and beginning the 
mental countdown to being in his arms again is everything 
for me. I don’t think he know how much it means to me.” 

4) KaideyCakes wrote, “He pays attention. If he goes to the 
store to pick up something he needs, he will bring back 
something I am out of or almost out of without my asking 
him to. This last time it was face wash — ‘I saw you were 
almost out so I picked some up for you’ — and it was the 
brand and type I always use.” 

5) pringle-prangle wrote, “He’ll always comfort me during 
thunderstorms. I’m not afraid of bad weather, nor have I 
ever been, and I don’t know where he got the idea from, but 
the way he wraps me in a soft blanket and cuddles me in 
his arms is so comforting to me. I’ve never felt so protected 
and loved in my life before.”69 

70.  What is the Story of the Cemetery Angel? 

“In 1984, when Ruth Coker Burks was 25 and a young 
mother living in Arkansas, she would often visit a hospital 
to care for a friend with cancer. During one visit, Ruth 
noticed the nurses would draw straws, afraid to go into one 
room, its door sealed by a big red bag. She asked why and 
the nurses told her the patient had AIDS. On a repeat visit, 
and seeing the big red bag on the door, Ruth decided to 
disregard the warnings and sneaked into the room. In the 
bed was a skeletal young man, who told Ruth he wanted to 
see his mother before he died. She left the room and told 
the nurses, who said, ‘Honey, his mother’s not coming. 
He’s been here six weeks. Nobody’s coming!’ Ruth called 
his mother anyway, who refused to come visit her son, who 
she described as a ‘sinner’ and already dead to her, and that 
                                                
69 Source: nokanjaijo, “[Serious]What is a small act your SO regularly 
does for you that makes you feel deeply loved?” Reddit. AskReddit. 21 
July 2019 <https://tinyurl.com/yxvd356v>. 



she wouldn’t even claim his body when he died. ‘I went 
back in his room and when I walked in, he said, “Oh, 
momma. I knew you’d come”, and then he lifted his hand. 
And what was I going to do? So I took his hand. I said, :I’m 
here, honey. I’m here”,’ Ruth later recounted. Ruth pulled a 
chair to his bedside, talked to him and held his hand until 
he died 13 hours later. After finally finding a funeral home 
that would take his body, and paying for the cremation out 
of her own savings, Ruth buried his ashes on her family’s 
large plot. After this first encounter, Ruth cared for other 
patients. She would take them to appointments, obtain 
medications, apply for assistance, and even kept supplies of 
AIDS medications on hand, as some pharmacies would not 
carry them. Ruth’s work soon became well known in the 
city and she received financial assistance from gay bars, 
‘They would twirl up a drag show on Saturday night and 
here’d come the money. That’s how we’d buy medicine, 
that’s how we’d pay rent. If it hadn’t been for the drag 
queens, I don’t know what we would have done’, Ruth 
said. Over the next 30 years, Ruth cared for over 1,000 
people and buried more than 40 on her family’s plot, most 
of whom were gay men whose families would not claim 
their ashes. For this, Ruth has been nicknamed the 
‘Cemetery Angel.’”— by Ra-Ey Saley.70 

71. “Who was Your Saddest Celebrity Encounter?” 

As is normal, a lot of Redditors ignored the question and 
wrote about happy encounters with celebrities. 

1) ZackMoris78 wrote, “In Richmond in the 1980s, my 
older brother took me to a WCW/NWA show and it was 
great then we heard that the Four Horsemen were going to 
be at some bar his buddies went to, so somehow they got 
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my teenage [*]ss in there, then I sh[*]t you not, Ric Flair 
walks in with the belt and yells out, ‘Woo, the Champ is 
here,’ and proceeds to buy a drink for everyone in the bar. 
Coolest thing I ever seen a human being do in life. The 
swagger was at a million. Since this is a saddest celebrity 
encounter thread, I am hijacking on your post since this 
encounter was the furthest thing from sad I saw a celebrity 
do.” 

2) auburnjohn wrote this: 

“My saddest celebrity encounter was also my greatest. 
When I was in college I was an extra in a few scenes of We 
Were Soldiers, a Vietnam movie with Mel Gibson and Sam 
Elliott. While I was waiting for a bus to take me back to 
wardrobe, one of the casting guys came up and picked me 
out of the crowd and asked me if I wanted to be in another 
scene with Sam Elliott. Of course, I was ecstatic. I sat in 
this van waiting for Sam to come out and it was going to 
drive us to the scene. 

“Finally, he comes out looking all p[*]ssed off and sits in 
the front seat. Against my better judgment, I said 
something to the effect of, ‘Mr. Elliott, I’m a huge fan of 
yours and it’s an honor to be in a scene with you.’ He snaps 
back: ‘Shut the f[**]k up, kid.’ Needless to say when Sam 
Elliott tells you to STFU, you do it. So that’s the sad part, 
though getting cussed out by a guy who typically plays the 
bad[*]ss in movies was cool in some way. 

“We film the scene, which is a short scene where he walks 
by Chris Klein and cusses at him about something. We film 
it over and over, and I’m just some soldier walking by in 
the background. Occasionally between takes, Sam would 
look over at me and scowl. After it’s done, we get back in 
the van to head back and Sam is again in the van. He turns 
around and says, ‘Sorry about earlier, kid. I just didn’t want 
to f[**]k up my mood for the scene. I appreciate the 



compliment.’ Suddenly, it dawned on me that when he 
cussed at me he was trying to stay in character for the 
upcoming scene. Pretty cool experience. 

“Edit: Followup … actually I believe the scene was 
between Sam Elliott and Ryan Hurst. Not sure why I said 
Chris Klein. I spoke with Chris and Greg Kinnear the most 
out of the cast. Both really nice guys. Many of you seem 
familiar with the scene I’m referencing, as it’s a pretty 
funny scene where Ryan says something like ‘Nice day, 
huh, sir?’ and Sam says something to the effect ‘How the 
f[**]k would you know what kind of day it is?’ I can’t 
recall exactly. It’s been a while since I watched the movie.  

“Here’s a screen shot of the scene:  

<http://imgur.com/v4nK6c1>.  

“I’m the blurry guy walking by to the right in the 
background. Thanks to another poster, here’s the video:  

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iwATvALiQ_8>. 

“I run by behind Sam in one cut and walk by in another. It 
was actually two separate scenes in the movie. 

“A little more background … My buddies and I were 
hammered at a party and randomly decided to drive to Fort 
Benning to try and be extras in the movie. Somehow we 
managed to get in and ended up being military extras even 
though we weren’t military. They gave us all buzz cuts and 
uniforms and made us stand in formation for the scene 
where Mel Gibson gives a speech to the troops before they 
go to Vietnam. That scene took up most of the day, and we 
were all heading back to wardrobe when I got picked for 
the Sam Elliott scene. Honestly, I probably shouldn’t have 
been there in the first place, but it was an awesome 
experience. My girlfriend was super p[*]ssed about my 



gapped-up new haircut. Totally worth it to get cussed out 
by Sam Elliott.” 

3) msjtx wrote this: 

“I was a little kid in the 70s. Like pretty much every little 
boy, I thought Evel Knievel was a serious bad[*]ss. When I 
was about seven years old, I was in the airport with my 
mom and her boyfriend and a friend of mine. My mother’s 
boyfriend told us that Evel was in one of the lounges. He 
was sitting in a back corner, drinking a glass of some kind 
of booze and engulfed in a cloud of cigarette smoke. 

“We both approached him excitedly and asked for his 
autograph. He was obviously drunk, but he picked up a 
couple of cocktail napkins and scratched out his signature 
on both of them. Then he looked at us and said, ‘Before I 
give you these, I’m going to teach you something.’ 

“Evel proceeded to tap both of us on the arm. ‘Does that 
hurt?’ he asked. We both shook our heads and said no. 
Then he poked us lightly in the chest. ‘Does that hurt?’ 
Again we both said no in unison. Then he made fists out of 
both hands with the middle knuckle sticking out and 
brought them down sharply and simultaneously, protruding 
knuckle first, onto both of our heads. ‘Does that hurt?’ he 
asked. Neither of us could really answer. I was holding 
back tears from the pain. He waited a few seconds and said: 
‘That’s why you wear a safety helmet,’ and handed us the 
napkins. 

“TL;DR: Evel Knievel punched my friend and me in the 
head when we were seven. 

“Edit: Thanks for the up votes and the compliments! I 
never competed in anything or had any hobbies that 
required helmets, so for those asking if I wore my helmet 
after the encounter, I never really needed one. 



“That said, in retrospect, I think he did do me a favor by 
dashing my concept of celebrity at an early age. It was 
pretty much the first and only time I’ve ever been 
starstruck.” 

4) Koupers wrote this: 

“When I was 12 or 13, I was in Disneyland with my cousin. 
We were in line and there was this HUGE dude in front of 
his I mean 6’5, 290lbs of muscle, looked like a giant. Turns 
out he’d just signed with the Washington Redskins out of 
the draft as a Defensive Lineman and was using some of 
his signing bonus to take his fiancée to Disneyland. He saw 
us staring, and introduced himself, said he isn’t famous yet 
but he will be. The worker at the front of the line 
recognized the guy and gave him a big stack of flashpasses. 
Guy took me and my cousin on 10 or 15 rides through the 
exit lines like that (phrasing, I guess?) I can’t remember his 
name off the top of my head, but he was super nice to us 
and I still have pictures from splash mountain. 

“So forever later the wife was cleaning up around the house 
and found it.  

<http://imgur.com/etom6Ox> 

“I’m not so sure it’s Rich Owens anymore, but it could be. 
I’m in the middle with my face covered; my cousin is right 
in front of me.” 

5) CBBuddha wrote this: 

“Joaquin Phoenix and the drummer from the Raconteurs 
once came into the bar I was hanging out at. (This was post 
crazy beard phase.) He wasn’t acting weird or anything, but 
a bunch of girls I guess he knew came in and they were all 
mingling. Having a good time. I thought it would be fun to 
buy him (Joaquin) a round of whatever he was drinking. 
The bartender served it to him, turned around and pointed 



to me, and Joaquin looked dumbfounded. Like totally 
flattered. He bowed and mouthed, ‘Thank you so much!’ 

“I felt kinda dumb for doing it. Later on I found out (from 
the bartender) that he was acting like a madman. Not a total 
douche but just kinda wild. Irritating folks. Walking in 
front of cars in the street and being loud. 

“When I asked for my tab (which had been pretty hefty), 
the bartender told me that he had picked up my bill. And all 
my friends’ bills as well. 

“So, crazy weirdo or not, I’ll always remember that 
kindness. As sad as it was to see him drunkenly irritating 
the F out of people. 

“F[**]king Joaquin Phoenix bought my tab.” 

6) [deleted] wrote this: 

“I worked as an assistant manager at a Borders Books & 
Music. Stephen King came in for a book signing that day 
for a book called From A Buick 8. It was a Saturday and the 
store was a mob scene, so I didn’t get to see him during the 
signing. I worked at the music counter, and what Borders 
used to do was allow customers to come up to the music 
station, they could bring us a CD or two, and we had these 
big headphones with chairs so people could sit and listen to 
a CD before buying it. It’s probably an hour or so before 
the store closed, and I turn around to see Stephen King 
standing there asking me if he could listen to ‘some tunes’. 
Of course, I obliged. 

“He sat there and listened to music until well after the store 
closed. He was really animated listening, which I found to 
be odd, but funny. I didn’t have the heart to tell him the 
store closed at 10:00. So, it gets to about 10:20 or 10:30 
and he still doesn’t realize the store is empty. All the while 
I’m pretending to work just to avoid making it awkward. 



“The only other closing manager was a friend of mine who 
ran the coffee shop in the store. He comes over to me, and 
tells me he’s taking off for the night, and sort of all at once 
Stephen King realizes what is going on. At any rate — 
Stephen King saw him out of the corner of his eye, which 
was enough for him to realize: ‘Oh, sh[*]t, the store is 
empty’. He took his headphones off, laughed, and 
apologized for ‘getting too deep in to the groove’. I told 
him it was no big deal, that he was one of my favorite 
authors, and that I would have kept letting him listen. 

“We were just small talking, and King says to Justin (the 
other manager): ‘You work here, too?’, and Justin replied: 
‘Yeah, I run the coffee bar’, to which Stephen King said: 
‘Is it too late for a coffee?’. Justin says: ‘Absolutely not, 
I’ll go brew a fresh pot’. The three of us sat in a dimly lit 
Borders cafe drinking coffee for just about an hour, 
shooting the sh[*]t about everything from local politics, to 
the Red Sox, to King’s work, to our families, etc. It was an 
amazing experience that I’ll never forget. 

“tl;dr: Had an unexpected extended coffee visit with 
Stephen King years ago, was awesome.” 

[deleted] added, “He was absolutely accommodating, and 
seemed to truly enjoy our company. This was during the 
dead time between the 4th and 5th Tower books. Of course 
I asked him about it, and his response was just to laugh, but 
he promised me the next one would be out ‘in the not too 
distant future’, and he was right. I believe Wolves Of The 
Calla came out about a year after.” 

7) fromdaroo wrote this: 

“I was walking on Melrose in LA and see Larry David by 
himself sitting on the patio of a restaurant eating a 
sandwich. 



“I am a huge Seinfeld and Curb Your Enthusiasm fan. As I 
approach he looks up at me, I say; ‘Mr. David, sorry to 
interrupt, but I am a big fan of your work and wanted to say 
thank you for making me laugh so many times. It would be 
an honor to shake your hand.’ 

“He looks down at the food, looks up at me, looks at my 
out-stretched hand and goes, ‘Ahhhh, I just washed my 
hands, sorry.’ 

“I burst into laughter, I just got Larry Davided by Larry 
David. I’m not sure if that was intentional to be funny or 
just who he is, or both, but I told him, ‘You made my day, 
and enjoy the sandwich’. (Walking away, I gave it a 
thought — if I was eating a sandwich I wouldn’t want to 
touch some stranger’s hands and then my food, so I 
completely understood as well.) 

“I’ve met a number of celebrities, and this one definitely 
sticks out as my favorite encounter.” 

8) Alarbus wrote this: 

“A few years back, Robin Williams was having breakfast at 
my cafe, and he was sitting next to a little girl who clearly 
recognized his voice but had no idea who he was and was 
too shy to make eye contact with a stranger. So Robin 
pulled his sleeve down over his hand to make a puppet and 
talked to her with a silly voice through it. 

“The only sad part is thinking back on how sweet that was. 

“Edit: Oh, my gosh! The best part of this thread is that so 
many people have amazing stories of their own about him 
to share. Thank you, Reddit!” 

followthelyda commented, “I met Robin Williams once, 
and he was an amazingly kind and funny. He was good 
friends with my high school chemistry teacher, so one day 



the teacher surprised our class by having Robin Williams 
come visit. He was telling jokes the entire time, and we got 
to make ‘flubber’ with him. He was even nice enough to 
take the time to autograph each student’s lab book at the 
end of class. It was so wonderful to spend an entire class 
period with an actor who was such a big part of my 
childhood. He is definitely missed.” 

Dakis1 commented: 

“Robin Williams filmed a scene from the TV show Louie in 
my diner. When he came in, I couldn’t recognize him 
because of his goatee. He was awfully quiet and just sat in 
one of the booths by himself until they started to film. I was 
waiting in the kitchen as they were filming, and during a 
take he came inside and just started a conversation with me 
and he paid me one of the most sincere compliments I’ve 
ever received. ‘I bet you work a lot. I know you have a 
thankless job. I used to work in a diner before I was 
famous. So I want you to know that I thank you. Thank you 
for just doing your job.’ It meant a lot to me. (I work about 
80 hours a week.) 

“It was so sincere. He was a really nice man.”71 

72. “Which Celebrity is a Complete [*]ssh[*]le?” 

Despite the question above, Redditors also wrote about 
good celebrities: 

1) dewayneestes wrote, “Our friends in Hawaii lived in a 
house that apparently was very close to the house Kanye 
West rents from time to time. We all had very young kids 
at the time, and Mr. West was playing music extremely 
loud so our friend decided to go over and ask him if he’d 
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turn it down. She went over and knocked on his door, 
Kanye himself answered, and when she told him her kids 
were napping he immediately turned down the music and 
invited them in for drinks and showed them around. He was 
extremely considerate and never played his music too loud 
for the rest of his visit. This is the only first-hand account 
I’ve ever heard of someone having with Kanye West so 
maybe he’s just misunderstood.” 

Milesperhour 425 commented, “Definitely misunderstood, 
media focuses on making him out to be an [*]ssh[*]le and 
everyone buys it. He has more passion for music and 
spreading messages and inspiration than anyone I’ve ever 
seen. I enjoy his music. I don’t obsess over it, but I do 
enjoy it from time to time. He seems like a really good guy. 
I also work in the music industry and know a handful of 
people who have met him and worked with him, and they 
said he’s a really nice guy.” 

2) chonchonchon12 wrote this: 

“I ran into [Matthew] McConaughey at a gas station in 
Texas. People were pretty excited, but it was really 
awkward because nobody knew what to say. They just kind 
of stopped and stared at him as he paid for his gas and got 
some drinks. 

“He gave me this look (that I bet he’s perfected over the 
years) that says: ‘Hey, man, I’m cool if you want to say ‘hi’ 
or something. But I don’t expect it. Don’t feel obligated, 
dude!’ 

“I just smiled and nodded. He was very nice to everyone. 
10/10 would gawk again.” 

3) gil_beard wrote, “My mom saw Steve Buscemi at the 
Grand Canyon back in 2003. She didn’t want to bother him 
since he was with his mom and it was an extremely hot 
day. She noticed how whenever someone asked him for a 



picture or an autograph he was nice about it and didn’t have 
anything negative to say about them afterwards. 

Curlaub commented, “I remember being a kid in a comic 
shop that was selling Reservoir Dogs action figures. They 
all included plastic guns except for Steve Buscemi’s 
character. The back of the package said that the action 
figure came without a gun at the actor’s request. I thought 
that was cool, and I’ve respected him since.” 

4) [deleted] wrote in response to a negative comment about 
Bruce Willis: 

“I have to kindly disagree with this. Bruce is from my 
hometown and went to school with my mom and aunts. He 
is super cool when he comes home and hangs out here. He 
helped plan his 30th class reunion and paid for a lot of it; it 
was in Atlantic City, and he was giving out money to 
people. He and my mom were close, and after my mom 
died he sent my dad money to help with costs of her 
memorial service and he came as well. He also sent flowers 
to her once a month while she was sick. And when she 
died, he had a nice arrangement at the funeral home. 

“I think Bruce is a quiet guy and doesn’t like fuss; when he 
comes home there is no fuss because we know him. He 
comes to our local pizza shop to get cheesesteaks and goes 
to the local diner for breakfast. He is loyal to people who 
have always treated him like Bruno and not Bruce. 

“He still emails my dad to ask how he is, and they just 
recently went out to dinner together with a few other 
friends.” 

5) ich_habe_keine_kase wrote, “I ‘met’ Ian McKellen at 
the premiere for one of the Hobbit movies. The people next 
to me were protestors from PETA (because apparently a 
horse had been hurt during filming) and were being 
incredibly loud and very rude (as they had been all day — 



kept kicking me and blowing smoke in my face) and really 
disrupting the whole event. Ian McKellen came over and 
calmly but very seriously explained that they had their facts 
wrong and that he knew better — because he was there 
when it happened — and that the horse was taken care of 
and was fine because everyone had taken it very seriously. 
The protestors tried to argue, but in his commanding voice 
he was like, ‘No, you need to leave.’ And they did, and Ian 
McKellen became my hero that day.” 

6) violentmoreviolent wrote, “Bruce Springsteen is THE 
COOLEST DUDE EVER. He tipped me $20 on one shot I 
served him, and chatted with me for like 30 minutes.” 

bettyellen commented, “Bruce spent time playing pool at 
my friend’s local dive one time; she and most of the old 
timers there had no idea who he was. My friend Leo did but 
said nothing and shot pool with him and treated him like 
anyone else. Bruce left a huge tip and had a big floral 
arrangement sent over the next day. The owner then added 
‘Jersey Girl’ to her jukebox after people explained who that 
nice young man was.” 

SunnyLego commented, “Bruce Springsteen stopped his 
van to sign the vinyl record I was holding, when hanging 
outside the venue before his gig this year. Literally, van just 
stopped in front of me, I stood there staring in shock, and 
he rolled down the window and he was like, ‘Well, come 
on over!’” 

7) Theculshey wrote this:  

“Without giving my job away: I work with a huge number 
of touring bands/singers. 

“Super nice and genuinely cool, good people: Aerosmith, 
Taylor Swift, Imagine Dragons, Eddie Vedder, Lady Gaga. 
Now there are lots of nice celebrities, but these 
groups/individuals stood out because they were /genuinely/ 



nice! Like, they made eye contact, laughed with us, shook 
hands, and asked staff questions. Now that sounds like the 
normal decent things anyone would do, but all of these 
people were also travelling and touring and working. You 
hear people give Taylor Swift a lot of sh[*]t, but that girl is 
a delight to speak to and I’m definitely no fan of her music, 
but man, I wish her continued success. Aerosmith are also 
awesome people. They’re also f[**]king hilarious, and I 
pray to any God out there listening I’m half as cool as they 
are in my 60s.” 

8) Pisano87 wrote, “I was in LAX [Los Angeles Airport] in 
one of the first-class lounges in 2007 and in walks Marilyn 
Manson. Now I’m a huge, huge MM fan and almost 
p[*]ssed myself when I saw him. He was with two other 
guys whom I didn’t recognize, but they all seemed well 
behaved and down to earth. I observed them for 10 
minutes. It’s funny because they all had a hard time trying 
to figure out where to sit. I saw Manson go over to the bar, 
where he made what seemed like pleasant chit-chat to the 
bartender. He even brought a drink for his buddy. They 
then sat back and were quietly watching Bloomberg [TV?]. 
Anyway, what made me realize that Manson was definitely 
not a jerk in real life was when an older woman approached 
him and asked if he was Marilyn Manson. He said, ‘I can 
be if you want me to.’ She then told him her younger sister 
was a huge fan and wanted to get an autograph. Without 
missing a beat, Manson pulled out a black leather wallet 
and asked the woman to write down her sister’s address. He 
said he was going to mail her some amazing sh[*]t (his 
words). He [also] autographed a piece of paper for her as 
well. The coolest part is that Manson comes across as so 
nice and polite in real life. You could tell he was genuinely 
happy that woman approached him.” 

9) Bloodshakedarby wrote this about Comedian / Actor / 
Musician Lee Evans: 



“I was working for a call center in the UK, selling mobile 
phones contracts — the job isn’t great, the days are long. 
However, I saw the name ‘Lee Evans’ pop up on our 
system, and it went through to voicemail. I never thought in 
a million years, it’d actually be him. 

“I tried him again the next day, and he answered. Although 
he wasn’t interested in a mobile contract, he was one of the 
nicest guys I’ve ever spoken to — we spoke for about 30 
minutes? About my life, my band, the fact I was getting 
married — talked about his career, I EVEN MADE HIM 
LAUGH! Which … is something I’ll probably [put] on my 
gravestone.” 

10) acmacm wrote this:  

“On the contrary, I met Amy Winehouse at Chicago airport 
around 2007. 

“She was standing around the departure lounge with Blake 
[Blake Fielder-Civil, to whom she was married for a 
while?] rocking her classic beehive haircut, stood out like a 
sore thumb; most people didn’t have a clue who she was at 
this point (must’ve been before she made a big name for 
herself in the Unites States?) as she was pretty left alone 
apart from a few stares. 

“I approached her and asked for her autograph; she was 
really nice and even sparked up some small talk. She ended 
up asking for my name and signed it on a piece of paper 
followed by ‘love Amy x’. I thanked her for her time and 
ended up going back to my seat. 

“Somehow I managed to misplace that piece of paper long 
ago and never ended up finding it :(. RIP Amy x”72 
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73. “What is the Nicest Celebrity Encounter You’ve 
Had?” 

1) terrhyn wrote this: 

“Harrison Ford. He was lost in the service area of the hotel 
I worked in and asked me how to get to the lobby. I showed 
him, and he said, ‘Thanks.’ 

“I haven’t encountered many celebrities.” 

2) MrMandoo wrote this: 

“Keanu Reeves. 

“I remember seeing him while walking through New York 
a long time ago when I was a young, probably very 
annoying pre-teen. I yelled out, ‘Yo, Neo!’ And then I 
obnoxiously mimicked the bullet-dodge motion from The 
Matrix. He looked back at me, laughed, and mirrored the 
same move in acknowledgement. 

“It’s such a great memory because I feel like anyone would 
have been justified in getting annoyed and shrugging this 
stupid kid off, but instead he was a good sport and humored 
me. I’ll never forget it.” 

3) Qlily wrote this: 

“Paul and Linda McCartney once came into a restaurant I 
was hostess at. I greeted him and his wife, led them to their 
reserved table, said my lines and left. When they were 
leaving, he leaned towards me and thanked me for treating 
him like a normal person. 

“He knew I knew who he was because Linda had said that 
she loved my necklace. It was a yellow submarine from the 
Beatles album.” 

4) Grenadafan wrote, “Jim Carrey gave me a ride to the gas 
station after my car ran out of gas in Bel Aire. I told him I 



was a huge fan of Ace Ventura and I could mimic his laugh 
from the movie. Then we both had our heads out the 
window cackling away. He bought my gas and drove me 
back to my car. One of the greatest moments in my life.” 

5) PyroGirl93 wrote, “Hayden Christensen. He came up to 
my bar. Nice guy, really. I acted like I didn’t know who he 
was, and when I gave him his beer I said, ‘May the Force 
be with you, Ani,’ and he smiled and said ‘And also with 
you’. Then he left a huge tip. :) Made my year.” 

StuffHobbes commented: 

“That’s awesome because I was going to say Natalie 
Portman. 

“I was working with ABC as part of the interview team 
years ago (before The Phantom Menace even came out). 
I was talking with her for a while when she casually 
mentions that she is going to be in the new Star Wars film. 

“Being 17 and huge nerd, at first I just thought she was 
f[**]king with me. 

“But then she said, ‘Yeah, I guess I’m Luke and Leia’s 
mom,’ and laughed. 

“I was so dumbfounded I actually said, ‘Take me with 
you.’ 

“‘To where?’ 

“‘To the Star Wars.’ 

“She laughed, and it was the greatest feeling in the world.” 

6) jimdontcarrey wrote, “I met Christopher Ecclestone in 
Morrisons around the time of the Doctor Who revival, he 
told me that the Tardis was parked in the car park, but I 
couldn’t tell anyone because he was on a secret mission. He 



gave me a £2 coin, too. He was very nice. I was like eight 
years old, by the way.” 

7) soulsoda wrote this: 

“I met George Clooney/Ryan Gosling ‘on set’ when they 
were filming Ides of March at my college. I wasn’t really 
paying attention and somehow blended in with people 
while I was on my phone and ended up in the lunch area for 
them since it was a building I usually cut through. How no 
one stopped me before I ended up there was beyond me, 
but I saw this food there and being the poor college kid I 
was, I decided I’d try to sneak some food from whatever 
this event was. (Usually events going on in that area don’t 
care if you take food since they are trying to attract people.) 
So I’m walking out past the tables and it was like bam. 

“Clooney there at the table casually chatting and I’m like 
‘Holy sh[*]t, George Clooney!" 

“And he was like ‘Holy sh[*]t, that’s me!’ shook my hand. 
Chatted for a bit, then he waves over security to escort me 
out lol. Made sure they just escorted me out. Totally classy 
the whole time. I think the backpack gave it away that I 
was not supposed to be there; I’m just glad I wasn’t 
charged with anything.” 

Pdxscout commented, “That man is so cool. He got you 
kicked out and you still left thinking that he’s the bomb.” 

8) [deleted] wrote this: 

“I heard this story from a girl I went to college with. 

“She was vacationing in some Caribbean island where the 
drinking age was 18. Turns out someone at the bar drugged 
her. She left asap [as soon as possible] once she figured she 
was more than just drunk. 



“Shortly after leaving, she passed out by the side of the 
road and none other than Susan Sarandon found her and 
helped her back to her hotel room.”73 

74. “Why did You Cancel the Wedding, and What 
Happened Then?” 

1) pinkjellyatnoon wrote this: 

“My sister canceled her wedding just a couple months 
prior. My parents had paid for EVERYTHING, the venue, 
dress, caterer, all this either required 100% payment up 
front or 50%. 

“But the first time he hit her was the last time they ever saw 
each other. My parents were never mad; they were proud of 
my sister for running from an abusive situation.” 

2) bad-janet- wrote, “This has never happened to me, but it 
happened to my best friend. She canceled because he 
became verbally abusive in the months leading up to the 
wedding. She never looked back. They had to figure out the 
aftermath of calling guests and booked vendors but 
thankfully, her mother took care of that for her. Most 
vendors were understanding; all guests were understanding. 
She is now thriving in her nursing career and is enjoying 
her twenties with nothing to tie her down.” 

3) canadian_maplesyrup wrote this: 

“A good friend cancelled her wedding about four days 
before the big day. She’d opened up their shared laptop and 
his email and What’s App was open. There were multiple 
messages about how he owed THOUSANDS of dollars to 
bookies, and a friend (suspected of dealing drugs). Turns 
out that a few years into their relationship he started 
                                                
73 Source: MellowStellow, “Who is the nicest celebrity encounter 
you’ve had?” Reddit. AskReddit. 2016 <https://tinyurl.com/y4docsau>. 



gambling, and doing coke. He was hoping that once they 
were married he could pay off his debts using her trust 
fund. 

“She confronted him that night and he came clean, but he 
stated he didn’t want to go to rehab. So she asked him to 
leave and called off the wedding. 

“Everyone rallied around her. Her parents, brother, and 
MOH [Maid of Honor] set about cancelling everything and 
informing guests. She and her best friend took the three-
week honeymoon to Brazil, and when she returned she set 
about building her new life. She decided to go do her MBA 
[Master of Business Administration] in another country. 
She is back home now and four years later married to an 
amazing guy — the guy I actually told her over a decade 
ago she was going to marry — and her life couldn’t be 
better.”74 

75. “Former Bullies Of Reddit: Looking Back at Your 
Old Self and What You Did, How do You Feel About 
Your Past Actions? Did It Ever Leave an Impact on 
You?” 

1) h2uP wrote this: 

“I was a childhood bully. Push other kids down, take 
whatever toy I wanted, fight anyone who disagreed with 
me. Until grade 8, when a bigger bully beat the tar out of 
me. Very humbling moment of self-reflection on how I was 
treating others. Started to stop bullying around there (things 
take time). 

                                                
74 Source: permanent_staff, “Why did you cancel the wedding, and 
what happened then?” Reddit. AskWomen. 24 July 2019 
<https://tinyurl.com/y4fwh7c2>. 



“Skip forward to high school — I get a new bully. My 
locker neighbor. A very popular girl with big boobs and a 
petite frame. Literal claim she stated: ‘You. Look like 
you’ll be fun to kick. I’m gonna start kicking you, and there 
is nothing you can do about it because I’m a girl!’ 

“And she proceeded to kick my shins into bloody 
patchworks of her insole. For months. And she was right — 
there was nothing I could do. None of my friends 
could/would help, teachers wouldn’t believe it or do 
anything about it, and she could make my life far worse 
with a few sentences. I was stuck, and I couldn’t even vent 
it out to anyone. It stopped when the school year ended. 

“Skip ahead 10 years or so — I’ve been doing that whole 
redemption thing and contacting old people I harassed to 
apologize. Kinda My Name is Earl. Everyone I apologized 
to accepted it, and we were able to move on with ease.  

“Couple of years after that, she messaged me. Explanation, 
apology, sincerity and seeking redemption. My initial 
reactions were confusing and semi-hostile, but I quickly 
realized that I had to and should forgive her — and I did. If 
I didn’t, then what was the purpose of apologizing to those 
before? 

“Life is hard all over. We all make mistakes — sometimes 
consciously — just to survive. The apology she gave me 
made me feel real good, and actually kind of valuable. That 
I was worth searching out and apologizing to. 

“As per the impact it had — bullying stems from trauma of 
some sort. It is a coping mechanism when there is none. 
Once this was acknowledged, it became much easier to 
accept and forgive myself and others, and move on. Maybe 
related? I think we are all equal and deserve opportunity.” 

2) MapleBaconBurger wrote this: 



“I think most people have both bullied and been bullied. In 
fact, I think most people who actively do bully, feel bullied 
in a different context of their life at that moment. 

“At different times in my life, I’ve had to stop and reflect 
on my behavior realizing that my dislike with a person had 
passed simply complaining about them, and reached the 
point of active bullying. 

“I’ve apologized to some people years later. Not to others. 
All you can do is try to become more conscious of your 
behavior, how it affects others, whether or not it’s truly 
warranted, and when it starts to go too far.” 

JuPasta commented: 

“I went through exactly what you said: I had to stop and 
think about my behavior and realize I was taking it too far. 

“I had spent the past year and a half being relentlessly 
picked on by my ‘best friend’ at the time, and largely 
ignored or ostracized by the rest of my class. Then, finally, 
I made friends with one of the popular girls and she 
essentially told my bully, ‘You can’t hang with any of us 
until you’re kinder to JuPasta,’ and I got some relief. So 
when a different friend of mine made a few too many 
mildly offensive comments about me in the span of a few 
weeks, I was more than happy to use my newfound 
friendship to put her in her place. I knew at the time that 
she was just socially unaware sometimes and wasn’t trying 
to be malicious. But I felt so justified, all the same. I felt 
like I needed to show my peers that they shouldn’t f[**]k 
with me. And so for over a month nobody in my friend 
group let her play with us, and we all told her it was 
because she was too mean to me, and I felt great. 

“Until my mom sat me down one day and said her mom 
had called, had said my friend was crying herself to sleep 
each night asking what she had done to make everyone hate 



her. That she didn’t know why I was suddenly so cruel. 
That she felt like I just wanted her to suffer. Yeah, I felt 
great and powerful and justified, until I discovered she was 
saying everything I had been thinking for the past year and 
a half while dealing with my bully. Then I felt horrible. 

“I made up with her, and got everyone to let her hang with 
us again. But I never apologized. I wanted to believe that 
maybe I had fixed it all before it was too late. And after a 
few months, I wound up moving six hours away. 

“Two years later, I spent the night at her place when I was 
back in town visiting. She had one of those teen magazines 
under her bed; it was a subscription I used to get, so I 
pulled it out. I told her about how I always loved one 
section of those magazines, ‘My Worst Day’, where people 
would write in about a hardship they faced and how they 
got through it. 

“She left the room to get something. While she was gone, I 
flipped to that part of the magazine. The ‘My Worst Day’ 
story was about emotional bullying. She had crossed out 
every name and swapped in my name, and my popular 
friend’s, and my bully’s. I just remember feeling my 
stomach drop. It was only then that I really accepted that I 
had been someone’s bully. I used my experience being 
bullied to justify and rationalize hurting someone else. I 
still feel sick about it to this day. I can’t believe I let myself 
become a bully, when I knew how bad bullying could be. 

“I still didn’t say sorry, though. I think I tried to bring it up 
or something, but I just made her uncomfortable and I 
didn’t say anything good or comforting or validating. I 
really regret that. I wish I had been selfless enough and 
good enough to take responsibility for the pain I had caused 
her. I think about messaging her to apologize a lot of the 
time. I’ll definitely do it one of these days, but I still 



haven’t sorted out what exactly I want to say. I just want 
her to have some sort of closure over all of it.”75 

76. “Who Should We be Like?” “Be Like Her. Be 
Beautiful.” 

7faerielights wrote this: 

“Several years ago, when my oldest was around three or so, 
I had my debut card decline at Walmart. It wasn’t a scam or 
a mistake: I was genuinely broke. Out of money. I checked 
my bank and discovered I had something like seven dollars 
left to my name and a hungry kid and nothing to eat at 
home. So I sat there trying to come up with the best way to 
stretch that tiny amount of money to feed my kid. Not even 
to feed me. I can live on popcorn or something if I have to, 
but my kid was three and he had to eat. So there I am trying 
really hard not to cry while I slowly take things out of my 
basket to get it down to under seven bucks, when a lady 
tapped me on the shoulder, I looked up and she smiled at 
me and started putting the things back in my cart. I opened 
my mouth to tell her that I didn’t have the money for them, 
but she stopped me right away and said, ‘Don’t worry 
about it. It’s gonna be fine.’ Then she handed the cashier 
her credit card and said, ‘Ring up all of it.’ My kid got to 
eat because of her. I got to eat because of her. I had laundry 
soap and deodorant because of her. She could’ve just 
ignored me silently struggling in that line. She could’ve 
decided I was a scam and gone home feeling good about 
avoiding me being duped. But instead she chose to help me 
and she saved us. So maybe the person struggling in front 
of you is trying to put one over on you, or maybe they are 
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just sad and broke and trying to figure out what to do. You 
get to decide which you want to believe and what you want 
to do. But I’ll tell y’all, no one has been more beautiful to 
me than that lady in line who saved me and my baby. Be 
like her. Be beautiful.”76  

77. “Food Delivery Drivers, What is the Strangest 
‘Delivery Instructions’ Request You Actually Did for 
the Customer?” 

OG_Bigbore wrote this after telling a story about a horrible 
tipper (no tip at all): 

“My first delivery for the day, it was cold and raining. I 
have a keyless ignition car and typically leave my keys on a 
carabiner on my belt loop, Since it was raining and cold, I 
left my car on with the heater running, I would just hit the 
lock button on the door and hop out, leaving my car 
running and locked, which isn’t a problem as long as the 
keys are on my waist. 

“I go to deliver my first order for the day and the guy tips 
me $10, I’m super happy as its the biggest tip I’ve had in a 
while and go back to my car. I reach for my keys on my 
belt and … they aren’t there. I had left them in the center 
console, with the car running lol [laughing out loud]. I call 
my wife to get my spare key and she wakes up my neighbor 
to come drop it off — turns out he’s not home for another 
45 minutes, so I get to wait. 

“Well, the customer was wondering what I was doing 
standing out in the rain and comes out; it turns out he works 
for AAA and has my car door open within five minutes 
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with zero damage. I tried to tip the guy the $10 back, but he 
refused to take it. Dude was super f[**]king awesome.”77 

78. “What’s Your Best Childhood Memory? Why?” 

1) StuTim wrote this: 

“Growing up, I didn’t realize how poor we were. My 
parents were amazing at providing for us. We kids loved 
watching baseball games, and I wanted to go to a game so 
bad. We never couldn’t afford it. 

“To make up for it, while we kids were at school, my mom 
made up tickets to that night’s game and money for us to 
‘spend’. When we got home, she had set up chairs in front 
of the TV and numbered them. She gave us the tickets and 
money and told us to go clean up before the game. Come 
game time, we lined up at the doorway, and my dad took 
our tickets and told us how to get to our seats. After the 
game started [on TV], my parents went to the kitchen and 
had a tray of hot dogs, candy and soda. ‘Hot dogs! Get your 
hot dogs!’ We got out the money my mom made and 
bought whatever snacks we wanted. 

“Best baseball game I’ve ever been to.” 

2) Tok892 wrote, “I was maybe five or six, and I woke up 
in the middle of the night to use the restroom. It was that 
perfect time where everything is quiet and dark and it just 
feels so still. When I walked through the living room, my 
grandfather was sitting in his chair at the table, drinking 
whiskey and eating buttered saltines. He invited me to sit 
with him and have a snack, which felt amazing to me since 
individual time with him was extremely rare. The room was 
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lit only by the warm glow of the nightlight from the 
kitchen. I don’t remember if we talked except for when he 
told me I’d better be back off to bed, but I remember how it 
felt. I remember his presence. How big his silhouette 
looked, sitting across from me. How calm and soothing it 
was just to be there. It’s that kind of memory that just 
wraps itself around you and envelopes you in warmth. It’s 
one of those moments where everything falls away and 
nothing else exists. Just dark, quiet, and some buttered 
crackers. He died of cancer not long after that, and that’s 
one of the only memories I have of him.” 

3) figuresofpathos wrote, “My dad was (still is) an avid 
birder. He would teach me little things about birds and how 
to identify them by sight and call. We had a little ritual 
every night after dinner we would walk outside in the 
darkness, all the way to the barn and back, hooting like 
owls to try and get the owls to hoot back at us. Sometimes 
it worked. Most of the time it didn’t. But every time I got to 
spend moments with my dad, that still makes me so happy 
to think about today.” 

4) PhreedomPhighter wrote, “There was one day in the 
summer of 2003 when all the neighborhood kids and I just 
hung around outside. We flew kites, played sports, got ice 
cream from a truck, etc. We spent the whole day outside 
doing fun stuff. I remember going to bed thinking that it 
was a perfect day. I still think about it sometimes.” 

5) ferox3 wrote this: 

“Being a farm kid, sitting behind my older sister on a horse, 
ambling around our yard in the dark, looking up at the stars 
while my sister sang with the softest and most beautiful 
voice I’ve ever heard. I fell asleep leaning on her back as 
she sang. 



“Epilogue: The next day at school, I tried to eat a stick of 
chalk to make my voice softer like my sister’s. It was a 
terrible failure.”78 

79. “People Who have Met Celebrities, How were They 
in Real Life?” 

1) CaineHackmanTheory wrote this: 

“When I was a teenager, my mom and I ran into Joe Biden 
at a public event. My mom was agitated over something or 
another that a US Senator has absolutely no power over. He 
was attempting to redirect her agitation in a more 
constructive direction, but she ended up basically yelling at 
him. In a moment of ‘enthusiasm,’ she started poking him 
in the chest to emphasize particularly crazy portions of her 
message. As visions of visiting my mother in Federal 
Prison ran through my head, I glanced over at Joe’s 
security detail and saw that they were unsuccessfully trying 
to contain giggling fits. 

“Totally surreal moment that Diamond Joe handled 
gracefully.” 

2) CodyJon wrote this:  

“I worked at a ski resort teaching snowboarding. I have met 
a few celebrities. Ben Stiller, Ivana Trump, a few of the 
band members from No Doubt (not Gwen Stefani, 
unfortunately). 

“Of all the ones I’ve met or taught, this one was the best: 

“One day I happened to have a lesson with the son of Jon 
Benjamin (the voice of Archer in Archer, Bob in Bob’s 
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Burgers, etc.). Towards the end of the lesson, he ended up 
riding the lift with us and without doubt, he was the 
funniest and chillest dude I’ve ever met. I told him that 
Archer has some of the most quotable one-liners ever and 
mentioned something about ‘just the tip’ jokingly. He then 
started just dropping one-liners in complete Archer voice. 

“I ended up with his son for a few days and at the end he 
just walks up, hands me a hundred-dollar bill and says ‘just 
the tip’, then without any other words just turned around 
and walked away. He left a note in the tip saying that his 
son was super stoked about my teaching and said thanks. 
One of the best moments in my life. 

“TL:DR Jon Benjamin (voice of Archer) is classy as 
f[**]k.” 

3) Toby_O_Notoby wrote this: 

“I asked Terrance Stamp to say ‘Kneel before Zod!’ [a line 
from the movie Superman II] He smiled and said: 

“Terrance voice: ‘You know, my dear, a lot of people ask 
me that. But that’s not even my favorite line. My favorite 
line is when I rip the top off of the White House and swoop 
down to the president, who says, ‘Oh, God!’ and I say … 

“Zod Voice: ‘NO … ZOD!’ 

“So yeah, cool.” 

nhnolan commented, “If Terrance Stamp felt the need to 
out-nerd me, I think my life would be made.” 

4) Devmic wrote, “When I was younger, my grandmother 
and I ran into Robin Williams eating alone in a Whole 
Foods. We approached him and introduced ourselves and 
he immediately cleared a space for us to sit and chat with 
him. I was pretty young at the time, so he spent most of the 
time trying to make me laugh by doing voices. I may have 



been too young to truly appreciate it at the time, but 
looking back I can easily say it’s one of the greatest 
moments of my life and Robin has always had a special 
spot in my heart because of it.” 

5) In response to a post about Willem Dafoe being a big 
tipper, UrALittleWoodenTwat commented, “That would 
honestly be my favorite part of being rich and famous. 
Tipping the f[**]k out of people.” 

6) MOnkeyCatDog wrote, “Alan Rickman at a film 
festival. I was fan-girling HARD. I waited by the stage 
door for him to come out. There had been a showing of one 
of his lesser-known movies and a Q&A [Question-and-
Answer session]. He was very quiet, reserved but not 
unkind. He let people take photos, he signed autographs. 
He spoke and smiled a little. He let me put my arm around 
him to get a picture. His jacket had to be cashmere … it felt 
so nice … HE felt so nice! He could be know, to be a little 
less than warm at times, so I was on guard in case he was 
just not into the fan thing. But he was gracious and put up 
with it all in a very typical, cool Alan way. My knees were 
jelly the whole night.” 

7) Biggs777 wrote this: 

“About a year and a half ago [maybe 2015], my son was 
going through chemo and was due to go home after his last 
dose, but couldn’t keep his pills down due to nausea. That 
meant another night in the hospital for him. So, the next 
day rolls around and time comes to take his pills (has to 
keep them down to be ok for going home after treatment as 
he will have to take more pills at home), he starts to get 
queasy. “]Then a nurse runs in and says, ‘Starlord and 
Captain America are here, you can meet them if your Dad 
says it’s ok.’ Through chemo brain he realizes what is 
happening and asks if he can go. I tell him you can go as 
soon as you take your meds and keep them down. 



“Before I could get my shoes on, he had taken his meds and 
grabbed his IV stand and started walking out the door (the 
IV pump was still plugged in to the wall, the nurses helped 
with that). 

“Chris Pratt and Chris Evans gave their time and gave my 
son the distraction he needed to achieve that last treatment 
milestone. I am grateful for that, they were awesome and 
very gracious as out of excitement my boy got there early 
and they clearly didn’t have everything set up, but were 
authentically interested in him and gave him the distraction 
he needed to get through that day.” 

8) Logaline wrote, “I’ve met Tom Hanks at the grocery 
store a few times (de has a house here), and he’s 
remembered me! The first time I asked for a picture, and 
the next time I was actually looking for something in the 
same aisle and he comes up to me and asks, ‘Want another 
picture?’ It was the same grocery store, and he was clearly 
joking.” 

9) [deleted] wrote this:  

“When I was young, my family ran into Bob Hope at 
Disney World waiting for the elevator. I had no clue who 
he was, but my parents seemed excited. He was off talking 
with someone when the elevator arrived and his security 
people kind of ushered my family out of the way so he 
could take our elevator alone. 

“When he noticed this, he rushed over to stop them. He was 
VERY old at the time and he literally ran over to us. He 
ended up taking a bunch of pictures with us and then shared 
the elevator with us and had his security wait for the next 
one. Later that night, my family went out to dinner. When it 
was time to pay, they informed us that the bill had already 



been taken care of. They wouldn’t tell us who paid, but I’m 
going to guess it was Mr. Hope.”79 

80. “Have You Met Any Famous People? What were 
They Like?” 

1) calcuttacodeinecoma wrote this: 

“Might not be a big name to many except old punkers and 
bass players: I met Mike Watt after a show. He played bass 
in The Minutemen, fireHOSE, a mix of solo acts, and many 
more. To give a big-name reference to help illustrate how 
amazing a bassist he is, Red Hot Chili Peppers dedicated 
their Blood Sugar Sex Magic to Watt as his music is a 
tremendous influence and he’s an all-around great guy. 

“Can confirm, I was front row at his Mike Watt and the 
Secondmen show snapping pictures. So after the show, he 
breaks down his gear and then HE runs over to ME. ‘Hey 
man, thanks for coming out!’ I was just star struck and just 
thanked him for putting on a hell of a show. Then he just 
kinda stood their smiling and waiting to see if I had 
anything else to say. I didn’t, so he just shook my hand and 
said ‘Thanks again!’ and he was off to the next fan. 

“An absolute man of the people, no rockstar bullsh[*]t with 
Watt. He made it clear he would have given me all the time 
in the world. But being shy I didn’t have anything to say! 
He’s the only famous person I met as I’ve avoided all other 
opportunities; I had that moment only because Watt came 
to me.” 

2) SteveRudzinski wrote that Bruce Campbell is either the 
suavest man on Earth or he is always in character.” 
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__Sassafrass__ commented, “swoon.” 

3) guyute21 wrote this: 

“I’ve met many famous people, and almost all of them 
were situations in which you could tell they just wanted to 
be left alone, so I limited it to a simple ‘Hey, how are ya?’ 
There have been two major exceptions to this. They are as 
follows: 

“Robin Williams. I met Robin Williams when he visited 
Kuwait with the USO. I just happened to be there on my 
way back to the States from Baghdad. He did a 30-minutes-
or-so routine, and then basically wandered around the 
airbase talking to people. A small group of us were sitting 
down at a picnic table eating some Burger King, and Robin 
Williams walks up with a Whopper and sits down. He 
talked with us for about an hour or so. It was plainly 
evident that he WANTED to be there. He was genuinely 
interested in talking to us. I don’t engage in hero worship. I 
don’t operate under the delusion that I actually know a god 
d[*]mned thing about a famous person because I follow 
them on twitter or because I watched their TV show or 
listen to their music. But I thought about that conversation 
for a long, long time afterwards. 

“Dave Chappelle: He lives (part-time) in nearby Yellow 
Springs, Ohio. I’d cross paths with him there every once in 
a while. He would occasionally work out at the LA Fitness 
that I used to work out at. I’d see him in there weekly. He’d 
also stop in at the same nearby Starbucks, and I’d had 
plenty of conversations with him there. People in Yellow 
Springs, people at the gym, and people at Starbucks were 
fairly protective of him. If you bothered him, you were 
going to get called out on it. But if you interacted with him 
like he was a real, live person, he was/is a genuine dude. 
Also, Dave’s f[**]king ripped.” 



4) BrianWall68 wrote this: 

“My family and I met James Brown, the CBS football guy, 
not the singer, in 2004. 

“We were flying home to Washington DC from Los 
Angeles, and I noticed when he got on the plane. He was in 
first class, and we were in economy. No chance of just 
walking up and introducing ourselves. But when we got off 
the plane, he was talking to someone in the terminal. So we 
walked up to him and before I could get a word out, he 
turns to us, puts out his hand, and says, ‘Hi, I’m James 
Brown, what’s your name?’ He could not have been nicer. 
Chatted for a little bit, then we left to catch a mobile lounge 
(think like a bus, but slightly nicer) to go from the field 
terminal (where you get on/off the plane) to the main 
terminal, where you get boarding passes and your luggage. 
We are sitting there chatting that the airport must have a 
separate means for celebrities like him to get to the main 
terminal for security purposes. Just before the doors close, 
he walks into the lounge and starts talking to us again. At 
this point my (then) eight-year-old son asks me to ask him 
if he will take a picture with my son. Mr. Brown says sure, 
but let’s wait until we get to the terminal. We get to the 
terminal and James Brown takes a knee, puts his arm 
around my son and I take the photo. He wishes us goodbye 
and leaves to get his luggage. Super cool dude.”80  

                                                
80 Source: instantramen_wrapper, “Have you met any famous people? 
What were they like?” Reddit. AskReddit. 31 July 2019 
<https://tinyurl.com/y5dgvajr>. 



Chapter 5: Questions 81-100 

81. “Bar Staff of Reddit, Have You Ever had a Man Use 
the ‘Safeword Drink’ Escape, and How Often Does It 
Happen?” 

1) Gibbo151 wrote this: 

“I worked in a pub in Ireland as a bouncer. Not a common 
thing here to have the ‘get me outta here’ shot. So no signs 
or that, but there was some Facebook post calling them 
angel shots that did its rounds. Girls would say they’ve ‘got 
to go’ to us and we’d know. No code words or sh[*]t. 

“Anyway one night I’m doing my thing in this nice bar, and 
a guy approaches me in front of a group of friend being a 
bit boisterous from a fancy restaurant across the road and 
he says he needs an angel shot. So we let them in, but I 
hold him there ‘questioning his ID’ as his friend make fun 
of me and him as I’m 22, this guy was maybe 35ish, and I 
was a ‘kid telling a man no’. So they hang about for him 
(so I can’t ask him what’s up). I tell him no he’s had too 
much tonight, I hail a taxi down, and he pretends to resist 
getting in so I basically pick him up and carry him into the 
taxi. He throws €50 into my jacket pocket discreetly and 
the taxi goes off then. Nothing big. 

“Two days later I’m working again same bunch of guys 
from the restaurant come over. The angel shot guy isn’t 
there. 

[TRIGGER WARNING for the next paragraph] 

“Three days later angel-shot guy comes but very early and 
explains it all to me. It turns out his friends where doing 
coke (all professional people) and a girl was raped in the 
bathroom. He said at first she wanted to have sex with one 
of them but then two guys came in, then she wanted out 
and couldn’t, this guy tried to interject but couldn’t and 



then felt uncomfortable and didn’t want a part of this so 
wanted to leave but was told if he did they’d hurt him and 
the reason they all returned two days later was his going 
away drinks that he didn’t attend (obviously). The guys 
were then charged like a month later? Can’t find public info 
on it anymore. 

“Only time I ever had to use the ‘get me outta here’ shot.” 

2) little_bookwolf96 

“Only had one incident of a man using Ask For Angela 
(UK safeword scheme). Gay kid on a bad date. His date 
had been extremely overbearing and even having to witness 
it from the bar was extremely uncomfortable. We smuggled 
him into the kitchen and out the side door while his date 
went to the bathroom and called him a taxi. Date came back 
from the bathroom, asked where the kid was, I just went 
‘dunno’. Date started getting aggro [aggressive] with me, 
so supervisor ended up throwing this guy out by the collar. 

“It honestly doesn’t get used enough, by either men or 
women, especially here in the UK. It absolutely sucks, 
especially when you as a bartender can’t really legally do 
much or you risk not only your job, but the bar’s 
reputation. 

“Edit: Just for clarification, the victim was 19. Legal age of 
drinking alcohol in UK is 18. So yes, he is still technically 
a kid.” 

3) MrOddbodd wrote this: 

“Yep, I work in a nightclub in a small town in England in 
Lincolnshire and I once had a guy who seemed to only 
recently turn 18 ask if Angela was working. I brought him 
into the glass washroom and it turns out there were a bunch 
of lasses encouraging this one lass into seducing him, 
grinding up on him, trying to kiss him and groping him. 



This apparently continued even after the man had walked 
away into other parts of the nightclub after showing and 
saying he wasn’t interested. 

“I reported this to my supervisor, who was a little hesitant 
at first but eventually called the bouncers into the back 
room, too. We explained the situation to them. Now these 
guys are basically 200-pound tanks who you would expect 
to joke about this and tell this guy to man up and enjoy it 
but to my surprise, they took it seriously as well. 

“They managed to track down this group (five women, 
including the one who was doing the grinding) and they 
escorted all of them out of the building. Meanwhile, a taxi 
had already been prepared by my supervisor and the taxi 
firm was literally down the road so it didn’t take long for it 
to arrive and I escorted the man through the back stairs that 
continues down to the stock cellar but leads off to the side 
exit of the building near the bins where the taxi was 
waiting. 

“It would be a rare occasion when someone uses ‘Ask 
Angela’ where I work, let alone a man, so I’m really glad 
that all of the staff took it seriously and helped as much as 
they could. 

“EDIT: To those curious, it was in Lincoln. Brilliant town 
for a night out tbh [to be honest].” 

4) ForlornKaiser wrote this: 

“I haven’t done it personally, but a friend who is a 
bartender had it happen to him. 

“He was finishing up his shift when a man walks up to him, 
asking for a safeword drink (I forget what he said it was 
called, might have been the Angela drink?) and said he 
wanted it on the rocks. 



“Friend just said, ‘Yeah, sure,’ and helped him to the taxi. 
Just as the man got in the taxi, the woman he had been 
there with came running out towards the taxi and yelled 
profanities, calling the man she had been with ‘f[**]king 
white trash’ and ‘he’ll never amount to anything’ and some 
sh[*]t like that. 

“Last I heard, she was banned from that bar (and several 
others) while the man who got help became a bit of a 
regular. 

“EDIT: This was around four or five years ago, so the 
details are a bit rusty.” 

5) dinklberg1990 wrote, “I have been in a scenario like this. 
I was a busboy at a local pizza/bar. So I just started my 
shift and I’m clearing a table and everything and I notice a 
table where a female is being extremely loud and abrasive. 
I walk back to the dish room and the guy knocks his drink 
over so I go to get it he hands me a napkin and pretends to 
help me. So I go back into the kitchen and it just says, ‘Call 
911.’ So I tell my manager and he does so. So I told his 
waitress to bring him another drink and to say, ‘Don’t 
worry about the drink. Accidents happen.’  

“The loud female is getting worse and worse and we all can 
hear her saying that if he tries to leave her she would kill 
herself. So about 12 minutes later, some cops show up the 
guy is in tears when they show up. He runs to the bathroom 
and my boss points at the table and they take her out to the 
restaurant. This is where sh[*]t got wild — she begins to 
take her clothes off one by one to avoid being escorted out 
of the restaurant. So here we are during dinner rush a 
naked-[*]ss crazy person stripping down running around 
tables screaming about her boyfriend. She got to the point 
where she was grabbing silverware and throwing at the 
cops and they dead [*]ss tackle her and put her in cuffs 
drag her naked [*]ss out to the car. The poor boyfriend is in 



tears in the bathroom. I go check on him and tell him what 
happened and he apologized. I was like, ‘Dude, what 
caused all of this?’ He said, ‘We met on POF [Plenty of 
Fish: a dating website] and this was our first date. I had no 
clue what to do.’” 

6) FandomTheorist asked, “What if the person you are 
trying to get away from knows the safeword?” 

terryjuicelawson commented, “This is where it breaks 
down for me. You are on a date but can get to the bar by 
yourself without them hearing, you’d think just outright 
saying there is a problem rather than a euphemism would 
be better. As it could be ‘I just don’t like this person’ right 
up to ‘this is an aggressive stalker, call the police’. If they 
do hear you say it, they could be anywhere from 
disappointed to violently outraged. It also puts a lot on the 
bar staff; they are responsible for smuggling someone out 
and dealing with a person left alone after.” 

Salt_sultan answered, “The general idea is meant to be that 
asking for an Angel Shot is A) short and to the point, so 
you don’t have to waste precious time away from this 
person explaining what’s happened or how you want things 
to be dealt with (if your date is going to hear you anyway 
you might as well use as few words as possible), B) may 
not be known by your date in which case they’ll be none 
the wiser, and C) if they’re in earshot, can easily be 
confused for another drink/misheard. Most venues aren’t 
deadly quiet. And in general, bars that are happy to do what 
they can will advertise for the Angel Shot in the bathrooms 
(at least in bars I’ve been to, there’ve been signs for it in 
the women’s bathroom), so it’s not like you’re springing it 
on them. I’m not saying you’re wrong — you’re not, the 
system does have flaws — but I still think it’s better that 
venues have a method for letting the staff know with some 
element of discretion and speed that you don’t feel 



comfortable or safe. Even if they do hear you while you’re 
asking for the shot, the staff at least know so they can help 
you get somewhere safe. I’m sure most venues have 
dedicated procedures for dealing with someone who’s 
asked for an Angel Shot, too, so I doubt they have to think 
on their feet.” 

Specificityyyy commented, “Also D) the sole fact that a 
‘safeword drink’ exists in the bar is a reassurance to clients, 
even those who didn’t get into any kind of trouble.” 

Trania commented, “This is what I was wondering. The 
‘Angel Shot’ has been on the internet so much that people 
will know it. If bars use ‘Angel Shot’, it will no longer have 
the same effect. So bars, make up two of your own and 
hang one in the ladies room, and the other in the men’s 
room.”81 

82. “[Serious] People Who Changed the Mind of 
Conspiracy Theorists, How Did You Do It?” 

BATMANS_MOM wrote this: 

“An old friend of mine started posting antivax stuff on 
Facebook and getting super into it, and a lot of my peers 
started unfriending her really fast. I didn’t. 

“Whenever she shared an article or ‘study’ with a 
sensationalist tag, I would read the article in full. And I 
would pull quotes from it that showed the research didn’t 
support the clickbait headline/rant that had been posted 
with the article. I did this consistently. 

                                                
81 Source: Mehariel, “Bar staff of Reddit, have you ever had a man use 
the ‘safeword drink’ escape, and how often does it happen?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 1 August 2019 <https://tinyurl.com/y49kktof>. 



“She eventually stopped with the antivax junk, and her 
child is vaccinated now. I think there were two things that 
contributed to why I was able to change her mind: 

“1) I didn’t write her off as a kook, I actually engaged in 
the conversation. I stuck to the facts of it instead of name-
calling, engaged in conversations where I asked her to 
defend her viewpoint, and actually listened to what she had 
to say, and didn’t get angry. 

“2) She actually does believe in facts and science, she just 
fell victim to the sensationalized fearmongering rhetoric. 
Dissecting the antivax articles helped because she was led 
to believe the antivax conclusion was based on scientific 
evidence. 

“This tactic doesn’t work with a lot of conspiracy theorists 
who have decided that conventional facts are just lies told 
by big whatever, so I don’t know how well my 
methodology translates to dealing with most conspiracy 
theorists.”82 

83. “Women, How Do You Deal with Being Catcalled?” 

thehalflingcooks wrote, “I yell back at them. As an 
example, ‘Nice tits!’ gets an enthusiastic ‘YOU, TOO, 
BRUH’.”83 

84. “If Jesus Came Back, What Would He be Most 
Disappointed In?” 

1) TalShar wrote this: 
                                                
82 Source: the wholesphinx, “[Serious] People who changed the mind of 
conspiracy theorists, how did you do it?” Reddit. AskReddit. 1 August 
2019 <https://tinyurl.com/y3hc69ax>. 
83 Source: vnonymousse, “Women, how do you deal with being 
catcalled?” Reddit. AskWomen. 2 August 2019 
<https://tinyurl.com/y2b5bgsg>. 



“Personally, I think it would be the twisting of what ‘taking 
God’s name in vain’ means. And I realize that I’m flirting 
with doing it even as I type this, so let me reiterate that this 
is just my guess; I do not speak for God, and neither does 
anyone else. 

“‘Taking God’s name in vain’ doesn’t mean saying 
‘Goddammit.’ It means putting words in God’s mouth. It 
means telling people what God wants. What he would think 
of something. What he would say or do. It means, in short, 
taking the mantle of God’s authority (and thus his name) 
upon yourself and using it to profane or even evil ends. I 
believe that almost every major ill the modern church is 
guilty of can be traced back to this. Things like … 

“Harnessing religious identity and issues for political gain. 

“Harnessing religious identity and perceived authority for 
material gain (looking at you, televangelists). 

“Telling people what is or is not sexual sin between 
consenting individuals. 

“Telling people that other worshippers of Christ aren’t 
Christians. 

“Pretending like we have a solid understanding of who God 
will and will not let into heaven. 

“Pretending we know when the end times are coming or 
what exactly they’ll look like. 

“Saying things like ‘God put X corrupt leader in power, so 
it’s wrong to question them.’ 

“Saying things like ‘God sent that hurricane to punish X.’ 

“Basically attributing any bad thing happening to God’s 
will as a pathetic excuse for not doing our duty as 
Christians to heal the harm it caused. 



“Telling people God hates them, or won’t forgive them. 

“Telling people that while Christ is the only way to God, 
we (whoever ‘we’ may be) are the only way to Christ. 

“Telling people that being in possession of and 
intellectually accepting a certain list of facts is a hard 
prerequisite to salvation. 

“The list goes on and on. 

“I think a lot of people (and this is an eternal peril of any 
religion, which I can’t imagine will ever end as long as 
religion lives on) lose sight of the fact that you can believe 
in God and have utter faith in His being without assuming 
that you know exactly what it is he wants of you. There is a 
massive difference between saying any of the above, and 
prepending [prefacing] it with ‘I believe.’ It seems like a 
semantic difference, but it’s incredibly important because it 
introduces doubt. 

“Doubt not in God, but in ourselves. In our judgments and 
our faculties, which any honest individual will say are 
fallible and tend to lead us astray. There are things that are 
generally safe to do with abandon, per Christ’s example: To 
love (in the sense of agape), to forgive, to heal, to provide, 
to encourage. These are things that are clearly beneficial 
even if we’re wrong about whether God told us to do them. 

“The question that many of us have stopped asking is a 
crucial one: ‘Would this still be the right thing to do even if 
I’m wrong about my exegesis [interpretation of scripture]?’ 
Or, to put it in a slightly more accessible manner: ‘Would 
this still be right and good if God hadn’t told me to do it?’ 

“Because a lot of times, we’re wrong about what God told 
us to do. We are deceived, or we deceive ourselves. And 
we end up hurting people because we falsely believe that 
we do so at God’s command. And it’s only after the 



damage is done that we wake up to the fact that we have 
served Tash in the name of Aslan, if we ever realize that at 
all.” 

2) tashkiira wrote this: 

“There are a MASSIVE number of so-called Christians 
pretty much totally ignore John 13:34. Here’s the KJV: 

“A new commandment I give unto you, That ye love one 
another; as I have loved you, that ye also love one another.  

“We’re talking about a guy who hung out with whores and 
tax collectors (the lowest people on the Jewish social 
ladder), who told a woman caught cheating, ‘I’m not gonna 
accuse you of anything, just clean up your act’, who spent 
time teaching Samaritans (people so low on the Jewish 
social ladder they weren’t allowed on it — the Samaritans 
were the descendants of Jews who were NOT carried off to 
Babylon, mixed with various peoples who got sent to settle 
the land, and universally despised by pure Jews for 
idolatry), and who repeatedly told everyone that there is no 
room for hatred of people in heaven. But many of those 
claiming to be his followers hate. [They may hate]  
foreigners, or people who dress differently, or people who 
love others in ways they find disturbing. I was in a good 
congregation, and I still shocked people by pointing out 
that there were people in the congregation that would be on 
the ‘goats’ side of things when the sheep-and-goats 
parable’s events come forth, because of failure to 
remember that new commandment. 

“I honestly believe those are the ones Jesus will be most 
disappointed in.” 

3) Threspian wrote this: 

“The people who misappropriate him on both sides. 



“The ones who use his name to promote hate, forgetting 
that we are meant to protect and care for the widow, the 
fatherless, and the sojourner. They forget that the Old 
Testament was not made inconsequential by the cross, and 
we must still hold years of jubilee and care for the needy, 
and our treatment of those who have gone against the 
church must still be full of grace and kindness. ‘Let he who 
is without sin cast the first stone’ (John 8:7). 

“And the ones who completely reject the power of his 
sacrifice to promote a feel-good ‘love and tolerance’ brand 
of Christianity that honestly feels more like the hippie 
movement than an actual devotion to God. They forget that 
the Old Testament was not made inconsequential by the 
cross, and we must still recognize sin within our hearts and 
fight temptation in all its forms. ‘Go forth and sin no more’ 
(John 8:11).” 

4) Algum wrote this: 

“How we treat others. Especially related to the poor and to 
immigrants. And these are just from the OT [Old 
Testament]. 

“Exodus 23:9 — Do not oppress a foreign resident, since 
you yourselves know how it feels to be foreigners; for you 
were foreigners in the land of Egypt. 

“Leviticus 19:33-34 — When a foreigner resides with you 
in your land, you must not oppress him. You must treat the 
foreigner living among you as native-born and love him as 
yourself, for you were foreigners in the land of Egypt. I am 
the LORD your God. 

“Leviticus 25:35 — Now if your countryman becomes 
destitute and cannot support himself among you, you are to 
help him like a foreigner or temporary resident, so that he 
can continue to live among you. 



“Deuteronomy 10:19 — So you also must love the 
foreigner, since you yourselves were foreigners in the land 
of Egypt. 

“Deuteronomy 23:16 — Let him live among you wherever 
he chooses, in the town of his pleasing. Do not oppress 
him.”84 

85. “Who’s the Rudest Celebrity You’ve Met?” 

Reddit being Reddit, some people wrote about nice 
celebrities. Sometimes the rudest and the nicest celebrities 
were the same people, so let’s keep in mind that anyone can 
have a bad day. Also, let’s keep in mind what ninjakitty117 
writs below. 

1) ninjakitty117 wrote this: 

“My boyfriend’s dad looks like Robin Williams. A lot a 
like. People would legitimately get mad at him that he 
wouldn’t stop for pictures or autographs because he wasn’t 
Robin Williams. 

“So, out there somewhere is a person who is still mad that 
Robin Williams was mean to them. Except it wasn’t him.” 

2) AMHousewife wrote, “I watched Henry Winkler work 
his autograph line at a con for about an hour. It was 
absolutely fascinating. Everyone got a word and a 
handshake or touch. He was just engaging. Not only did he 
make everyone feel a little special, but he naturally knew 
how to end an interaction.” 

3) Hot_Cookie wrote, “Hugh Jackman is so freaking nice. 
Walked past him and his wife as they were going out for 

                                                
84 Source: twinklenuts, “If Jesus came back, what would he be most 
disappointed in?” Reddit. AskReddit. 2 August 2019 
<https://tinyurl.com/yyegq8ae>. 



dinner. And he saw how surprised I was and shook my 
hand,  and when I got into the car with my family who of 
course didn’t believe me, he then jogged back over to the 
car and waved at everyone! What a legend! After that, they 
now believe me 50% of the time when I say I saw a celeb!” 

4) Hey_Laaady wrote this: 

“Interestingly, Yoko Ono is incredibly personable and 
warm. This was around 1998. I was backstage and on 
crutches. After getting through the (understandable) 
labyrinth of bodyguards, I was able to meet her and Sean 
Lennon (also super normal and down to earth) and we had 
a nice chat. She even gave me a little half-hug as I was 
leaving, and I was surprised by that. 

“Hands down, Henry Winkler (as one would expect) is a 
total sweetheart. I thanked him for making me laugh 
through the years, and he took my hand and said, ‘Thank 
you for telling me that!’ 

“And, I ended up downloading sound files from Phil 
Collins at my former job. I was having trouble with the 
files, and he walked me through it over the phone. Very 
patient with me, especially since it was something simple.” 

horseshow_crabby commented: 

“I have a group of friends who all went to high school 
together and one of their moms worked with Henry 
Winkler (he was a client of hers). Every single one of them 
said he was an amazing, genuine man who would stop by at 
family parties, holiday dinners, and stop in for Hanukah 
festivities, etc. He would remember short conversations 
from years before and ask if they’re still playing baseball, 
how their mom was doing, if their brother was enjoying 
[specific college], etc., and these were just the middle and 
high school friends of the son of his [accountant or 
something]. 



“He sounds absolutely incredible. Tom Hanks’ reputation 
level of incredible.” 

5) SecondSlap wrote, “Not a rudest but nicest: Selena 
Gomez. First time I was 11 or 12 and she was insanely 
kind; she even talked to my friend over the phone because 
she was a fan of hers. Second time I was 16 and she was 
exactly the same — also complimented my friends and me 
at her meet and greet. And about a week ago she came into 
my work (I wasn’t there at the time, but) she tipped $100 
on an $80 bill.) 

6) trashlikeyourmom wrote, “The NICEST celebrity I ever 
met was Dee Snider from Twisted Sister. THAT MAN IS 
SO F[**]KING NICE. My friend and I saw him on an 
airplane and tried to sneak-follow him through the terminal 
when we landed. He was with a group of people, and he 
turned to them and said he was going to go to something 
and they should go ahead, he’d meet up with them. They 
walked off, and he turned around to my friend and me and 
asked us where we were headed. (We actually needed to be 
on the opposite end of the airport.) He spoke to us nicely 
and signed autographs for both of us (‘Twisted Forever’) 
and then told us to have a safe trip and not to miss our 
flight. Anytime anyone asks about celebrities, I tell this 
story because you wouldn’t think that someone who got 
famous for a hair-metal and eye-shadow character would be 
such a wholesome person in real life.” 

7) ShirraPwns wrote, “From the celebrity’s perspective, if 
you give out one autograph/photo, it’s potentially the start 
to a group of people stopping, asking for similar things, and 
they could be there all day fulfilling them. In their eyes, it’s 
not 30 seconds for you, but at least 20 minutes for those 
around you. These people are very busy, and there just 
might not be time.” 



Ghoulishgirl commented, “My opinion is that people are 
very creepy with celebrities. This whole thread is cringy to 
me. If they have a bad day, don’t smile, won’t do what the 
people want them to do, get upset if someone gets six 
inches from their face, or slaps them hard on the back, then 
[some people think] they are just horrible. And [some 
people think] they owe us their life, if we see them, we own 
them or they shouldn’t get to do their craft. You know, the 
whole thing they are famous for because they do it so well. 
I hope people will start giving them a break, I hope the ‘me 
too’ movement moves in their direction and people will 
stop picking apart their looks, saying nasty things on social 
media, stalking them with cameras, etc. That crap has got 
to end. It just isn’t right and they are people, and just 
because you pay someone doesn’t mean they give up 
human rights. How can people not see this?”85 

86. “What’s One Nice Thing You’ve Done for a 
Stranger Recently?” 

1) candycanenightmare wrote this: 

“I was out in town recently and there was a girl sitting 
outside. She’d taken psychedelics, and her friends left her 
and she was really frightened. 

“A friend and I stayed with her and calmed her down and 
eventually ordered her an Uber home, and texted her to 
make sure she was home safe and was okay. 

“Some friends.” 

2) davt4 wrote, “My son and I had just parked in the Home 
Depot parking lot and there was an older gentlemen (about 
70) a couple of spaces over that was attempting to load a 

                                                
85 Source: jaydhawk, “Who’s the rudest celebrity you’ve met?” Reddit. 
AskWomen. 2018 <https://tinyurl.com/y5976vt2>. 



cart full of bark bags into the back of his pickup truck. He 
was struggling so my son and I stopped. My son jumped 
into the back of his pickup and I lifted the bags to him 
while he stacked. We got that cart emptied in a couple of 
minutes. The gentleman was extremely grateful.” 

3) junior4ver wrote this: 

“It wasn’t really much, but a lady came into my store (I 
work at a pizza place) and ordered food. She had a child 
who couldn’t have been older than two. She placed her 
order and when it was ready she tried to pay with a card 
that just would not go through. She called her bank to try 
and figure out why. Apparently, there was something 
wrong with the card and they were going to have to send 
her a new one. 

“She tried a different card and it paid $18 of the $21 order. 
She didn’t have any more money, and refunding her can 
take several days to return to her account. Normally I 
would have just done that, but she had the kid with her and 
I just felt bad turning them away since the lady didn’t seem 
well off to begin with. So I went ahead and got [money] out 
of my purse and paid the difference myself.” 

4) sleepyhollow_101 wrote, “I helped a couple people out 
at the metro station. The metro where I live is different 
from what a lot of people are used to, and I see tourists all 
the time who can’t figure out how to load their cards. I had 
the same issues when I first moved here so when I see 
people having issues, I try to help them out and show them 
how to do it.” 

5) Sarcastinkk wrote, “I once was sitting in a train to go see 
my father and next to me was this man in his 20’s. He then 
started to write something on a paper. I didn’t know what 
but this obviously made him sad because I could hear him 
quietly sobbing at some point. I had tissues in my purse so I 



took one and put it on a corner of his paper. He stopped 
writing and looked at me, saying a sweet ‘Thank you’ 
while smiling. He wiped off his tears and then went back to 
writing.” 

6) alreadyjustaskeleton wrote, “I work at a theatre, and a 
guy today was fretting about his sales figures for 
tomorrow’s show (a one-off solo thing) because it looked 
like he’d only sold 4 tickets. I had a five-minute gap in my 
schedule so I dug about in our system and discovered a 
glitch had hidden all the sales from our biggest ticket 
vendor, so I went to find him and told him his real sales 
figures. He was so relieved he almost cried.86 

87. “Husbands/Wives of Reddit, What Did Your SO 
[Significant Other] Do at Some Point that Made You 
Think ‘Yup, They’re the One’?” 

1) SheWolfNayru wrote this: 

“I had just had surgery on my abdomen and had a bunch of 
air pumped in during the process, and it had to make its 
way out one way or another but we hadn’t crossed that line 
yet. 

“One night we were lying in bed together and I was really 
struggling and he could tell. He kept asking what was 
wrong until finally I cried, ‘I have to fart!’ 

“He looked at me for a moment then ripped the LOUDEST 
[fart] I have ever heard. I laughed so hard I ended up 
farting and felt much better. 

“We’ve been together nearly 13 years now. Wouldn’t 
change a thing.” 
                                                
86 Source: OrangeHairFace, “Whats one nice thing you’ve done for a 
stranger recently?” Reddit. AskReddit. 6 August 2019 
<https://tinyurl.com/y4zdcxy9>. 



xIVWIx commented: 

“That first fart is such a moment of stress. 

“I’ve held in so many farts but once you get over that first 
one, it’s all good!” 

2) skeri6 wrote, “I farted. When someone tried to call me 
out, he claimed responsibility.” 

3) gremashlo wrote this: 

“We were driving long distance to a overnight party, and 
we were listening to an oldies station. The station started 
playing ‘Party Lights’ by Claudine Clark. (Note of 
explanation — I am a record collector and former radio DJ, 
and I’ve researched and studied classic RnR [rock and roll]  
… and I have never heard this song before; although I’ve 
read a lot about it, I’ve never found a copy.) 

“She starts SINGING the song. ‘I see the lights — I see 
those party lights….’ She’s belting it. I was flabbergasted. 

“I literally turned to her and screamed, ‘How the F[**]K do 
you know this song?’ 

“Luckily, instead of freaking out at my screaming, she 
laughed — seems a girl with Down’s Syndrome that she 
cared for had it on a tape that the girl’s family played 
constantly. 

“I realized, ‘I must never let this woman out of my sight.’ 

“I still think of it as ‘our song’ — and we’ve been married 
27 years!” 

4) pissylissy666 wrote, “We talked for a couple weeks over 
text message so by the time our first date came around, we 
knew quite a bit about each other. He took me to the (only 
good) Chinese buffet in town. It was almost close and I 
wanted some ice cream before we left. He knew what kind 



I liked already and he knew my favorite topping, sprinkles. 
He went up to the hostess and asked, since they were 
closing in 15 minutes, if he could just use the bowl of 
sprinkles for me. She agreed and he put a dollop of ice 
cream in a GIANT bowl of sprinkles and brought it back to 
the table for me. It was supposed to be a joke, but I loved it. 
It’s been six years together now.”87 

88. “What is the Most Wholesome Thing You Have 
Seen?” 

1) old_gold_mountain wrote this: 

“I was headed to Oakland from San Francisco through the 
tube. Train’s packed as always. People on BART [Bay 
Area Rapid Transit?] are good about public transit etiquette 
in general during commute hours so nobody’s talking or 
listening to music or anything. 

“When we leave the tube onto the viaduct over the Port, 
one guy answers his phone. 

“‘Hello? … Yeah? … Oh, my God! … What hospital? … 
Okay I’ll be there as soon as I can.’ 

“He hangs up and just looks super distraught. 

“Someone taps him on the shoulder and says, ‘My car is 
parked at West Oakland. Do you need a ride?’ 

“He agrees and they get off together. 

“Little gesture, but it was uplifting to see someone 
volunteer for a stranger like that.” 

                                                
87 Source: newdroid360, “Husbands/Wives of Reddit, what did your SO 
[Significant Other] do at some point that made you think ‘yup, they’re 
the one’?” Reddit. AskReddit. 5 August 2019 
<https://tinyurl.com/y4oukw56>. 



2) stankyolwitch wrote, “My last week of high school, our 
lunch lady gave out small gifts to some of the seniors. Just 
the kids who took the time to chat with her when she got to 
know more personally. I received a sketchbook with a 
sweet good luck note in it. I was always in art club and was 
going to school for fine arts. So she took the time to get all 
of us a gift that was specific to US. This lady saw hundreds 
of kids a day and still took the effort to get to know us.” 

3) Sunnyhunnibun wrote, “When I was a preschool teacher, 
we had one kid who was our certified cheer-upper. If 
someone was crying, she’d get a tissue, walk over, 
carefully blot their eyes and make them blow their nose. 
All while saying, ‘It’s okay. You’re okay’. Eventually 
they’d stop crying, she’d take their hand, and they’d go 
play. She was a little angel.” 

smileedude commented, “I feel like this is Betty White’s 
origin story.” 

Vitrucid commented, “I was playing with my six-year-old 
nephew and pretending to cry really dramatically, and I 
suddenly his two-year-old brother yells ‘OH, NO!’ from 
the other room, comes running in repeating ‘oh, no!’ as he 
runs, and starts patting my cheeks and dabbing at my eyes 
with his shirt, saying ‘you okay.’ Such a sweet kiddo.” 

Tulsasmommas commented, “This sounds like my 
daughter. My daughter is on the [autism?] spectrum, but 
she is very loving and likes to give hugs. She just has a 
sixth sense about her when someone really needs that hug. 
One of her daycare workers had just found out her cancer 
had returned. She hadn’t told a soul at the school yet. My 
daughter just walked up to her and said, ‘I think you need a 
hug’ and gave her one. She still does that to this day. The 
child is clueless on so much, she can’t pick up sarcasm at 
all, but boy, is she in tune emotionally to people!” 



4) eDgAR wrote this:  

“This is more heard than seen, but I was spending the night 
at my mom’s house for Christmas. Her birthday is on the 
25th and we usually go to a movie for it, so it was just 
easier for me to spend the night so we could go out the next 
day. 

“Anyway, it’s about 2am and I’m outside having a 
cigarette, when suddenly I hear one of the neighbors 
yelling, ‘What are you doing outside? Get your [*]ss back 
in.’ Immediately after I hear a kid yell in protest, followed 
by, ‘Dad, I just wanted to see Santa land on the roof!’ 

“This kid snuck out of bed and out of the house at 2 in the 
morning when it was probably like 20F outside, just so he 
could see Santa. It was really adorable, and also pretty 
hilarious.” 

MisterPhip commented, “My parents always told me that 
Santa won’t come down the chimney with presents unless 
I’m asleep. So, I would sneak out of bed and sleep on the 
floor near the fireplace hoping that I’d wake up when he 
arrived. 

I always awoke in my own bed assuming Santa saw me 
sleeping and took me to my room. Good guy, that Santa.” 

milkandket commented: 

“One Christmas Eve we had crazy wind and a lot of our 
roof tiles fell off and smashed in the garden. 

“Mam told me Santa must’ve knocked them off with his 
sleigh. 

I believed her for years.” 

5) GnomesStoleMyMeds wrote, “I have two nieces. At the 
little one’s birthday her friend gave her two unicorn toys. 



She immediately looks at big sis with a huge smile: ‘Look 
big sis! This one for you! We can both play!’ She was 
genuinely so excited to play unicorns with her sister and it 
never even occurred to her that she didn’t need to give one 
to her. My heart grew three sizes that day.” 

6) tanis_ivy wrote, “I gifted a used electric wheelchair to a 
family who couldn’t afford one. The kid, maybe 14 years 
old, was kinda grumpy looking when he arrived, didn’t say 
much. Once we got him in the chair and he was zooming 
around, he was all smiles; his mother was also super happy. 
I heard the next day he told his sister to clear off the 
driveway so he could practice with it, and by the weekend 
he had gone to a fair.” 

7) Pinkvanilla wrote this: 

“Bit of a back story 

“My pregnancy had been difficult and I was worried for my 
unborn child. A 20-week scan showed it was looking like 
my baby had a birth defect but we would only know the full 
extent when he was born. 

“Being in a vulnerable state, I was looking for hope. 

“As is the case with these things, I turned to woo 
[superstition]. I bought a large crystal necklace (it was a 
beast of a thing) and put all hopes that this would ‘save’ my 
baby. My husband is not the spiritual type and told me up 
front that it was a pile of nonsense / sh[*]t, but if it made 
me happy, to wear the ‘thing’. It might as well have been 
attached to my skin — that thing never came off. 

“Moving along to the birth. 

“I had to be induced as the baby wasn’t moving. After 
being poked and prodded with all sorts [of things?], I 
finally was in labor. Slowly things took a turn for the 



worse; this baby wasn’t going to come out smoothly. He 
was in distress and he needed out immediately. Before I 
knew it, I was about to go into surgery for an emergency C 
Section [caesarian]. I was told I had to take off all my 
jewelry. 

“In a haze, I took off the crystal and handed it to me 
husband. 

“I’m being wheeled away to surgery and all I can see is the 
look of fear on my husband’s face as he slowly put on the 
necklace. 

“That moment has never left me. 

Thankfully, my child was born healthy and the defect 
wasn’t life threatening. He is now turning three, and my life 
couldn’t be further away from that moment, but it [that 
moment] still gets me in the feels.” 

Note by David Bruce: The online Urban Dictionary defines 
“woo” in this way: “the way a person is when they 
uncritically believe unsubstantiated or unfounded ideas” (< 
https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=woo>). 

8) Moikepdx wrote this: 

“A little boy at the airport kept trying to climb over a 
concrete divider that had active traffic on the other side. 
His mom was loaded with luggage and kept trying to stop 
him, but didn’t have free hands. 

“My brother-in-law walked up and said, ‘Hey, kid. There’s 
a rule here. You have to keep one foot on the ground at all 
times. Look around. Everyone has at least one foot on the 
ground.’ 

“The kid kept trying to climb, but with one foot firmly 
glued to the ground he wasn’t in danger anymore. Such a 



creative and wholesome way to let the kid keep playing 
while keeping him safe!” 

9) jakecraft1356 wrote, “So my mom is like a walking 
charity that can essentially do no harm. She has her flaws, 
but she does her best. Any-who, this is a story on how she 
shares things. Just this week, we were at the supermarket 
and she saw we had forgotten our plastic reusable bags, so I 
went to get them. When I came back and gave them to her, 
she took out two of the more expensive ones and gave them 
to this lady who was with her kid, and tbh [to be honest], 
how she did it was so nice. She saw she didn’t have the 
budget to buy the bags (I guess) so she just gave them to 
her. And the lady was so grateful. Another time, she gave 
away a pendant to a girl with Down syndrome that I’m sure 
was expensive (I don’t keep track of what she buys, but it 
was on the expensive side of the box that day) and the girl 
was so happy.” 

10) krncrds wrote this: 

“A few years ago, I was on my way to catch the bus when a 
middle-aged woman called me from behind a newspaper 
stand. She pointed to the bus stop, one block down, where a 
guy was standing holding something. She said he was her 
son, who just got out of jail after serving time for dealing 
drugs, and today was his first day trying to make an honest 
life. He had baked some traditional pastries himself and 
was trying to sell it on the bus stop, and she wanted to 
make sure things went right for him on his first day so he 
would not feel tempted to go back on selling drugs. 

“Then she put some money on my hand, asked me if I 
could buy some pastry and obviously not tell him she was 
there. At the stop, I saw the guy, probably in his mid-30s, 
with this little table of pastries. I bought three, we chatted a 
little bit and one minute later my bus arrived and I left. 



“It always makes me emotional and warm inside to think 
how pure a mother’s love can be.” 

11) Toymeister wrote this: 

“I’m a record producer. On a particular song, the client 
wanted a child’s voice to open it, so the bassist’s 10-year-
old son came and recorded a vocal part. 

“Once we wrapped, the singer said to the kid: ‘Musicians 
get paid.’ And he handed the kid a £20 note. The bassist 
then did the same. 

“A small gesture maybe, but in our world making a living 
is hard and it was amazing to see professionals showing 
how it ought to be.”88 

89. “What Do Insanely Poor People Buy that Ordinary 
People Know Nothing About?” 

TEDOG1232 wrote this: 

“Here’s a old story my friend once told me: 

“Lots of school systems do free lunches for kids under 18 
during the summer. When he was a kid, he remembered his 
dad taking him to get lunch at the school and then go play 
disc golf, soccer, or do something else free and fun; it was a 
blast, and he had no clue it was because they were poor. 

“[They went to] dollar [movie] theaters, and sometimes 
they had a free afternoon/evening show for kids with the 
purchase of a parent ticket. Many movies were seen by the 
three of them [another sibling, too?] for $4 with a shared 
popcorn and coke. 

                                                
88 Source: Tyrebird, “What is the most wholesome thing you have 
seen?” Reddit. AskReddit. 8 August 2019 
<https://tinyurl.com/y2c7xkmq>. 



“His dad was amazing at making them feel rich on 
basically nothing.”89 

90. “What are Some Simple Things We Can Do in Our 
Everyday Lives to be Better People?” 

1) Haelester wrote, “One thing I do is doing something nice 
for others in a way in which they specifically can not thank 
me. I used to offer my bus seat to old people and pregnant 
women or people with visible disabilities; now when I see 
them enter the bus, I get up and stand next to the door as if 
I want to get off soon while looking at my phone, and in 
90% of the cases they take the seat I just left without the 
awkwardness, which always makes me a bit happy inside.” 

2) mtnwanderer, “I always make an effort to be kind and 
polite to people in service positions. The bus driver, my 
server, the customer support agent I’m talking to on the 
phone … I’ve worked lots of service industry jobs and 
some people are just terrible to deal with. I don’t know if I 
can make up for the rude people by being nice, but at least I 
can avoid being one of them.”90 

91. “Emergency Service Dispatchers, What is the 
Scariest Call You have Ever Gotten?” 

kikiyayah wrote this: 

“One of the first calls I ever took. Woman calls up and asks 
about the process of filing a restraining order. She discusses 
how her boyfriend has been abusive and controlling. Mid 

                                                
89 Source: TEDOG1232, “What do insanely poor people buy, that 
ordinary people know nothing about?” Reddit. AskReddit. 8 August 
2019 <https://tinyurl.com/yydc9uk4>. 
90 Source: grxnxdos, “What are some simple things we can do in our 
everyday lives to be better people?” Reddit. AskWomen. 8 August 
2019 <https://tinyurl.com/y6bhg9yt>. 



conversation the doorbell rings, she puts me on hold and 
opens the door, and I hear yelling. Guy barges in and starts 
beating on her and I’m sitting there helpless listening, 
because I didn’t have her address yet. Luckily, I did have 
her name and within a few minutes we got her address and 
got help to her. She was pretty badly injured but lived, and 
he is still in jail. That call made me doubt myself and if I 
was in the right profession, but I stuck with it and it has 
been a very rewarding (though sometimes sad) profession.” 

Rubyhardflames commented, “I guess that’s why it’s a 
good tip to open an emergency call with the address first. I 
read it somewhere on the protip sub. That way if you get 
interrupted the dispatcher can still send authorities to the 
location, even if it was just faulty signal.” 

Kikiyayah replied, “That’s the standard SOP [Standard 
Operating Procedure], yeah; problem was this call came in 
on a business line which also meant I got no address info 
on the screen. But that is absolutely right, if there is only 
piece of info that you can give to an operator the address is 
the choice. No matter what, if we have the address we can 
help.91 

92. “What is Something You Want to Brag About, But 
Never Get the Chance Because It Never Comes Up in 
Conversation?” 

1) zazzeldazzel wrote this: 

“I think my dad was pretty close to an ideal parent. 

“I was always close to my dad and knew everyone liked 
him, but lots of people think their dads are the best, right?” 

                                                
91 Source: King_bob992, “Emergency service dispatchers, what is the 
scariest call you have ever gotten?” Reddit. AskReddit. 10 August 2019 
<https://tinyurl.com/y6otrgg3>. 



CommentCalligraphy asked, “Can you give us some 
examples of what made him such a great dad?” 

emilyntheinternet replied, “Not OP [Original Poster] but 
one of the best ways I can summarize how great my Dad is, 
is ‘kindness before opinion, always’. He was always so 
great at giving me advice and encouraging me to do better, 
because he was first and foremost full of love for me. He 
would think I was doing something COMPLETELY wrong 
and his first instinct would never be to tell me off. First, 
he’d just ask how things were going, maybe ask why I was 
doing it that way or had that opinion. And then once he 
understood my perspective, he would offer his. In that 
order. Every time.” 

2) averagegeekinlondon wrote, “I once saw a guy lying on 
a road trying to die. I went in front of him, waving at cars 
not to hit him. Then I convinced him to go out of the street 
and talk. Stayed with him a couple of hours. I don’t talk 
about this incident ever, nothing to brag about. We all have 
our ups and downs. Sometimes all we need is someone to 
talk. Guy is still alive 10 years later.”92 

93. “What is a Good Deed that You Have Done that 
Nobody Knows About?” 

1) EMRmania wrote, “I tipped a waitress $50 for a $20 
meal because her other table was treating her so badly that 
she was crying in the back.” 

MrsCompootahScience commented: 

“This reminds me of my first day of work ever. I was 
working at the Starbucks of the local airport and I had to 

                                                
92 Source: Clarkeyo49, “What is something you want to brag about, but 
never get the chance because it never comes up in conversation?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 10 August 2019 <https://tinyurl.com/y6p9jp23>. 



work the 4AM shift, and it was one of those days when we 
had a line of customers before opening. One of the first 
ladies was one of those people who have a very specific, 
very long special order (you know with the sugar-free 
syrups, soy milk, a different number of shots, etc.). It being 
my first day, I was asked to write the cups. I was 
overwhelmed by her order and had to ask her to repeat 
herself twice; each time she would repeat the entire order 
just as fast as the last time. I could feel myself becoming 
physically red as I had to ask her one more time about the 
last item. She started yelling at me, saying that I was 
incompetent and that she did not want me to make her 
drink. I could feel tears swelling in my eyes. Thankfully, 
my coworker defended me and told her how that was my 
first day. Once that whole ordeal was over, the lady behind 
her gave us a $20 tip and that completely made me feel a 
million times better. I should probably mention that English 
is not my first language and that it was not as good as it is 
now, so that definitely added to the stress. 

“I guarantee that what you did completely made that 
waitress feel so much better, and I would like to thank you 
for her just like I would like to thank that other lady as 
well.” 

EMRmania responded, “I think it’s important to stand up 
for other people in the service industry. There are too many 
entitled and ignorant people who have never had to do this 
kind of work and don’t appreciate what everyone who does 
goes through. Then there are the people who are just 
d[*]cks and think that anyone working a service job is 
beneath them. So if someone is being rude to a person who 
is waiting on them, make sure you say something.” 

2) katiebug0131 wrote, “If I get good customer service, I 
either call the manager or write a good review about the 
employee. I think people these days spend too much time 



complaining and don’t give recognition where it is 
warranted.” 

hogiewan commented: 

“I do this, too. One time I called Home Depot after the 
same guy helped me twice in the same week — great guy 
and great service. When I told the manager how good he 
was, the manager told me he was thinking of giving the guy 
a raise and my call made him sure of the decision. 

“Another time I called a local home A/V store (boss had 
them over to his house for the install and I was there to help 
with the network-related things). The manager got on the 
phone expecting to get chewed out. He was shocked that 
someone would call with a compliment.” 

3) Dawulf wrote, “My dad works at a school and received 
an email from the counselor asking if anyone had an old 
camera they didn’t need anymore that this girl could have. 
She came from a rough background and lived alone with 
her grandma, and they didn’t have a lot of money, but she 
apparently really enjoyed and had a talent for photography. 
My dad asked if I still had my old one, since I had just 
received a DSLR [Digital Single-Lens Reflex Camera] as a 
graduation present a few months prior, and I did, but the 
thing was on its last leg. I instead went out with the first 
paycheck I had gotten from my first ‘real’ job and bought 
this girl a brand-new camera and all the necessary 
accessories to go with it.” 

4) SpecialK wrote, “When I have spare cash, I will 
anonymously donate a few bucks to small-time streamers 
on Twitch. Some of them try very hard, but they are just a 
small fish in a giant ocean. It is incredible to see their face 
after they get a donation, unlike all the big-time streamers 
who are so used to donations every 30 seconds.” 



Kyente commented, “You are the people we love. With the 
over-saturation of broadcasters, it’s really hard to gain any 
traction. A lot of people work extremely hard to put on a 
great show and have amazing quality where others will put 
next to no time into the production because they want 
people’s money. Those few bucks bring huge motivation 
for some streamers who prove that their channel is worth 
going to. I remember my first donation, and it completely 
changed the way I view my stream. So from all of us 
‘small’ streamers, thank you. :)”93 

94. “What Cute Thing Do You Want to See the Most?”  

1) PoodleFan wrote, “A fridge full of food? 

xx_iKillWhatiEat commented, “I understand that this reply 
might be a joke, but just in case it isn’t (or it’s accurate but 
not a big deal like if you live alone and eat out regularly), 
can I email you a grocery store giftcard or something like 
that?” 

“PoodleFan replied, “Aw, thank you. Reddit can be such a 
kind place. Things are ok, but seriously — thank you for 
asking. 

“PS: In keeping with the original spirit of the question, I 
think my dogs are superrr cute, but if I had to think of 
something else, I’d like to hang out with a baby gorilla.” 

2) brindamourpourtoi wrote, “A handwritten love letter!” 

3) Dr3vvv wrote this: 

“A kiss in the rain. 

                                                
93 Source: Ask_Me_If_I_Farted, “What is a good deed that you have 
done that nobody knows about?” Reddit. AskReddit. 2015 
<https://tinyurl.com/y48v9q38>. 



“And I’d like to be one of the two kissing, if possible.”94 

95. “Women Who were Raised by Single Dads, What 
Made Your Dad So Great?” 

1) beiraleia wrote this: 

“He was really, really sweet and understanding. The first 
time I had my period, he bought almost everything in the 
feminine-care aisle — also soap, a washcloth, towel, and 
change of clothes. (I was on my period, but you’d think I 
was stabbed given his ‘care packages.’) 

“I also had NO IDEA when my period would come so it 
was always a surprise until I got to HS [High School] and 
my friends were like … how do you NOT know when your 
period is coming? Anyways, he would come up to the 
school with my care packages just about every month. 

“He was also a very kind man … liked to feed the 
neighborhood. He exercised tolerance to people from all 
walks of life. Still does. Taught me how to change a tire, 
some woodworking skills, and how to be handy around the 
house. I could go on and on about why my dad was great in 
the same way most people would talk about their moms — 
she was alive, but I didn’t really talk to her between ages 
10 and 18. 

“Although he couldn’t teach me the ‘girly’ stuff, I’d like to 
think he raised me to be a compassionate, well-rounded 
individual. So yeah, he’s pretty awesome in my book.” 

2) niki_bubble94 wrote this: 

“My dad would charge those old digital cameras the night 
before when he knew the next day I would be going out 

                                                
94 Source: flufpon, “What cute thing do you want to see the most?” 
Reddit. AskWomen. 16 August 2019 <https://tinyurl.com/yyrw6jy3>. 



with my friends. When I woke up, there would be a note 
telling me that cameras are all charged up and check his 
drawer. He would leave me pocket money for the day with 
it. 

“He always bought my clothes whenever he went on a 
business trip. When I had my first heartbreak, he listened 
and helped me get over him. 

“He was always there for me. When he told me ‘no,’ I just 
knew it was for a good reason. 

“I always wondered what’s the best gift I can give him. I 
studied and got settled, but I saw the real joy when he met 
my boyfriend/fiancé. 

“He was always worried about me finding someone and 
having an everlasting love that he didn’t. When he met my 
boyfriend for the first time after three years of being 
together (we live in different countries), I saw the way my 
dad treated him. He welcomed my bf [boyfriend] with all 
love, and that’s when I realized the best gift I could give 
him was a son-in-law who would put all his fears to rest.”95 

96. “Therapists of Reddit, What was the Time You were 
the Closest to Crying?” 

nelphidelvein wrote this: 

“I had a patient with cancer with two years to live. I 
encouraged her pretty early in the therapy to bring her 
boyfriend with her. After that appointment, he came often 
to the therapy. Her cancer got worse, and it was clear she 
only had some months or weeks to live. She was in a bad 
mental state, and he handed me a book to look at since he 
                                                
95 Source: Chingaloooo, “Women who were raised by single dads, what 
made your dad so great?” Reddit. AskWomen. 
<https://tinyurl.com/y6kwwksf>. 



wanted to give it to her. It was a diary from a parallel 
universe, as he called it. It wasn’t a daily-diary — more 
like every entry was at least a few months apart in the 
future. Some entries were daily sh[*]t, even fights, family 
gatherings, etc., they would have in the future. The last 
page seemed the most interesting to me since ‘it was the 
end,’ you know? He wrote about them living in a house 
with their kids and grandchildren and enjoying their time. I 
wished I had the chance to read the whole book, but those 
few pages I scanned for triggers were heartbreaking. 

“I’m not very empathetic — more like a rational therapist 
and my patients do like this — but this caught me off-guard 
like nothing before; it was one of the few times I had tears 
in my eyes in front of a patient. 

“tl;dr [too long; didn’t read] Roughly 150 pages, written by 
hand about their lives without cancer.”96 

97. “What is Your Best Experience with a Stranger 
Whom You Never Saw Again in Your Life?” 

ZoomZoomBlondie wrote this: 

“I was on the way to the vet with my 11-year-old shepherd 
who I was having put down. She had been having seizures 
(I wasn’t aware until the night before when I saw one, but it 
had been going on for a few days) and the life and will to 
live had gone out of her eyes. So I cried all day at work, 
made the appointment, and went home to pack her up. I 
decided to go to Wendy’s since it was closest to the vet and 
a nice big park. My girl was in the back seat on a blanket 
and I went inside to get a few things, a cheeseburger, 
nuggets, chocolate frosty (yeah, chocolate — I didn’t care 

                                                
96 Source: baghdad-car-bomb, “Therapists of reddit. What was the time 
you were the closest to crying?” Reddit. AskReddit. 14 August 2019 
<https://tinyurl.com/yyszhad2>. 



at that point and even said ‘vanilla … no, chocolate, it 
doesn’t matter’) and then asked for a tray of bacon. The girl 
questioned me about it, yes, I just wanted a tray of bacon, 
cue tears — ‘it’s for my dog’ — and when I got the receipt 
they hadn’t charged me at all for probably half a pound of 
it. That’s nice thing #1. 

“The second was when we went to the park to eat. She 
couldn’t stand or walk at that point; the seizures took that 
from her almost overnight. So I carried her to a nice sunny 
spot behind some trees where we wouldn’t be easily seen 
by other people there, because an old dog with a crying 
owner is pretty traumatic to some people, and I didn’t want 
to be bothered. I laid her down in the grass and returned to 
the car to get food. When I got back to her, I fed her all the 
goodies I had gotten, and I petted and lay with her in the 
sun. She finished and went back to just looking defeated, so 
I knew it was time to go. Since she couldn’t walk, I took 
the trash to my car first, and opened the back door, crying 
the entire time. I got her and carried her to the car, put her 
inside and closed the door, got in the driver’s side and just 
sat. And cried.  

“A random woman who had just parked next to me to run 
with her husband was looking at me … I could feel her 
stares and that she wanted to talk to me so I rolled down 
my window.  

“She asked, ‘Are you OK?’  

“I replied I was, we were on our way to the vet and had just 
had bacon and goodies in the sun, through my tears, with a 
sad smile. She placed her hand on my shoulder through my 
window, and, crying herself, said everything would be OK, 
I was making the right decision and she could see that by 
how much I loved my dog. Then she walked away, still 
crying for me, and I left.  



“It was the sweetest, most unintentionally amazing memory 
I have of someone I didn’t know. I was at the vet for well 
over an hour saying my goodbyes and stopped at the park 
to leave a note of thanks on her car, but I found I didn’t 
have a pen. So I ripped off the bottom of the paper that had 
the vet info on it (so she would know who it came from), 
clipped a flower hair clip on it I had in my car and left it 
under her windshield wiper. I wish I knew if she got it or 
not — her actions that day meant the world.”97 

98. “Who is that One Stranger Whom You Never 
Forgot?” 

1) puq123 wrote this: 

“Well, I guess I forgot about him in one way. I was in a 
motorcycle accident where a car swerved head on at me, 
and I took a major blow to the head. Thankfully I always 
wore a helmet, so that took 95% of the blow. But I was still 
understandably very shook. 

“I barely remember getting hit, and then bam I was just 
lying there on the ground almost blacked out, drifting from 
consciousness to unconsciousness. And this dude in a 
company van pulled over asking what the f[**]k was 
wrong with the car that hit me since he saw it all happen, 
and the dude ran over to me, helped me up to my legs (I 
remember falling over once after he picked me up) and 
drove me to the nearest hospital in his company van (it was 
only a couple of blocks away, so no need to call an 
ambulance). I remember crying, and repeatedly saying, 
‘I’m so sorry,’ for no reason. Something in my brain 
obviously fried from the fall. And then I noticed my arm 
was bleeding all over his seat, which made me say ‘sorry’ 
                                                
97 Source: vpatel11, “What is your best experience with a stranger who 
you never saw again in your life?” Reddit. AskReddit. 24 November 
2013 <https://tinyurl.com/y4yqdw2b>. 



even more and he laughed and said, ‘It’s okay, the 
company will pay for that’. Then we arrived, and he took 
me to the ER [Emergency Room] and waited with me for a 
doctor to come. The doctor checked me up, took the helmet 
off (which I still wore for the whole trip, which is very 
important until a doctor can make sure it’s fine to take it 
off) and made sure I wasn’t seriously hurt. Meanwhile the 
dude who helped me is still sitting in the waiting room for 
me. I took a couple of x-rays because my arm hurt a lot, but 
it was just a hairline crack in my bone, so nothing major. 
But this still took like an hour to get the pictures developed, 
etc. After that I was free to go, and I saw the dude still 
sitting there, waiting for me. And not just THAT. It turns 
out that directly after he left me with the doctors, he drove 
to the accident scene and took photos of everything for 
insurance purposes, and also called the police. He also 
propped up my motorbike against a nearby wall to protect it 
from more damage. And then he went back to the ER, 
waited for me, and then texted all pictures and information 
to me, and he also said he’d witness in case the woman 
who hit me tried to pull something legal against me. And 
then he drove me home and helped me into my bed. 

“The dude literally took like three hours of his own time 
when he was supposed to be working, and he helped me 
with everything instead. And I never even got his name. 

“Big ramble, I know, I’ve just never talked about this 
before. “My memory was so hazy from the concussion, but 
it all came back when I started writing this.” 

2) The14thScorpion wrote this: 

“My cousin and I were visiting Kyoto, Japan. It was cold, 
and we clearly looked lost. Nobody spoke English, and 
most of the signs were in Japanese. 



“Suddenly, an old Japanese man walked up to us, showed 
us the bus stop, which bus to take, and where to disembark. 
Then since the bus was still 45 minutes away, he took us to 
a nearby izakaya (small bar). 

“Turns out he was a professor at Kyoto University and was 
on his way home. He hung out with us, had a beer, and then 
he was gone. 

“I do not remember his name, but I will never forget how 
energetic and kind this man was.” 

3) on_a_whisper wrote this: 

“The gangsta dude at the gas station who was walking up to 
the door with his friend and stopped to tell him, ‘Hold up, I 
gotta hold the door for this b[*]tch’ as he held the door for 
me. Classic.” 

Sudden_shart commented, “Similarly the guys who were 
smoking by my car as I was leaving work late one night. I 
was the last to leave and I froze by the door seeing them 
gathered around my car. One guy looks up and yells, ‘Get 
the f[**]k away from this lady’s car; we’re freaking her 
out,’ and they all dispersed.” 

[deleted] commented, “I didn’t think it was possible to be 
so courteous yet so rude at the same time.” 

[deleted] commented, “Chivalry is not dead.” 

4) currentlyquang wrote, “So back when I was in 5th grade, 
I was riding my bike in my neighborhood when I came 
across this toy company. I thought it was a toy store so I 
walked nonchalantly into it, thinking very little. Anyway a 
man who I think was the manager welcomed me and ask 
me why I was there. I wasn’t very sure so he went ahead 
and gave me a tour and walkthrough of the company. He 



was a gentlemen and even gave me a toy (can’t remember 
what) when I left the building.” 

redbuds commented, “My story is somewhat similar. I was 
in a bead shop when I was little, and I was playing with 
some wooden animals that lined the shelves. The owner 
noticed I liked the elephant a lot and she told me she 
thought I should have it. I remember in my child-mind 
being so struck by her kindness (she doesn’t even know 
me! I’m in a store but this is free!), and the little wooden 
elephant is still something I use to decorate my home to 
this day. Every time I see it, I am so grateful and reminded 
of this stranger’s kindness.”98 

99. “What’s the Best Thing Someone has Ever Said to 
You?” 

1) latasha_chapman wrote this: 

“I was a new mom staying home with my newborn son. He 
had a heart condition, and on top of that he had horrible 
reflux. Honestly looking back, that whole time of my life 
was a big blur. I remember usually needing a shower and a 
break. Spot cleaning my hair in the sink after being spit up 
on was a regular thing for me. 

“They say you should sleep when the baby sleeps. I had a 
hard time with this because there was always so much to 
do. On top of that, I was afraid I wouldn’t wake up if I slept 
when he did. I was soooo tired. 

“One day my mom and my sister came over to visit. I can’t 
remember what I said, but I remember talking to my mom 
in the kitchen when she stopped, looked at me, and said: 

“‘Go to bed. Just … go to bed.’ 
                                                
98 Source: [deleted], “Who is that one stranger that you never forgot?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 5 January 2018 <https://tinyurl.com/y4pe79q4>. 



“My mom and sister spent the night. I had the best sleep 
ever, knowing that they got him and he was safe and sound. 

“And THAT was the greatest thing anyone has ever said to 
me.” 

2) SmoSays wrote this: 

“‘That drawing you did is b[*]d[*]ss!’ Said by coworker 
who seemed wildly indifferent toward me up until that 
point 

“Random [*]ss coworkers and strangers at work saying, 
‘[Aforementioned coworker] showed me your work. 
You’re very talented!’ 

“Context: posted art on Facebook. A couple likes but not 
by this coworker. Instead, he hunted me down in person to 
tell me how much he likes it. Then I had a smattering of 
other people who weren’t on my friends’ list or who I 
didn’t even know, come and compliment me. I had to work 
out from them that not only was coworker impressed, but 
he was going around showing other people. 

“Sometimes people compliment you when it’s expected of 
them: to assure you, to befriend you, when you’re down, 
when you clearly are proud of what you did. 

“I made no big ta-da about the painting. I just posted it 
randomly in the middle of the night. I didn’t bring it up to 
anyone. Mostly I was sharing for my family, who also 
paint. 

“This guy never does things because he’s expected to. In 
fact he either purposefully or ignorantly does the opposite. 
It makes it easy to dislike him because he truly does come 
across [sometimes] as an [*]ssh[*]le. 

“Him going so far out of his way to tell me to my face, and 
to tell other people, is just the most genuine compliment 



I’ve ever received. He had no motivation other than ‘I like 
this.’” 

3) enthralled wrote this: 

“‘I would’ve done it if you weren’t there for me.’ 

“A guy who I knew from the days I played WoW [World of 
Warcraft] — we had a pretty fun time, all the time. I was 
14 at the time (and lying about my age, of course); he was 
like 20. 

“During one sleepless night, he just hit me up with a 
message saying, ‘I’m sorry, bro. I just can’t take it 
anymore.’ 

“He had just broken up with his girlfriend a few days 
before. Turns out he swallowed an entire bottle of pills 
trying to commit suicide, and he was telling me everything 
that was going on. How he was coughing, how he started 
puking, how he’s starting to fall asleep and he knows it’s 
going to be for the last time. 

“His parents were sleeping in the next room, while he was 
on the brink of death. I was as supportive as I could, telling 
him that it can get better, begging him to wake his parents 
up or call an ambulance because one girl wasn’t worth this 
much of a loss. 

“I was trembling the entire time, trying to talk some sense 
into his head. Somehow, I managed to make it happen. He 
woke up his parents, they called an ambulance, and he was 
hospitalized for around two weeks. 

“During those two weeks, I continually hit him up, asking 
how he was feeling — I mostly spoke to his sister, as he 
was asleep most of the time. She told me I was the only 
person who asked. 



“After he got out of the hospital, he told me the magic 
words: ‘I would’ve done it if you weren’t there for me.’ 
These words determined me to want to become a 
psychiatrist. 

“This stuff happened ~10 years ago. He’s happily married 
now, with a kid on the way and with what seems to be a 
pretty fulfilling life. We haven’t spoken until that incident. 

“Choose life, people. It can always get better.”99 

100. “What’s the Most Amazing Thing a Complete 
Stranger has Done for You?” 

1) TheWanderingHeathen wrote this: 

“This was a few years ago … 

“I was on my way to work, first day of a new job. First job 
in my new field. I was a little nervous. Walking to the bus 
stop, and I decided to pop into a little coffee shop to get my 
morning fix of liquid goodness. I’m there, standing in line 
and working behind the counter is the slowest trainee I 
have ever come across. Nice, friendly girl, but it’s her first 
day and she just doesn’t have the practice. 

“I look at the line, and at my watch. If I wait to get a coffee, 
there’s no way I’m going to make it to work on time. 
Watch, line, watch, line … nope. Gotta go. I bolt out of the 
coffee shop and just make it to the bus stop on time. 

“A short while down the road, the bus pulls into the depot 
to pick up additional passengers. As the masses are coming 
and going, some guy walks onto my bus, walks right up to 
me and hands me a coffee. 
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“‘I hope you like it double double.’ 

“He walked away as I muttered out some kind of gratitude.  

“You have to understand, this guy would have had to have 
been in the shop, seen my impatience, noticed that I 
sacrificed coffee in order to make it to work on time, saw 
the bus I got on, known that it was going to go to the depot 
(and that I would still be on it when it did), bought the 
coffee, and made it in time to give it to me before the bus 
left again.” 

2) urboitony wrote this: 

“I had been having a lot of vicious nose bleeds and was 
really frustrated with it. I was on the bus, on my way to a 
lab for university, when one started out of the blue. 
Unfortunately, I was unprepared and had no tissue or 
napkins to stop the blood from pouring everywhere. So I 
blocked off my nostril with my hand to the best of my 
ability and got off at the next stop. In a panic, I rushed to 
the nearest garbage can and held my head over it, allowing 
the blood to fall into the garbage can. I stood there, 
bleeding and embarrassed, for a few minutes in the busy 
street as people walked by and looked at me. 

“Then came my savior: a cigarette-smoking black man with 
some napkins in his hand. He walked over to me and 
extended his hand. I took the napkins gratefully and began 
to thank him. He only nodded his head and then made his 
way back to from where he came. 

“These precious napkins allowed me to make it to a coffee 
shop, where they kindly let me use their washroom to 
recover and clean up my bloodied hands, face, and jacket. I 
purchased a coffee to thank them for their hospitality and 
resumed my commute to my lab, but the act of my heroic 
cigarette-smoking black man was not forgotten.” 



3) HOO1GAN419 wrote this: 

Two stories: 

“First story: Paid for my breakfast. 

“On Saturdays and Sundays, I usually leave the car parked 
and walk everywhere. I also keep my cash in a safe and just 
grab what I need. 

“I walked out for breakfast without grabbing cash, left my 
wallet at home, and went and ate. When it got time to pay, I 
was like ‘oh, sh[*]t’. 

“I walked up to the manager and told him what happened, 
he said he sees me all the time, and he won’t flip out if I 
walk home and grab money and drive back. 

“The lady behind me said, ‘That’s a lot to go through over 
12 bucks,’ and paid for my meal. I asked for her card or 
number so I could pay her back, she said, ‘Happy Sunday,’ 
and walked away. 

“Second story: Took care of me with chickenpox. 

“I was taking the bus home from Arizona to California, it 
takes about 40 hours. I had contracted chickenpox at 23, 
which is very, very bad, and I came down with symptoms 
during the bus ride. High fever, starting to break out, body 
aches, swollen throat. 

“In Texas we picked up a bunch of dudes who just got 
released from prison. They took over the back of the bus, 
made a spot for me to lie down on the back seats, and gave 
me Tylenol and whiskey (whiskey for sore throat), garlic, 
tea, etc., and generally took care of me all the way to 
California. 

“Strangest sh[*]t ever.” 



tamammothchuk commented, “You’re living in The 
Truman Show and the producers just couldn’t let you starve 
or die!” 

4) japflack wrote this: 

“I knew a guy that for one quarter was both in my class and 
on my bus home. I didn’t think I made any impression on 
his memory, even though we were in view of each other 
every other day. 

“This one time in class, we got put into groups to discuss 
the stigma of sexual assault. All these things really got to 
me, because I had just gone through a traumatic experience 
that took a toll on me mentally. Things like ‘be careful 
what you wear/drink/say’ were passed around, and I just 
got to thinking, ‘I never for once let my guard down, and it 
still f[**]king happened.’ So I started getting a panic attack 
in the middle of class and had to excuse myself. When I got 
back, the guy asked me if I was okay. I dismissed it off 
with yes, though I remember still shaking and feeling my 
chest constrict painfully. I tried my best to just get through 
the rest of the day. 

“Cut to when we were heading home. He’s on my bus, I see 
him scribbling furiously into a notepad. When he got off on 
his stop, he dropped it in my lap. It was the most thoughtful 
letter I have ever received. He told me about how he was 
interested in social work, and that if I ever needed anything 
his number was scrawled at the bottom of the note. And 
then I broke down again in the bus. I always go out of my 
way to help strangers because I like doing it, so it was nice 
to be on the receiving end. I texted him that night and 
thanked him profusely, and we talked for a couple weeks. 

“We don’t talk anymore, maybe a clash of interests, but I 
hope he’s doing well. I stuck the note in my diary, in the 
spread I titled ‘magic exists.’” 



5) lemon_catgrass wrote this: 

“About a year and a half ago, I overdosed on heroin in my 
then-boyfriend’s apartment. 

“He called 911, and the paramedics urged me to go to the 
hospital to get checked out, because a) the Narcan they 
gave me could wear off and I could slip into 
unconsciousness again, and b) my boyfriend had spent a 
good 5-10 minutes doing chest compressions that may have 
damaged my sternum/ribcage. 

“In my confused and scared state I told them no, I didn’t 
want to, I didn’t have insurance and I couldn’t afford it. 
Eventually, they convinced me to go along with them. I 
didn’t have it in me to keep protesting, and I was pretty 
sure my world was going to be falling apart right then 
anyway. What’s an ambulance bill on top of everything 
else? 

“The paramedic who sat with me and my boyfriend in the 
back of the ambulance, though, was someone I’ll never 
forget. He was so incredibly, surprisingly kind. I told him 
that I didn’t know how I’d afford the bill for the 
ambulance, so he told me he wouldn’t list an address for 
me. He explained that usually, in those cases where the 
patient had no address, they just wouldn’t bother with a 
bill. 

“He took out a package of Narcan from his supplies and 
gave it to my boyfriend, explaining how to use it in case 
something should happen again. And he spoke the whole 
time without a hint of judgment in his voice. Even during 
the f[**]ked-up situation that was happening, I recognized 
how lucky I was to be treated by a paramedic like that, for 
something I had essentially done to myself. 

“I’m clean now, and I went into treatment about a month 
and a bit after that had happened. But I wish so badly I 



could somehow thank him for what he did. I know he 
comforted me, and I like to think he comforted my ex in 
what was undoubtedly the worst night of either of our lives. 
I’m going into a nursing program in the fall, and I want 
more than anything to pay it forward, and make sure all my 
patients feel as genuinely cared for as that paramedic 
helped me feel.”100 
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APPENDIX A: FAIR USE 

This communication uses information that I have 
downloaded and adapted from the WWW. I will not make a 
dime from it. The use of this information is consistent with 
fair use: 

§ 107. Limitations on exclusive rights: Fair use 

Release date: 2004-04-30 

Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 106 and 106A, 
the fair use of a copyrighted work, including such use by 
reproduction in copies or phonorecords or by any other 
means specified by that section, for purposes such as 
criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching (including 
multiple copies for classroom use), scholarship, or research, 
is not an infringement of copyright. In determining whether 
the use made of a work in any particular case is a fair use 
the factors to be considered shall include —  

(1) the purpose and character of the use, including whether 
such use is of a commercial nature or is for nonprofit 
educational purposes;  

(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;  

(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in 
relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; and  

(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or 
value of the copyrighted work.  

The fact that a work is unpublished shall not itself bar a 
finding of fair use if such finding is made upon 
consideration of all the above factors. 

Source of Fair Use information:  

<http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.html>  



I assume these things: 

Everyone wants Good Samaritans to get credit for their 
good deeds, and this book about Good Samaritans is a good 
way to do that. 

People who post on Imgur and Reddit or write letters to the 
editors want to share their information with the world. 

Credit must be given where credit is due. I definitely try to 
do this. 

I must not make money from this book.  

Light editing is OK for Imgur posts, Reddit posts, and 
letters to the editor. I see nothing wrong with correcting an 
obvious misspelling. 

  



APPENDIX B: SOME BOOKS BY DAVID BRUCE 

Retellings of a Classic Work of Literature 

Ben Jonson’s The Alchemist: A Retelling 

Ben Jonson’s Bartholomew Fair: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s The Devil is an Ass: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s Volpone, or the Fox: A Retelling 

Christopher Marlowe’s Complete Plays: Retellings 

Christopher Marlowe’s Dido, Queen of Carthage: A Retelling 

Christopher Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus: Retellings of the 1604 A-Text 
and of the 1616 B-Text 

Christopher Marlowe’s Edward II: A Retelling 

Christopher Marlowe’s The Massacre at Paris: A Retelling 

Christopher Marlowe’s The Rich Jew of Malta: A Retelling 

Christopher Marlowe’s Tamburlaine, Parts 1 and 2: Retellings 

Dante’s Divine Comedy: A Retelling in Prose  

Dante’s Inferno: A Retelling in Prose  

Dante’s Purgatory: A Retelling in Prose  

Dante’s Paradise: A Retelling in Prose  

The Famous Victories of Henry V: A Retelling 

From the Iliad to the Odyssey: A Retelling in Prose of Quintus of 
Smyrna’s Posthomerica 

George Peele’s The Arraignment of Paris: A Retelling  

George Peele’s The Old Wives’ Tale: A Retelling 

The History of King Leir: A Retelling 

Homer’s Iliad: A Retelling in Prose  

Homer’s Odyssey: A Retelling in Prose  



Jason and the Argonauts: A Retelling in Prose of Apollonius of 
Rhodes’ Argonautica 

John Ford’s The Broken Heart: A Retelling 

John Ford’s The Lover’s Melancholy: A Retelling 

John Ford’s Love’s Sacrifice: A Retelling 

John Ford’s Perkin Warbeck: A Retelling 

John Ford’s ’Tis Pity She’s a Whore: A Retelling 

John Ford’s The Queen: A Retelling 

King Edward III: A Retelling 

Robert Greene’s Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay: A Retelling 

Tarlton’s Jests: A Retelling 

The Trojan War and Its Aftermath: Four Ancient Epic Poems 

Virgil’s Aeneid: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 5 Late Romances: Retellings in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 10 Histories: Retellings in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 11 Tragedies: Retellings in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 12 Comedies: Retellings in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 38 Plays: Retellings in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 1 Henry IV, aka Henry IV, Part 1: A Retelling 
in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 2 Henry IV, aka Henry IV, Part 2: A Retelling 
in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 1 Henry VI, aka Henry VI, Part 1: A Retelling 
in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 2 Henry VI, aka Henry VI, Part 2: A Retelling 
in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 3 Henry VI, aka Henry VI, Part 3: A Retelling 
in Prose  



William Shakespeare’s All’s Well that Ends Well: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s As You Like It: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Comedy of Errors: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Coriolanus: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Cymbeline: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Hamlet: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Henry V: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Henry VIII: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s King John: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s King Lear: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Love’s Labor’s Lost: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Macbeth: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Measure for Measure: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Merry Wives of Windsor: A Retelling in 
Prose  

William Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream: A Retelling in 
Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Much Ado About Nothing: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Othello: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Pericles, Prince of Tyre: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Richard II: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Richard III: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Taming of the Shrew: A Retelling in Prose  



William Shakespeare’s The Tempest: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Timon of Athens: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Titus Andronicus: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Troilus and Cressida: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Two Gentlemen of Verona: A Retelling in 
Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Two Noble Kinsmen: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Winter’s Tale: A Retelling in Prose  

Children’s Biography 

Nadia Comaneci: Perfect Ten 

Personal Finance 

How to Manage Your Money: A Guide for the Non-Rich 

Anecdote Collections 

250 Anecdotes About Opera 

250 Anecdotes About Religion 

250 Anecdotes About Religion: Volume 2 

250 Music Anecdotes 

Be a Work of Art: 250 Anecdotes and Stories 

The Coolest People in Art: 250 Anecdotes 

The Coolest People in the Arts: 250 Anecdotes 

The Coolest People in Books: 250 Anecdotes 

The Coolest People in Comedy: 250 Anecdotes 

Create, Then Take a Break: 250 Anecdotes 

Don’t Fear the Reaper: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Art: 250 Anecdotes 



The Funniest People in Books: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Books, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Books, Volume 3: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Comedy: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Dance: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 3: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 4: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 5: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 6: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Movies: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Music: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Music, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Music, Volume 3: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Neighborhoods: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Relationships: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Sports: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Sports, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Television and Radio: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Theater: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People Who Live Life: 250 Anecdotes  

The Funniest People Who Live Life, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes  

The Kindest People Who Do Good Deeds, Volume 1: 250 Anecdotes 

The Kindest People Who Do Good Deeds, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

Maximum Cool: 250 Anecdotes 



The Most Interesting People in Movies: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Politics and History: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Politics and History, Volume 2: 250 
Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Politics and History, Volume 3: 250 
Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Religion: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Sports: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People Who Live Life: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People Who Live Life, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

Reality is Fabulous: 250 Anecdotes and Stories 

Resist Psychic Death: 250 Anecdotes 

Seize the Day: 250 Anecdotes and Stories 



APPENDIX C: ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

It was a dark and stormy night. Suddenly a cry rang out, and on a hot 
summer night in 1954, Josephine, wife of Carl Bruce, gave birth to a 
boy — me. Unfortunately, this young married couple allowed Reuben 
Saturday, Josephine’s brother, to name their first-born. Reuben, aka 
“The Joker,” decided that Bruce was a nice name, so he decided to 
name me Bruce Bruce. I have gone by my middle name — David — 
ever since. 

Being named Bruce David Bruce hasn’t been all bad. Bank tellers 
remember me very quickly, so I don’t often have to show an ID. It can 
be fun in charades, also. When I was a counselor as a teenager at Camp 
Echoing Hills in Warsaw, Ohio, a fellow counselor gave the signs for 
“sounds like” and “two words,” then she pointed to a bruise on her leg 
twice. Bruise Bruise? Oh yeah, Bruce Bruce is the answer! 

Uncle Reuben, by the way, gave me a haircut when I was in 
kindergarten. He cut my hair short and shaved a small bald spot on the 
back of my head. My mother wouldn’t let me go to school until the 
bald spot grew out again. 

Of all my brothers and sisters (six in all), I am the only transplant to 
Athens, Ohio. I was born in Newark, Ohio, and have lived all around 
Southeastern Ohio. However, I moved to Athens to go to Ohio 
University and have never left.  

At Ohio U, I never could make up my mind whether to major in 
English or Philosophy, so I got a bachelor’s degree with a double major 
in both areas, then I added a Master of Arts degree in English and a 
Master of Arts degree in Philosophy. Yes, I have my MAMA degree. 

Currently, and for a long time to come (I eat fruits and veggies), I am 
spending my retirement writing books such as Nadia Comaneci: 
Perfect 10, The Funniest People in Comedy, Homer’s Iliad: A Retelling 
in Prose, and William Shakespeare’s Hamlet: A Retelling in Prose. 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


